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博学之，审问之，慎思之，明辨之，笃行之。
To this attainment there are requisite the extensive study of what is good, accurate inquiry about it, careful reflection on it, the clear discrimination of it, and the earnest practice of it.

《礼记·中庸》
The Doctrine of the Mean
Abstract

The propagation channel determines the fundamental basis of wireless communications, as well as the actual performance of practical systems. Therefore, having good channel models is a prerequisite for developing the next generation wireless systems. This thesis first investigates one of the main channel model building blocks, namely clusters. To understand the concept of clusters and channel characterization precisely, a measurement based ray launching tool has been implemented (Paper I). Clusters and their physical interpretation are studied by using the implemented ray launching tool (Paper II). Also, this thesis studies the COST 2100 channel model, which is a geometry-based channel model using the concept of clusters. A complete parameter set for the outdoor sub-urban scenario is extracted and validated for the COST 2100 channel model (Paper III). This thesis offers valuable insights on multi-link channel modeling, where it will be widely used in the next generation wireless systems (Paper IV and Paper V). In addition, positioning and localization by using the phase information of multi-path components, which are estimated and tracked from the radio channels, are investigated in this thesis (Paper VI).

Clusters are extensively used in geometry-based stochastic channel models, such as the COST 2100 and WINNER II channel models. In order to gain a better understanding of the properties of clusters, thus the characteristics of wireless channels, a measurement based ray launching tool has been implemented for outdoor scenarios in Paper I. With this ray launching tool, we visualize the most likely propagation paths together with the measured channel and a detail floor plan of the measured environment. The measurement based ray launching tool offers valuable insights of the interacting physical scatterers of the propagation paths and provides a good interpretation of propagation paths. It shows significant advantages for further channel analysis and modeling, e.g., multi-link channel modeling.

The properties of clusters depend on how clusters are identified. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of clusters: parameter based clusters are characterized with the parameters of the associated multi-path components;
physical clusters are determined based on the interacting physical scatterers of the multi-path components. It is still an open issue on how the physical clusters behave compared to the parameter based clusters and therefore we analyze this in more detail in Paper II. In addition, based on the concept of physical clusters, we extract modeling parameters for the COST 2100 channel model with sub-urban and urban micro-cell measurements. Further, we validate these parameters with the current COST 2100 channel model MATLAB implementation.

The COST 2100 channel model is one of the best candidates for the next generation wireless systems. Researchers have made efforts to extract the parameters in an indoor scenario, but the parameterization of outdoor scenarios is missing. Paper III fills this blank, where, first, cluster parameters and cluster time-variant properties are obtained from the 300 MHz measurements by using a joint clustering and tracking algorithm. Parameterization of the COST 2100 channel model for single-link outdoor MIMO communication at 300 MHz is conducted in Paper III. In addition, validation of the channel model is performed for the considered scenario by comparing simulated and measured delay spreads, spatial correlations, singular value distributions and antenna correlations.

Channel modeling for multi-link MIMO systems plays an important role for the developing of the next generation wireless systems. In general, it is essential to capture the correlations between multi-link as well as their correlation statistics. In Paper IV, correlation between large-scale parameters for a macro cell scenario at 2.6 GHz has been analyzed. It has been found that the parameters of different links can be correlated even if the base stations are far away from each other. When both base stations were in the same direction compared to the movement, the large-scale parameters of the different links had a tendency to be positively correlated, but slightly negatively correlated when the base stations were located in different directions compared to the movement of the mobile terminal. Paper IV focuses more on multi-site investigations, and paper V gives valuable insights for multi-user scenarios. In the COST 2100 channel model, common clusters are proposed for multi-link channel modeling. Therefore, shared scatterers among the different links are investigated in paper V, which reflects the physical existence of common clusters. We observe that, as the MS separation distance is increasing, the number of common clusters is decreasing and the cross-correlation between multiple links is decreasing as well. Multi-link MIMO simulations are also performed using the COST 2100 channel model and the parameters of the extracted common clusters are detailed in paper V. It has been demonstrated that the common clusters can represent multi-link properties well with respect to inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity.
Positioning has attracted a lot of attention both in the industry and academia during the past decades. In Paper VI, positioning with accuracy down to centimeters has been demonstrated, where the phase information of multi-path components from the measured channels is used. First of all, an extended Kalman filter is implemented to process the channel data, and the phases of a number of MPCs are tracked. The tracked phases are converted into relative distance measures. Position estimates are obtained with a method based on so called structure-of-motion. In Paper VI, circular movements have been successfully tracked with a root-mean-square error around 4 cm when using a bandwidth of 40 MHz. It has been demonstrated that phase based positioning is a promising technique for positioning with accuracy down to centimeters when using a standard cellular bandwidth.

In summary, this thesis has made efforts for the implementation of the COST 2100 channel model, including providing model parameters and validating such parameters, investigating multi-link channel properties, and suggesting implementations of the channel model. The thesis also has made contributions to the tools and algorithms that can be used for general channel characterizations, i.e., clustering algorithm, ray launching tool, EKF algorithm. In addition, this thesis work is the first to propose a practical positioning method by utilizing the distance estimated from the phases of the tracked multi-path components and showed a preliminary and promising result.
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Part I

Overview of the Research Field
Chapter 1

Introduction

The evolution of wireless communication in the last decades has been accelerating at an extraordinary pace to fulfill the modern lifestyle requirements, such as smart-phones, tablets, sensor networks, smart grid schemes, etc. To keep pace with this ever-increasing demand, new wireless communication standards such as long-term evolution (LTE), and LTE-advanced [1], target a downlink peak data rate of 1 Gbit/s. Multi-input multi-output (MIMO), distributed MIMO, massive MIMO and millimeter wave systems are among the main core technologies that are adopted or probably will be adopted in order to increase the data rate and maximize the utilization of the limited spectrum by exploiting the spatial domain. The performance of these technologies is highly affected by the wireless channels between the different communication terminals. Therefore, understanding the behavior of wireless channels in time and space is crucial in order to fully exploit the benefits of these core technologies.

Several approaches have been used in order to characterize different aspects of wireless channels, for example, channel measurements and ray tracing simulations. Channel measurements are usually used to capture the temporal and spatial behavior of wireless channels. However, performing channel measurements is a complicated process that requires huge data storage, significant financial resources, and manpower efforts. On the other hand, ray tracing provides an alternative option in modeling wireless channels. However, among other factors, the accuracy of ray tracing depends on the accurate and detailed description of the physical properties of the propagation environment. Such detailed information is not available in most of the environments of interest, and even if they are available, they result in huge computational complexity. Stochastic channel models provide a balance between cost (computational as well as financial) and accuracy in modeling the different channel parame-
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Stochastic channel models utilize both propagation measurements and ray tracing simulations in order to understand the behavior of wireless channels and capture their characteristics. Consequently, the extracted parameters are utilized to model wireless channels in ways that statistically reflect realistic propagation conditions. However, more research is needed in order to develop sophisticated models that are able to accurately model wireless channels in complicated environments, and different scenarios, e.g., with large number of users, large number of base stations (BSs), various mobility models, wide possible arrangements of transmit and received antennas, and so on. There have been well-established stochastic channel models, e.g., the Kronecker model [2], COST 207 [3], WINNER II [4], and COST 2100 [5]. Studying and understanding these models is an essential step toward improving current channel models, or introducing new channel models that are in a position to fulfill the design and planning requirements for next generation wireless systems.

In this chapter, first, a short introduction of MIMO technology is given. Secondly, an example of MIMO channel measurements is given. Then, ray tracing is discussed. Later, stochastic MIMO channel models together with their advantages and limitations are discussed. Lastly, an overview of the thesis wraps up this chapter.

1.1 MIMO Communications

MIMO systems have been an increasingly popular research area in the wireless communications community during the last 15 to 20 years. It exploits the space dimension in order to improve capacity, range and reliability of wireless communication systems. These improvements are achieved by using multiple antenna elements at the transmitter (Tx) and/or the receiver (Rx) sides. MIMO technology is becoming mature, and is already incorporated into emerging wireless broadband standards. For example, LTE-advanced [1] allows up to eight antennas for the downlink and up to four antennas for the uplink. To fully exploit the space dimension of wireless channels, technologies like distributed MIMO and massive MIMO have been investigated. Recently, very-large MIMO systems, also known as massive MIMO or large-scale antenna systems, have become a new research field in the wireless area [6]. It has been shown in theory that, with simple signal processing schemes, massive MIMO has the potential to remarkably improve performance in terms of link reliability and data rate [6,7].

MIMO radio channels represent a major part of MIMO systems that should be considered when evaluating system performance. They are typically described by multi-path components (MPCs) that originate from different obsta-
cles due to the reflection, diffraction or scattering mechanisms. These MPCs reach the receive antennas with different delays and compose the MIMO impulse response. Usually, we use $h_{i,j}(t,\tau)$ to represent the impulse response between the $j$th transmit antenna and the $i$th receive antenna at delay $\tau$. Thus, a MIMO channel with $N_{Rx}$ receive antennas and $N_{Tx}$ transmit antennas can be described by the matrix:

$$H(t, \tau) = \begin{bmatrix}
  h_{1,1}(t,\tau) & h_{1,2}(t,\tau) & \cdots & h_{1,N_{Tx}}(t,\tau) \\
  h_{2,1}(t,\tau) & h_{2,2}(t,\tau) & \cdots & h_{2,N_{Tx}}(t,\tau) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  h_{N_{Rx},1}(t,\tau) & h_{N_{Rx},2}(t,\tau) & \cdots & h_{N_{Rx},N_{Tx}}(t,\tau)
\end{bmatrix}.$$ (1.1)

Then the relation between the input and output for a MIMO channel can be expressed as:

$$y = H \ast s + n,$$ (1.2)

where $s$ is the signal vector, $\ast$ is the convolution operator and $n$ is the noise vector.

It can be noted that the MIMO channel determines the received signal, thus the link and the system level performance. Therefore, it is essential to have a good understanding of the behavior of MIMO channels, and take their influence into account when planning and evaluating MIMO systems.

### 1.2 MIMO Channel Measurements

The most straightforward way to capture and, consequently, characterize MIMO channel properties is to perform channel measurements, which is also called channel sounding [8]. The basic idea of channel sounding is that a transmitter sends out a known signal, while the receiver observes and stores the received version of the transmitted signal. Consequently, the channel impulse responses are derived by comparing the known transmitted signal and its corresponding received version for each Tx-Rx antenna pair. For MIMO measurements, it is sometimes difficult to process and/or record the data that are received at all Rx antennas at the same time. Thus, each Tx-Rx antenna pair is measured separately [9, 10]. A fast switch between Tx and Rx antenna elements is used where each Tx-Rx antenna pair is visited. The MIMO channel has to be static during the time required to visit all the Tx-Rx antenna pair combinations. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of a measured channel impulse response at the center frequency of 5.3 GHz using dual antennas at the Tx and Rx sides. It can be noted that describing a single channel sample needs a large
amount of information. Therefore, to measure a complete set of channels over a certain time and space is extremely costly.

1.3 Ray Tracing

As mentioned earlier, performing MIMO channel measurements is a complex process that requires significant effort and financial resources. As an alternative, channel models are widely used in order to generate MIMO channel realizations that can be used for different purposes such as system evaluation. Physical models aim at explicitly characterizing the effect of the physical environment on the wireless channels. One of the most widely used physical modeling methods is ray tracing [11]. Ray tracing aims to visualize propagation paths in the simulated environment and it provides channel realizations with high accuracy, especially when the transmitting antenna is positioned in moderately low heights, e.g., small micro-cells, and pico-cells [12, 13]. There are different approaches for the implementation of ray tracing techniques, but the rudimentary idea is to predict the most likely propagating paths based on the detailed description of the concerned environment. First, rays are launched from one communication terminal. When a ray interacts with an obstacle, it
gets reflected, diffracted or scattered in different directions, depending on the properties of the obstacle, see Fig. 1.2. The obstacles may be buildings, trees, windows, etc. In general, obstacles are described by simple models that characterize the interacting behavior of rays, e.g., be reflected from a wall with a specific power loss due to the wall material. After interacting with an obstacle, a ray may split into numerous rays, e.g., during scattering at a rough wall. The ray splitting process continues until the other terminal is reached, or until the ray power falls under a certain threshold. As long as a ray interacts with the different obstacles, the total number of rays increases exponentially, which requires large calculation time and memory. Even though the ray tracing is a highly computationally complex method, it is able to provide deterministic channel models that are very similar to the real physical channels.

### 1.4 Stochastic Channel Models

As the channel measurements and ray tracing techniques are of high complexity, stochastic channel models are widely used. The stochastic channel models are characterized by the statistics of their parameters, such as their correlation properties, path-loss, the ratio between the strongest MPC and the others, etc. Stochastic channel models have the advantage of describing wireless channels using simpler approaches compared to channel measurements and ray tracing techniques. However, they might compromise accuracy, as they do not aim for a complete description of the propagation processes. E.g., the correlative models [14] only characterize the correlation experienced at the Tx and Rx sides. As a consequence, channel models that have a balanced performance between the complexity and accuracy have attracted attention in the research field, e.g., WINNER II [4] and COST2100 channel models [5]. A brief overview
with respect to these channel models is given in the following.

### 1.4.1 Correlative Models

Correlative models try to simplify the wireless MIMO channel modeling effort by modeling only the correlation properties of the channel. In correlative models, wireless channels are represented as a white Gaussian channel with specific correlation properties at the two communication terminals, namely transmitter and receiver. These models are used extensively due to their simplicity, especially the Kronecker model [2] and the somewhat more advanced Weichselberger model [15].

#### Kronecker Model

The Kronecker model is one of the most popular, but simple MIMO channel models. It has been extensively used for the wireless system level verifications. The narrowband Kronecker channel model is simply described by a correlation matrix at the Tx and Rx sides and a Gaussian channel between them. It is assumed that there is no coupling between the scatterers located at the Tx and the Rx sides. Mathematically, the Kronecker model represents a simple form describing the channel matrix as:

$$H_{\text{Kron}} = R_{\text{Rx}}^{1/2} H_w R_{\text{Tx}}^{1/2}, \quad (1.3)$$

where $H_w$ represents the Gaussian channel with $E\{H_w H_w^H\} = I$.

For the use of this model, only the correlation matrices at the Tx and Rx sides are needed. Usually the correlation matrices are estimated from the channel matrix with $R_{\text{Rx}} = E\{HH^H\}$ and $R_{\text{Tx}} = E\{H^H H\}^T$, where $H$ is the Hermitian conjugate and $T$ is the transpose. So the parameterization of the Kronecker model is simple and straightforward.

The Kronecker model can also be applied to wideband MIMO channels, where the wideband channel is treated as a collection of uncorrelated narrowband channels. Often the wideband Kronecker model is described as:

$$H_{\text{Kron}}[n] = R_{\text{Rx}}^{1/2}[n] H_w[n] R_{\text{Tx}}^{1/2}[n], \quad (1.4)$$

where $n$ indicates each independent narrowband channel. Therefore, parameterization for each independent narrowband channel is needed for the use of the wideband model.

The Kronecker model is widely used due to its simplicity. However, measurements have suggested that the Kronecker model is not accurate enough and sometimes it fails to represent the real physical channel [16]. This lack
of accurately representing physical channels has raised the question: to which level, the Kronecker model can be trusted? With respect to the uncorrelated assumption in the Kronecker model, the model usually has a good performance when the number of antennas is small. As the number of antennas increases, e.g., as in massive MIMO, the space resolution of the system increases and the performance of the Kronecker model is highly degraded.

**Weichselberger Model**

In order to include the coupling between the scatterers at the Tx side and the ones at the Rx side, Weichselberger has developed a correlative model that has a more accurate description of the properties in the spatial domain [15]. Besides requiring the link end correlation matrices, as in the Kronecker case, the Weichselberger model also requires the additional knowledge of a coupling matrix between the Tx and Rx. The model is defined as

$$H_{\text{Weichsel}} = U_{\text{Rx}} (\tilde{\Omega}_{\text{Weichsel}} \odot H_w) U_{\text{Tx}},$$

(1.5)

where $U_{\text{Rx}}$ and $U_{\text{Tx}}$ are the eigen bases resulting from the eigenvalue decomposition of the link end correlation matrices $R_{\text{Rx}}$ and $R_{\text{Tx}}$, respectively. The $\tilde{\Omega}_{\text{Weichsel}}$ is the element-wise square root of the coupling matrix $\Omega$. The $\odot$ represents the element-wise multiplication, and the $\sim$ operator indicates an element-wise square-root. The parameters for this model are the eigenbasis of the receive and the transmit correlation matrices and a coupling matrix. Same as the Kronecker model, the correlation matrices are estimated from the channel matrix while the coupling matrix is given by

$$\Omega = E\{ (U_{\text{Rx}}^H H U_{\text{Tx}}^*) \odot (U_{\text{Rx}}^T H U_{\text{Tx}}) \}.\; (1.6)$$

Parameterization for Weichselberger model is still with reasonable complexity, where only the coupling matrix is added compared to the Kronecker model. The Weichselberger channel model has been validated by measurement data in [17]. It has been demonstrated that the model gives a reasonable approximation of the system performance, especially for the channel capacity and spatial properties. Still with complexity, it has been widely used especially for the narrowband channel applications.

**Structured Model**

The Weichselberger model focuses primarily on narrowband channels, where the correlations over different bands are not considered. The structured model is an extension of the Weichselberger model to the wideband MIMO channel,
that includes the wideband correlation over receiver-transmitter-delay space and is defined as [18]:

$$H_{\text{struct}} = \Gamma \times_1 U_{\text{Rx}} \times_2 U_{\text{Tx}} \times_3 U_{\text{del}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

$U_{\text{Rx}}$, $U_{\text{Tx}}$ and $U_{\text{del}}$ are the orthogonal eigen bases for the correlation matrix over receiver, transmitter and delay space, respectively. $\Gamma$ is the wideband channel matrix with weighted complex-Gaussian random variables. The weighted factors, depending on the wideband coupling coefficients, are defined as

$$\omega_{ijk} = (u_{\text{del},k} \odot u_{\text{Tx},j} \odot u_{\text{Rx},i})^H R_{\text{WB,H}} (u_{\text{del},k} \odot u_{\text{Tx},j} \odot u_{\text{Rx},i}),$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.8)

where $u_{\text{Rx},i}$, $u_{\text{Tx},j}$, and $u_{\text{del},k}$ are the one-sided eigenvectors, and $R_{\text{WB,H}}$ is the wideband correlation matrix. The $\odot$ represent the Kronecker product.

For the parameterization of the structured model, the full wideband matrix and the correlation matrix over each dimension have to be estimated. Compared to the wideband Kronecker model, the performance is improved due to the inclusion of the full correlation over different bands. Fig. 1.3 shows the capacities from the Kronecker and the structured model based on a wideband 4-by-4 MIMO measurement at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. As expected, the Kronecker model underestimates the channel capacity while

Figure 1.3: Modeled versus measured capacity for a wideband 4-by-4 MIMO measurement.
Cluster-based Channel Models

Cluster-based models bridge the gap between correlative channel models and ray tracing models, and provide a balanced performance between modeling accuracy and complexity. The first well-known cluster-based model is the Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model [19], which describes channels with time-invariant properties. It focuses on modeling the channel with respect to both power and delay [19]. SV model is one of the first channel models that include the clustering of MPCs. It divides the channel impulse response into several clusters, each of which is consisting of a number of MPCs. The power delay profile (PDP) of each cluster is modeled with an exponentially decaying profile, with its own arrival time and decay factor, see Fig. 1.4. The overall PDP is also modeled with exponential decay; however, with slower decay factor. The modeled channel impulse response is given as

\[
h(\tau) = \sum_{c=0}^{\infty} \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} a_{c,l} e^{j\phi_{c,l}} \delta(\tau - \tau_c - \tau_{c,l})
\]  

(1.9)

where \(\tau_c\) is the cluster arrival time, and \(\tau_{c,l}\) is the arrival time of the \(l\)th MPC inside cluster \(c\). The parameters \(a_{c,l}\) and \(\phi_{c,l}\) are the gain and phase of the \(l\)th
MPC in cluster $c$. It can be noted that the parameters of the SV model are limited. Thus, the model can be implemented with low complexity. However, usually the SV model works well only for the indoor scenario and lacks the time invariant description of the real channel. The SV model is simple and easy to use, but more sophisticated channel models are needed to give a more detailed characterization of the wireless channel.

### 1.4.3 Geometry-based Channel Models

The fundamental basis of geometry-based channel models is also clusters, together with geometrical descriptions, such as directional information. There are well-established geometry-based channel models, e.g., COST 273 [20], WINNER II [4], COST 2100 [5] etc. These models are with reasonable complexity and high accuracy, which makes the geometry-based channel models significantly attractive. In this section, WINNER II and the COST 2100 channel
models are discussed in more detail.

**WINNER II Channel Model**

In the WINNER II channel model, multi-path clusters are used in order to develop a realistic description of the wireless channels. Fig. 1.5 shows the modeling concept for a single link MIMO channel. Each large black circle represents a multi-path cluster that is associated with a group of MPCs (represented as tiny solid green circles). As the mobile stations (MSs) move, different clusters will contribute to the communication links.

The WINNER II channel model covers a wide range of propagation scenarios, including an indoor office, indoor hall, urban micro-cell, outdoor to indoor and so on [4]. For each scenario, different sets of parameters are extracted from measurements, e.g., delay spread, angle spread, shadow fading and cross-polarization ratio. There are two groups of parameters used in the WINNER II channel models: large scale parameters and support parameters. The model parameters are summarized in [4] and are all included in the open MATLAB WINNER II implementation. To generate channel snapshots using the WINNER II channel model, parameters for each snapshot are calculated from the global parameters and parameter distributions, which means the channel parameters vary over time. However, the concept of channel segments has been introduced to keep the channel stationary, i.e., to make sure that the large scale parameters do not change, over such intervals.

The WINNER II channel model has significant advantages, e.g., it covers many scenarios, and it is scalable with multi-link modeling. However, it is affected by a major shortcoming, that is, the clusters are of the same size. This is not true when considering the physical properties of different propagation environments. Therefore, the model accuracy degrades, especially in indoor scenarios, where clusters have significantly different sizes. In addition, the model has a rigid structure such that when new large scale parameters are introduced, the entire initialization of the propagation environment must be redefined, which hinders the development or extension of the model itself [21].

**The COST 2100 Channel Model**

The COST 2100 channel model is an extension of, and have inherited several concepts from, the previous COST 273 MIMO channel model [5]. The COST 2100 channel model describes the physical radio propagation in various scenarios including the macro-, micro- and pico-cells with a generic and flexible structure that shows good compatibility with other scenarios. It also supports
Figure 1.6: The COST 2100 channel model, an example of clusters, visibility regions and transition regions.

The basic modeling methodology of the COST 2100 channel model is based on multi-path clusters and their corresponding visibility regions. Basically, clusters are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the communication area, and each cluster is associated with a visibility region. When a user is inside a visibility region, the corresponding cluster is active, thus having contributions to the channel. Generally, a cluster can have more than one visibility region, but each visibility region can only be assigned to one cluster. Users can exist within several visibility regions at the same time, e.g., in the overlapping area of several visibility regions. As a user is moving, the clusters that can be seen by the user are changing. Even along the duration in which the cluster is being active, its power contribution changes as the position of the MS changes. This change takes place within what is called a transition region. The transition regions are defined within the visibility regions and their role is to smoothly
allow the user to enter or leave the visibility region of interest. Fig. 1.6 shows an example of the relations between clusters, visibility regions and transition regions.

To simulate channels using the COST 2100 model, parameters for the considered scenarios have to be provided. Typically, the COST 2100 channel model includes indoor and outdoor scenarios, where some of the scenarios have the complete set of parameters, but a subset of the modeling parameters of some scenarios is missing.

The COST 2100 channel model has significant importance for the development of the next generation wireless system. Its cluster-level structure provides an efficient and a realistic solution for incorporating diverse channel properties into the channel description. Hence, it promises a solution to model different aspects in multi-link and cooperative communication systems. The COST 2100 model covers different communication scenarios, includes new channel characteristics, e.g., diffuse multi-path components (DMCs), and is suitable for system level simulations. A more thorough discussion of the COST 2100 channel models is given in Chapter 3.

1.5 Overview of the Thesis

MIMO channel models are important for the development of wireless systems. There is a wide amount of literature on channel modeling. However, sophisticated channel models need more efforts targeting different environments, parameterization, implementation and validation, which are the primary objectives of the thesis.

First, to be able to understand the basis of geometry-based channel models, clusters are studied in Chapter 2, including their spatial and physical properties. Then, one of the geometry-based channel models using the concept of clusters, the COST 2100 channel model, is studied, analyzed, and implemented in Chapter 3, including the discussions on multi-link extension of channel models. Recently, high accuracy indoor positioning attracted high attention both in industry and academia. In Chapter 4, the possibility for positioning using phase information of MPCs from the radio channels is investigated. The contributions and conclusions of the thesis are presented in Chapter 5, together with discussions of future work.
Chapter 2

What is a Cluster?

As a general term, a cluster is defined as a collection of objects that are similar to each other in some agreed-upon sense [22]. In radio channels analysis, a multi-path cluster is defined as a group of MPCs that have similar delay and angular parameters. Identifying clusters in radio channels has attracted a lot of research attention due to the fact that clusters represent the basis for popular channel models [19, 23–37]. In 1987, Saleh and Valenzuela were the first to propose using the concept of clusters for channel modeling [19]. They focused on defining clusters in the delay domain. Later on, other domains, including azimuth angle of departure and arrival as well as delay, were suggested to be considered when identifying clusters, such as the COST 259 model [23, 24]. Significant research effort has been made in order to study clusters and obtain a better understanding of their behavior based on measurement data [25–37].

The procedure of identifying clusters is called clustering, and there are two widely used methods for clustering. The first one is the parameter based clustering method, where clustering is performed based on the parameter space of the MPCs. The corresponding extracted clusters are therefore called parameter based clusters [25–35]. The second is the physical clustering method where ray tracing or ray launching techniques are used to identify the different groups of scattering objects and their associated MPCs [36, 37]. Usually, compared to the parameter based clusters, physical clusters can easily be interpreted and linked to the different physical scatterers in the environment. However, physical clusters are often linked to a more complicated extraction methodology.

In this chapter, we start by reviewing the parameter based clusters, including their extraction using the joint clustering and tracking algorithm, and some of their properties such as cluster positions, spreads, and movements. Then we discuss the physical clusters, with respect to their extraction using a
measurement based ray launching extraction method, and some of their properties such as cluster’s lifetimes and spreads. At the end of this chapter, the physical interpretation of the parameter based clusters is discussed.

2.1 Parameter Based Clusters

Clustering algorithms focusing on the parameter space of MPCs, such as KPowerMeans, Hierarchical, and Gaussian mixture, have been discussed and widely used in cluster related channel analysis [26,28–31]. The extracted clusters from such clustering algorithms are called parameter based clusters. A parameter based cluster is usually characterized by its lifetime, angular spreads, delay spread, shadowing factor and so on, see e.g., [28, 31]. Usually, clustering algorithms concentrate on determining clusters in each snapshot and do not take into account characterizing the evolution of clusters’ properties among consecutive snapshots. However, from a modeling perspective, cluster time variant properties have to be considered to give a better description of the channels. Therefore, cluster tracking algorithms that are able to obtain the different time variant properties of clusters [38,39] have been developed. At an early stage, algorithms were introduced such that they first extract clusters, and then track them, e.g., see [38]. Later, a so called joint clustering and tracking algorithm, which extracts and tracks clusters at the same time, has attracted researchers’ interests [39]. In this section, the joint clustering and tracking algorithm is reviewed as well as the properties of the extracted clusters.

2.1.1 Joint Clustering and Tracking Algorithm

The idea of joint clustering and tracking allows identifying clusters and tracking their time variant properties concurrently. To achieve this goal, the following steps are performed. First, a Kalman filter is used to predict the position parameters of the clusters for the next snapshot and, then, a KPowerMean clustering algorithm is used to identify different clusters from the measurement data based on these predictions. The tracking algorithm determines how clusters of different snapshots are related to each other. Depending on their properties, clusters from a new snapshot can be associated with the clusters from the previous snapshot or treated as newborn clusters. Similarly, clusters in the previous snapshot are seen as dead if they cannot be related to any cluster in the next snapshot. This algorithm has been tested in several measurement environments, both for indoor and outdoor scenarios, and demonstrated significant improvement in tracking clusters [39]. The main parts of the joint clustering and tracking algorithm, i.e., KPowerMean and Kalman filtering, are
discussed in the following.

**KPowerMean Clustering**

The KPowerMean clustering algorithm is based on the power weighted $K$-means algorithm [29, 30]. First, $K$ initial cluster centroid positions are chosen, and then the MPCs, characterized by delay, angle-of-arrival (AOA), angle-of-departure (AOD) and power, are associated to the cluster centroids $\mu_c$ according to the distance function, which is defined as:

$$D(i) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} P_l \text{MCD}(x_l, \mu_c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

Each MPC $x_l$ is associated with the cluster centroid which has the minimum distance $D(i)$. After assigning all the MPCs to their corresponding centroids, the centroids of the different clusters are re-calculated based on their associated MPCs as

$$\mu_c = \left[ \frac{\sum_{l \in \mu_c} P_l \tau_l}{\sum_{l \in \mu_c} P_l}, \frac{\text{angle}(\sum_{l \in \mu_c} P_l \exp(j\phi_{Rx,l}))}{\text{angle}(\sum_{l \in \mu_c} P_l \exp(j\phi_{Tx,l}))} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $P_l$, $\tau_l$, $\phi_{Rx,l}$ and $\phi_{Tx,l}$ are the power, delay, AOA and AOD of the $l$th MPC, respectively. A comparison between the newly observed cluster centroids and the previous centroids is performed. Only when all the cluster centroids are not changed, the algorithm will stop assigning MPCs to clusters. Otherwise the MPCs will continue to be assigned to the new centroids. In order to make a more efficient algorithm, usually a maximum iteration number is needed [26]. When the KPowerMean clustering algorithm is performed based on the three considered domains, i.e., AOA, AOD, and delay, any of these three properties might dominate the clustering performance. For example, clusters with significantly different delays but with similar properties in other domains can be grouped into one cluster. Therefore, in [39], a weighting factor of the delay component was introduced to give a trade-off between the delay and angular domain.

**Kalman Filter Tracking**

Kalman filtering, which is also known as linear quadratic estimation [40], is an algorithm that uses a series of measurements observed over time, containing noise (random variations) and other inaccuracies. Also it allows tracking, and produces estimates of unknown variables that tend to be more precise than those based on a single measurement alone. Basically it contains two parts for
the channel parameter tracking, Kalman prediction and Kalman update. Both are focusing on cluster centroids. Based on the assumption of having linear movements of clusters in delay and angle domains, the state-space model is defined by using the cluster tracking parameters $\theta$, which consists of cluster centroid position and centroid speed [30],

$$\theta^n = \Phi \theta^{n-1} + w^n$$

(2.3)

where $w^n$ is the state noise at the $n$th stage and $\Phi$ is the state-transition matrix and is given by

$$\Phi = I_3 \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix},$$

(2.4)

where $I_3$ is the identity matrix and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product.

The derived Kalman filter tracking equations include prediction and update steps: [30]

Prediction

$$\theta^{n|n-1} = \Phi \theta^{n-1|n-1}$$

(2.5)

$$M^{n|n-1} = \Phi M^{n-1|n-1} \Phi^T + Q$$

(2.6)

Update

$$K^{n|n} = M^{n|n-1} O^T (OM^{n|n-1} O^T + R)^{-1}$$

(2.7)

$$\theta^{n|n} = \theta^{n|n-1} + K^{n|n}(\mu_c - O\theta^{n|n-1})$$

(2.8)

$$M^{n|n} = (I - K^{n|n} O)M^{n|n-1}$$

(2.9)

where $O$ is the transition matrix for the cluster centroid position. The parameters $Q$, $M$ and $R$ are initialized as identity matrices.

The Kalman filter both tracks the clusters’ centroids over time and predicts their centroids for the next snapshot. By using the Kalman filter, the time variant properties of clusters can be obtained. Also, the prediction of the centroids of the new clusters helps the clustering algorithm to converge quickly.
Figure 2.1: Examples of tracked clusters over time.

2.1.2 Cluster Properties

By using the joint clustering and tracking algorithm, a cluster is characterized not only by its position and spreads, but also by its lifetime, and movements with respect to its position and spreads, power etc. In [30,39], cluster properties have been investigated for both indoor and outdoor scenarios, where it has been found that clusters have significant movements in the different parameter domains, which can be attributed to the changing of propagation conditions. To have a deep understanding of the cluster properties, cluster position, spreads, movements and lifetime are discussed more in detail in the following.
Figure 2.2: Examples of movements of parameter based clusters in the delay and angular domains: a) cluster delay movements, b) cluster angular movements.

Cluster Position and Cluster Spreads

A cluster position is determined by the cluster’s centroid, including delay, AOD and AOA, while the cluster’s spreads determine the size of the cluster. The determined clusters have an ellipsoidal shape. Fig. 2.1 shows examples of the position and the size of a cluster in a sub-urban scenario, where the propagation environment is changing slowly. It can be noted that clusters are separated well in delay, AOA and AOD. Inside each cluster, the cluster spreads are within a reasonable range thus the cluster sizes are limited with small values. The used algorithm is able to separate clusters and identify their associated MPCs.

Cluster Movements

Movements of the clusters include the movements of their positions and the changes of their sizes. The tracking algorithm provides the possibility to capture the variations of the cluster properties over time. Usually the movement of clusters highly depends on the propagation scenarios [30]. For the cluster delay, it shows a steady variation in indoor scenarios while it changes fast in outdoor scenarios [34], such as sub-urban. Usually the BS is static thus the change of parameters in the cluster AOD (assuming the BS as the transmitter) domain keeps a similar pattern for all scenarios. However, the movement at the receiver side highly relies on the scatterers around the Rx. A local scatterer usually leads to large variations in the angular properties of the clusters [35]. In general, the movements of clusters describe the changes of the propagation conditions. An example of movements in the delay and angular domains is
Cluster Lifetime

The lifetime of a cluster shows its active time span and hence relates to its visibility region, which is an important property for cluster based models. When a cluster is active, it contributes to the channel response. Over the active time span of a cluster, the contributions from this cluster to the channel response have slow variations over the time. However, clusters can also vanish fast, e.g., due to a shadowing object between the Tx and Rx. Therefore, clusters may be blocked and die [34]. Fig. 2.3 shows an example of a lifetime of a cluster in a sub-urban scenario. Most of the clusters have lifetimes less than 10 wavelengths. There are, however, a number of clusters with longer lifetimes that reflect the dominant scatterers in the environment.

2.2 Physical Clusters

Physical clusters, as the name indicates, are identified based on the physical interpretation of propagation paths. Therefore, the measurement ray launching tool is discussed in this section due to its capability to link MPCs with physical environment, and thus can be used for the purpose of physical clustering. Then the physical cluster extraction and properties are given as well.
2.2.1 Measurement Based Ray Launching Tool

Ray tracing and ray launching are promising candidates to help understanding the channel behavior and link it to the physical propagation environment. These techniques have high computational complexity and have no direct connection to measurements; therefore, a measurement based ray launching technique is introduced where the information from measurements is used in order to link the channel measurements to the physical environment. Besides providing a connection between measurements and the physical environment, it has the advantage of requiring lower complexity compared to conventional ray launching approaches as rays are launched only in the directions of the estimated MPCs.

The first use of the measurement based ray launching technique was for a low complexity indoor propagation scenario where there were two inputs for the developed indoor measurement based ray-tracer: (i) high resolution channel parameter estimates and (ii) physical structure of the propagation environment [41]. With the tool, it was possible to identify the dominant propagation phenomena and relate them with the scatterers of the physical environment. The developed indoor measurement based ray-tracer did not have the capability to simulate outdoor scenario due to the complicated outdoor propagation phe-
nomena. Therefore, in [42, 43], efforts have been made to develop a measurement based ray launching tool for outdoor scenarios. First, a simple outdoor measurement based ray launching structure was built based on the C++ application by E. Olsson [42] and A. Stranne, where only specular ray reflections from scatterers are considered. Later on, the application was made more sophisticated and capable to simulate diffraction and scattering as well [43], see Fig. 2.4. Similar to the indoor measurement based ray-tracer, a detailed floor plan of the measured area has to be provided, including the different interacting scatterers such as buildings, trees etc. If 3D ray tracing is aimed for, elevation information has to be included as well. Secondly, the measured channel is estimated with a high resolution algorithm, e.g., SAGE [44], or EKF [45, 46], to extract the MPC parameters. Consequently, the developed tool uses the delay, AOA, AOD and power of the extracted MPCs in order to visualize the most likely propagation paths on top of the environment map. Propagation processes of each MPC can be easily linked to the different physical scatterers. Fig. 2.5 shows examples of the visualized propagation paths together with their interacting scatterers.

Measurement based ray launching is an efficient way to understand the propagation mechanisms, especially to have a physical interpretation of the propagation channel. It offers valuable insights for channel modeling. However, there are some challenges for improving the efficiency and accuracy of this
tool. For instance, it is difficult to obtain detailed 3D floor plans for every environment of interest, and propagation models for different scatterers in the environment need to be improved as well.

2.2.2 Physical Clustering

Physical clustering has been evaluated in indoor scenarios by Poutanen et al. [36,41], which relies on the assumption that there exists a unique physical scattering object (or a group of scatterers in the case of multiple bounce clusters) that can be identified in the measurement environment for each extracted cluster. In order to determine the interacting scatterers in the environment, an extended Kalman filter has been used to extract MPCs with AOA, AOD and delay [45, 46]. An indoor measurement based ray tracer has been used to plot rays on top of a floor plan of the measurement environment according to the measured parameter estimates [41]. It thus shows the physical propagation paths, enabling the clusters to be explicitly mapped to physical scatterers in the environment. Using this approach, a cluster is defined as a group of MPCs originating via similar scattering processes, e.g. via a reflection from the same wall. Therefore, the extracted clusters are called physical clusters.

Physical clustering in an outdoor scenario has been carried out in [37]. For outdoor scenarios, it is often possible to identify dominant scatterers from a map. These dominant scatterers contribute to the channel impulse response over a long time and determine the main properties of the channel, i.e., over many separate channel snapshots. The scatterer based physical clusters can be related to a single scatterer or a group of scatterers. Furthermore, a scatterer can contribute to more than one physical cluster. In [37], physical clustering based on the distance between scatterers was suggested, where the distance between scatterers should be sufficiently close, so that the Tx/Rx cannot distinguish them. The term “close” is defined as when the distance between scatterers is much smaller than the distance to the Tx/Rx, more specifically one third of the distance between the Tx and Rx.

2.2.3 Properties of Physical Clusters

Physical clusters have been studied in [36] for the indoor environment. There, the number of clusters, cluster lifetime, and cluster visibility region have been investigated. It was shown that, the number of active clusters was 2.2 in non line-of-sight (NLOS) and 3.7 in line-of-sight (LOS) on the average. Also the cluster visibility region is suggested as 1 m in NLOS and 3.8 m in LOS in [36]. Recently, the study of physical clusters for outdoor scenarios has been carried out in [37], where both the sub-urban and urban scenarios are considered. The
discussions of properties of physical clusters are limited due to the lack of a refined physical clustering method. The properties of physical clusters with respect to cluster lifetime and cluster spreads are discussed more in detail in the following.

**Cluster Lifetime**

The time during which a physical cluster can be seen is called as the cluster lifetime, which is a fundamental basis for cluster visibility regions. When the terminal is moving, a physical cluster can be visible for a while, but also be blocked or shadowed by scatterers. Therefore, Fig. 2.6 shows an example of the cluster lifetime in units of wavelengths in the same sub-urban scenario as for the parameter based clusters. It can be noted that the extracted cluster lifetime in average is much longer than the ones for the parameter based clusters; more than 50% of the clusters have a lifetime larger than 100 wavelengths. This fact is well reflected in outdoor sub-urban environments where a physical object usually can give contributions to the channel over a longer time duration.
Cluster Spreads

The cluster spreads for physical clusters have been investigated in [37], including delay spread and angular spread. It has been seen that the delay spread and angular spreads have in general small values in the sub-urban and urban scenarios, e.g., 10 degree in AOA spread and 0.05 µs delay spread, which in turn reflects that the physical clustering results in a limited delay spread and angular spread of the associated MPCs. Therefore, the size of clusters is limited in a reasonable range.

2.3 Physical Interpretation of Parameter Based Clusters

Clusters that are extracted using the parameter based method capture the channel variations in position, size, and lifetime. However, finding a physical interpretation for these clusters is still an open topic which needs more investigations. In order to understand and determine the physical interpretation of clusters, the MPCs of each cluster need to be related to the physical environment.

With the developed measurement based ray launching tool, it is possible to investigate the behavior of the parameter based clusters and their interactions with the different physical scatterers in the environment. This investigation was performed for the first time in [37], where the clusters and their associated MPCs are analyzed so that they can be visualized together with the measured environment map. It was found that if the parameter based cluster is characterized as single-bounce then it has tight connections with the physical environment. Otherwise, it is difficult to relate the clusters with the physical environment. In general, the associated MPCs of a cluster have tight connections with the physical environment in the angular domain but not the case in the delay domain. Typically, a parameter based cluster is not interacting with a single physical scatterer but rather with several scatterers. Generally speaking, the investigation in [37] has shown that it is not straightforward to interpret the connections between the parameter based clusters and the physical environment.
Chapter 3

The COST 2100 Channel Model: Parameterization, Implementation, and Validation

The COST 2100 channel model is a well-established wireless channel model that can be integrated to evaluate current and next generation wireless systems. It provides statistical descriptions of wireless channels both for indoor and outdoor scenarios. However, the COST 2100 channel model implementation is still under development and needs more efforts, such as parameterization for some typical scenarios, especially when two or more wireless terminals are introduced. Also, there is a lack of studies validating the COST 2100 channel model due to the absence of a general methodology to validate channel models. Moreover, the validation processes are also dependent on available measurement data and the nature and use of the particular channel model. One of the most important characters of the COST 2100 channel model is the multi-link extension, where simulations with multiple BSs and MSs are supported. Analyses of the multi-link extension are rare due to a lack of multi-link measurements.

In this chapter, parametrization and validation of the COST 2100 channel model are discussed in detail. And then, the multi-link channel properties and its extension in the COST 2100 channel model are discussed.
3.1 Parametrization for the COST 2100 Channel Model

Parametrization is an essential step for the implementation of channel models. The first effort for the COST 2100 channel model parametrization was carried out by Pontanen et al. in [47], where only a single indoor link was considered. There, inter-cluster parameters, such as number of clusters, radius of the visibility regions, cluster decay factors, as well as the intra-cluster parameters (e.g., number of MPCs in a cluster, angular spreads, polarizations), were given, including both LOS and NLOS scenarios. More recently, in [31], parametrization for sub-urban scenarios has been carried out, where a complete set of parameters for outdoor scenarios is provided. In this section, details of the parametrization methodology and the corresponding results are reviewed.

3.1.1 Visibility Region

The visibility region is one of the most important concepts, because the size and number of visibility regions, etc, are parameters for the COST 2100 channel model. It was first introduced in the COST 259 channel model, where the visibility region is defined as the duration of the cluster in which it can be seen by the MSs [23]. In [47], the visibility region has been discussed and extracted similarly as in [23] for indoor scenarios. More recently, in [31], the visibility region has been derived from a modified extraction method. The main motivation for the modified method is that the MS does not always go through the center of the cluster visibility region and the visibility region of each cluster cannot simply be equal to the so called cluster lifetime distance, which is the multiplication of cluster lifetime and moving speed. Therefore, in [31], a relation between the visibility region and cluster lifetime is proposed. There, it has been assumed that the cluster visibility region is a circle, and the radius of the circular visibility region $r$ is deterministic. It is further assumed that the measured route traverses the circular visibility regions at a random (uniformly distributed) distance $d$ from the respective centers of the cluster visibility regions. Given this geometry, the length of an intersection between a measured route and a cluster visibility region is

$$L = \begin{cases} 
2\sqrt{r^2 - d^2} & 0 \leq d \leq r, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (3.1)$$

Now, the average cluster lifetime distance is

$$\Lambda \triangleq E[L] = \int_0^r 2\sqrt{r^2 - x^2} f_d(x) \, dx, \quad (3.2)$$
where $E[\cdot]$ denotes statistical expectation and $f_d(x)$ is the probability density function for $d$. By solving the integral in (3.2) for a uniformly distributed $r$, $0 \leq d < r$, it can be obtained as

$$\Lambda = \frac{\pi}{2} r,$$

(3.3)

where the factor $\frac{\pi}{2}$ is defined as a compensation factor between the cluster visibility region radius $r$ and the average cluster life distance $\Lambda$. In the COST 2100 channel model, the visibility region for indoor scenarios is suggested as 2.8 m and 3.8 m for LOS and NLOS respectively [5]. For outdoor scenarios, 32.8 m and 24.5 m are recommended for LOS and NLOS, respectively [31], based on the related channel measurement analysis. In indoor scenarios, scatterers are usually within a small scale and also the properties of each scatterer vary from one to another so that clusters vanish more frequently, thus the corresponding visibility region is in a scale of meters. However, in outdoor scenarios, objects can be larger, e.g., high buildings, and large walls, so clusters are visible for a longer time and cluster visibility regions are thus larger.

### 3.1.2 Cluster Power Decay Factor

The power carried by each cluster is modeled as a function of the cluster delay; basically, the longer the cluster delay, the weaker the cluster power is. In the COST 2100 channel model, cluster power is characterized with cluster decay factor, which describes how rapidly the power of the clusters decays as a function of the increasing delay. The factor gives control of the channel power in total and is thus crucial to the channel model as well. In general, a linear regression in dB domain between the power and delay can be done to extract the decay factor [31]. An example of extracting the decay factor is given in Fig. 3.1, where all the extracted clusters over the time and space are used. In this extraction process, it is crucial to consider the selection of noise level and maximum excess delay, which can give significantly different estimates of the decay factor [48]. In [47], a cluster power decay factor was estimated for each cluster and then an average process over all the cluster power decay factors has been applied to give a single cluster power decay factor. It has been seen that the cluster power decay factor for each cluster fluctuates in the indoor scenario, ranging from 30 dB/$\mu$s to 80 dB/$\mu$s, and a mean value 54 dB/$\mu$s is suggested [47]. The crucial problem with this method is that the estimated power decay factor for each cluster lacks sufficient statistics because some of the data may be missing [48] while the clusters vanish frequently.
3.1.3 Single- and Multiple-bounce Clusters

Clusters are characterized as single- and multiple-bounce clusters depending on the number of interactions along the propagation path and are implemented with different geometry models. The ratio between them, the so called cluster selection factor, is another critical parameter for the COST 2100 channel model. To be able to differentiate between single- and multiple-bounce clusters, usually a physical interpretation of the propagation properties is needed, where the interaction properties of each path have to be observed. In [47], the cluster selection factor has been extracted for the physical clusters together with a measurement based ray launching tool. It has been suggested that the cluster selection factor could be set to zero in indoor NLOS scenarios. While for the indoor LOS scenarios, around 70% of the clusters are multiple-bounce clusters. It can be argued that in indoor scenarios, the BS and MS are usually surrounded with more scatterers, which leads to more multiple-bounce clusters.

The number of interactions with physical objects for parameter based clusters in an outdoor scenario is studied in [31], where the geometry properties of the centroid of each cluster are used. It is initially checked whether a ray from the BS in the AOD direction of each cluster and a ray from the MS in the AOA direction of the same cluster can meet each other or not. If there is no valid
intersecting point between the two rays, a multiple-bounce cluster is assumed. With a valid intersecting point, the total travel time is employed as an additional check. When the travel time corresponds to the geometrical distance for a single interaction, a single-bounce cluster is determined. Around 90% and 80% multiple-bounce clusters has been observed for the LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively. Later on, in [37], the single- and multiple-bounce clusters are determined for the extracted physical clusters together with a measurement ray launching tool, which is similar as the method in [47]. There it has been found that physical scatterers can be single- and multiple-bounce clusters at the same time [37], and 33% and 20% single-bounce clusters has been founded for the considered sub-urban and urban scenarios, respectively.

3.1.4 Cluster Spreads

Cluster spreads, including delay spread, AOA spread, and AOD spread, determine the size of the cluster, and thus have significant effects on the channel properties. The spreads are usually defined as [5]:

$$DS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i (\tau_i - \bar{\tau})^2}{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i}}$$

$$AS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i \left(\text{angle}(\exp(j(\varphi_i - \bar{\varphi})))\right)^2}{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i}}$$

where $DS_c$ is cluster delay spread, $AS_c$ is cluster angular spread, $N_c$ is number of MPCs associated each cluster and $j$ is the imaginary unit. Furthermore, $P_i$ is the power for the $i$th MPC, $\bar{\tau}$ and $\bar{\varphi}$ are power weighted means calculated as

$$\bar{\tau} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i} \sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i \tau_i$$

$$\bar{\varphi} = \text{angle}(\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i \exp(j\varphi_i))$$

where $\tau_i$ is the delay and $\varphi_i$ is the AOD/AOA of the $i$th MPC. The cluster spreads are studied in [31, 37, 47]. A delay spread of 2 ns is suggested in [47], and angular spreads are relatively small, specifically, less than 5 degrees in the
indoor scenario. It has been pointed out that the angular spread at the MS side is larger than the one at BS side and angular spreads in elevation do not have significant differences compared to the ones in azimuth. In [31], the delay spread is in the scale of $\mu s$, where a large measurement area is included in the considered outdoor scenario. There, only the azimuth angles are analyzed due to the limitation of the measurement setup. The angular spreads show reasonably small values as well and thus can limit the size of the clusters. Also in [37], investigations of the cluster spread properties are carried out for both sub-urban and urban scenarios, where smaller cluster spreads were observed compared to the values in [31]. This observation is mainly due to the consideration of physical clusters, which have tight connections to the physical environment.

### 3.1.5 Cluster Cross-polarization Discrimination

The cluster cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) characterizes the power ratio between one polarization to another. To be able to characterize the XPD for a cluster, XPD ratios of each MPC belonging to the cluster are determined as [5]:

\[
\text{XPD}_V = \frac{P_{VV}}{P_{VH}}
\]

and

\[
\text{XPD}_H = \frac{P_{HH}}{P_{HV}}
\]

The MPC XPD ratios are modeled as log-normally distributed over different clusters, with a mean $\mu_{\text{XPD}}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{\text{XPD}}$ for a cluster. Thus the cluster cross-polarizations are also log-normally distributed, with parameters $(m_{\mu_{\text{XPD}}}, S_{\mu_{\text{XPD}}})$ and $(m_{\sigma_{\text{XPD}}}, S_{\sigma_{\text{XPD}}})$. In [37, 47], XPD parameters for indoor and outdoor scenarios have been discussed. In the indoor scenario, XPD$_V$ and XPD$_H$ are very close to each other and the mean and standard deviation being approximately 15 dB and 10 dB. In the outdoor scenario, mean values around 4 dB and 6 dB are observed for XPD$_V$ and XPD$_H$, together with standard deviation of approximately 4 dB and 3 dB. Note that, there is a lack of studies of the XPD parameters in some common scenarios, which is mainly due to the fact that the full polarization measurements for such scenarios are not available.

### 3.1.6 Other Parameters

Usually, clusters are classified as local clusters and far clusters. Local clusters are located around MS or BS, and far clusters are located away from both the BS and MS sides. The number of local clusters and far clusters is extracted
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separately. Usually, a local cluster is observed at the MS side in an outdoor scenario [31].

The number of far clusters, in general, is between 2 to 6 [31,37,47]. Regarding the number of MPCs in each cluster, in [47] the DMCs have been removed and less than 5 MPCs in each cluster is observed. The number of MPCs in each cluster in [31] is around 25 that is mainly due to the fact that the DMCs are taken into account and are treated as specular MPCs.

There is also a group of additional parameters when the LOS condition is fulfilled, which are so called LOS parameters. In [31,47], LOS parameters, including LOS power, visibility region of LOS, LOS cutoff distance, are extracted for the considered scenarios.

There are also some other important parameters in the COST 2100 channel model, e.g., transition region, cross-correlation between large scale parameters. Further detailed values are summarized in [31,37,47] for different scenarios.

3.2 Validation of the COST 2100 Channel Model

Validation is one of the most important steps for channel model development, where the extracted parameters from measurements are applied for channel simulations. Then the validation is performed by comparing the stochastic properties of the simulated channel and the measured channel that the parameters are drawn from.

The first attempt at validating the COST 2100 channel model has been carried out by Haneda et al. in [49] for an indoor scenario, where the angular and delay spreads were chosen due to their influences on the system metric, e.g., eigenvalue and capacity distribution. It was found that an acceptable level of agreement in terms of the angular and delay spreads is observed between practical channel simulations and measurements. Also the work has stated that the COST 2100 channel model is a reliable tool for realistic and dynamic MIMO channel simulations. Recently, in [31], the validation of the COST 2100 channel model has been performed with respect to delay spreads, spatial correlations, singular value distributions and antenna correlations in a sub-urban scenario, where it was concluded that the model has potential for modeling 300 MHz channels in outdoor environments. Although some modifications are needed for the distribution of cluster delay spreads and the size of the cluster visibility regions. Later, the validation of the delay spread and singular value distribution for an urban scenario was carried out in [37] together with the extracted parameters based on the concept of physical clusters. It was concluded that the physical clusters give better control of the delay spread; also, the COST 2100 channel model can well represent the channel characteristics with respect
3.3 Multi-link Extension of the COST 2100 Channel Model

Multi-link channel modeling is one of the major challenges for the next generation wireless channel models, where multiple BSs and MSs are introduced. In general, the key idea of multi-link channel modeling is to capture the cross-correlation properties between the considered links. Often, it is assumed that there is no correlation between two links if the two links are far away from each other [50]. However, it has been shown that cross-correlation of large scale parameters between multi-links indeed exists and also has significant effects on the channel properties [51–53] and the system level performance [54, 55]. Thus, modeling of large scale parameters between multi-links can give valuable improvements for multi-link system models. From a geometry-based modeling point of view, the cross-correlation between multi-links is due to the shared interacting scatterers along the propagation paths. Therefore, common clusters which describe the commonality between multi-links are introduced in [56], and are used in the COST 2100 multi-link channel model [57].

To have a thorough understanding of the multi-link channel modeling, cross-correlation of large scale parameters between links is discussed in the following. Later, common clusters, which describe the cross-correlation properties in the COST 2100 channel model, are discussed in detail as well.

3.3.1 Cross-correlation of large scale Parameters between Links

The large scale parameters, i.e., shadow fading, delay spread, AOA spread and AOD spread, are usually modeled as a function related to the distance in each link, such as an exponential decay with increasing distances [58]. When it comes to multi-link configurations, the distance and angle separations between multiple links become significantly important. The discussions on cross-correlation properties of large scale parameters are given in the following.

Shadow Fading

Shadow fading describes the long-term variations in the received power, which is usually assumed to be the results of shadowing by objects in the propagation paths [59, 60]. The averaged received power level in dB domain is usually
modeled as
\[ P(d) = P_0 - n \log_{10}(\frac{d}{d_0}) + SF(d), \]
where \(d\) is the distance, \(n\) is the path-loss exponent and \(P_0\) is a reference value at the distance \(d_0\). To extract the shadow fading component, a linear regression in dB domain of the received power versus distance is required.

Gudmundson has proposed that the auto-correlation of shadow fading in a single link follows an exponential decay as the distance is increasing [58], and many measurements have been carried out to validate this model [60–63]. When it comes to multiple links, cross-correlation of the shadow fading has also shown a significant importance for the system level performance. The early studies focused on the effects of the angle of arrival difference (AAD) at the mobile sites. A correlation coefficient of around 0.7 was obtained from the measurements when the AAD is small [64]. In addition, a table look up model of correlation coefficients versus AAD was proposed in [64]. Later on, Mawria proposed a simple formula for the approximation of the link correlation versus the angle \(\theta\) in degree seen from the MS to the two considered BSs [62]:
\[ \rho(\theta) = 0.9 - \frac{|\theta|}{200} \]
This simple approximation has not taken the positions of the BSs and MSs into account. In [65], a position dependent correlation function is introduced and a new simple model was proposed including position dependence.

After that, Perahia et al. in [66] has shown that the cross-correlation of shadow fading between BSs ranged from -0.34 to +0.43 for different environments and angular separations. Jaldén et al. in [51] has studied the influence of the distance between two BSs. It has been emphasized that the shadow fading has a high correlation when the two BSs are close. Recently, in [52], another measurement has been analyzed, where it was found that the cross-correlation between links can have a large value even when the two links are far away from each other. The shadow fading has shown negative cross-correlation between different links when the MS is moving towards one BS but away from the other BS. On the other hand, when MS is moving towards both BSs, the shadow fading is positively correlated.

Note that most of the work mentioned above is for outdoor-to-outdoor scenarios. Therefore, Jaldén et al. in [67] have put lots of efforts into investigating the indoor multi-link cross-correlation properties. There, a correlation coefficient of 0.5 was found for shadow fading in some measurement areas. Also, the correlation coefficient versus distance was studied in [67], where, generally, the cross-correlation increase with the decreasing distance. It has to be noted that, besides some specific measurement areas, the shadow fading cross-correlation is
generally low in most of the indoor scenarios, and can thus be treated as independent of each other. More recently, indoor multi-link correlation with respect to shadow fading has been investigated in [53], where a strong correlation was found even when the terminals are highly separated.

Delay Spread

Delay spread is the normalized second-order central moment of the power delay profile, and it shows the frequency selectivity of the channel. In [61], it has been suggested that the delay spread can be modeled as a log-normal distribution and the auto-correlation in each link can be modeled as an exponential decay with increasing distance. Nonetheless, due to the lack of multi-link measurements, the cross-correlation of the delay spread has rarely been studied. In [63], it was found that higher BS antenna arrays resulted in higher cross-correlation with respect to delay spread. Recently, in [52], a study of the cross-correlation of delay spread between multiple BSs in an outdoor scenario was carried out. It was seen that when the MS is moving towards one BS but away from the other BS, the delay spread had negative cross-correlation. On the other hand, when MS was moving towards both BSs, the delay spread was positively correlated, which is a similar trend as for the cross-correlation of shadow fading between links.

Angular Spread

The angular spread reflects the geometry of the local scatterers, so it is generally different at the transmitter and receiver sides. The cross-correlation of angular spread is related to the probability of the shared local scatterers between links. However, the study for angular spread concentrates on single link auto-correlation, e.g., in [61]. It has been seen that the angular spread has an exponential decay, negatively correlated with the shadow fading in each link. Recently, the cross-correlation of angular spread between multiple links has been analyzed in [51], where the BS and MS angular spread is introduced. However, both the two angular spreads show low cross-correlation, so that the authors suggest giving a lower priority to include cross-correlation of angular spreads into future wireless channel models.

3.3.2 Common Clusters

There have been a few studies on the cross-correlation between links, and results have shown that cross-correlation is an important property that should be well described in channel models. The COST 2100 channel model is a geometry-based stochastic channel model using the concept of clusters. To be compatible
with the single-link COST 2100 channel model, the concept of common clusters is introduced [5] to describe the multi-link cross-correlation.

The concept of common clusters is introduced based on the assumption that the propagation paths between two links have a shared part and can interact with the same physical scatterers [68,69]. The shared common physical scatterers are modeled as common clusters. Same as for the conventional clusters, visibility regions have to be assigned to common clusters, but now the visibility region has to be extended to maintain both the single-link and multiple-link channel model characteristics. Two concepts for the common clusters have been adopted in the COST 2100 channel model. One is BS-common clusters and the other is visibility region (VR) groups [5]. Fig. 3.2 gives an example of common clusters, where BS1 and BS2 have C1 as a BS-common cluster, VR2 and VR3 are in a VR group due to the common seen cluster C2. To give a thorough understanding of common clusters, common cluster identification, significance of common cluster, and validity of common cluster are discussed in the following.

### 3.3.3 Common Cluster Identification

Generally, common clusters behave like conventional clusters, and at the same time they represent the shared part of the radio channel between multiple links. The common cluster ratio, defined as the ratio between the common clusters and total clusters, is introduced to characterize the amount of common clusters in the COST 2100 channel model. In order to observe the common cluster ra-
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tio, we first have to identify the physical propagation paths for multi-links and associate them to clusters. An indoor measurement based ray launching tool has been used by Poutanen et al. in [70]. It plots the propagation paths on top of the map and shows the interactions between the MPCs and scatterers. Therefore, the shared physical scatterers between multiple links were determined based on two conditions. One is the distance between scatterers and the links. The other is the angular separation of scatterers seen from the MS sides. The thresholds for these values differ from environment to environment. In the indoor scenario, a distance of 5 meters and an angle of 45 degrees is suggested [56]. Similarly, common clusters for an outdoor scenario are analyzed together with an outdoor measurement based ray launching tool, where more complicated propagation phenomena are considered, e.g., diffraction, scattering [43]. For outdoor scenarios, to be able to determine a common cluster, a ratio between the distance of two cluster centroids and the larger distance from the two cluster centroids to the BS is introduced in [71]. A value of 0.2 for the ratio is recommended.

3.3.4 Significance of Common Clusters

The significance of common clusters was first introduced to characterize the ratio between the power carried by common and all the clusters by Poutanen et al. [56]. It was defined there as

$$S_i^{\text{common}} = \frac{P_i^{\text{common}}}{P_i^{\text{tot}}},$$

(3.12)

where $P_i^{\text{common}}$ is the power for a common cluster in link $i$, and $P_i^{\text{tot}}$ is the sum of powers of link $i$. It was found that the total significance varied from 40% to 95% in indoor scenarios [56], while it varied from 10% to 40% for outdoor scenarios [71]. For the indoor analysis, the dominant power is usually coming from nearby walls or objects; in those cases, the common cluster becomes more significant. However, in the outdoor scenarios, where users typically are more separated, other scatterers can provide equivalent or even higher power and diminish the dominance of the common clusters.

3.3.5 Validation of Common Clusters

A validation of multi-link modeling using common clusters has been carried out for an indoor scenario with respect to sum rate capacity [56]. It has been seen that the common cluster can well predict the capacity if their significance is high, specifically, around 85%. For the clusters with low significance, such as 10%, the model usually underestimates the link capacity due to the effects
of the locations of the clusters. Later, a validation of the COST 2100 model for multi-link modeling using common clusters in an outdoor scenario was carried out in [71]. It was shown that as the distance between links increases, the number of common clusters as well as the multi-link cross-correlation decreases [71]. This property is also validated with the COST 2100 channel model multi-link simulations. Results show that the simulated cross-correlation decreases in a similar manner as the common cluster ratios. The simulated and measured sum-rate capacities show a decreasing tendency as the link distance decreases. This indicates that the common clusters can capture the multi-link characteristics and reflect the system level performance.

3.4 Summary

The COST 2100 channel model is a well-established MIMO channel model, which supports both single- and multi-link MIMO simulations. Parametrization and validation are essential steps in order to ensure that the channel model can simulate the desired properties of the real channel. Researches have been performed to provide complete sets of parameters for some scenarios, e.g., indoor office, outdoor urban scenario. The multi-link extension of the COST 2100 channel model is implemented so that it can be used for next generation wireless system evaluations. However, analysis with respect to multi-link properties needs more efforts, especially for multi-link outdoor scenarios, where there is a lack of multi-link measurements.
Chapter 4

Phase Based Positioning

Radio based positioning and tracking is a research area that has attracted a lot of attention during the past decades. The technology is often seen as a key enabler for new cellular services. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) is one of the most frequently used positioning system that provides location information around the globe through a constellation of at least 24 satellites [72, 73]. However, the accuracy of GPS is usually limited and it can lose its performance in shadowed areas, such as in indoor environments, and beside tall buildings. Therefore, there are extensive research efforts targeting developing new positioning techniques that can work with high accuracy in shadowed scenarios. Recent proposals for indoor positioning systems usually rely on distinct signaling methods and/or perform joint processing of radio channel parameters, e.g., received signal strength indication (RSSI), AOA, time of arrival (TOA) and time difference of arrival (TDOA), which brings new opportunities to achieve a centimeter-level positioning accuracy. One of the proposals is to introduce ultra-wideband (UWB) indoor positioning systems [74], where the TOA can be estimated more precisely using the ultra wide bandwidth. However, when considering current cellular systems that have a bandwidth around 40 MHz, achieving the same accuracy as the UWB systems represents a real challenge.

In this chapter, a positioning technique, called phase based positioning, using phase information of MPCs of the radio channels and aiming for positioning accuracy down to centimeters using a standard cellular system bandwidth, is discussed.
4.1 Examples of Phase Based Positioning Systems

Phase disciplined positioning has been already used in several positioning systems. For example, there is a phase based positioning approach aiming for a centimeter-level of accuracy using GNSS, which is called Real Time Kinematics (RTK) [75]. The RTK technique is based on the measurements of the phase of the signal carrier. The carrier phase measurement, which is a measure of the range between a satellite and a GPS receiver expressed in units of cycles of the carrier frequency, can be made with very high precision. Note that, the whole number of cycles between the satellite and the GPS receiver is not measurable, which is also a major challenge of carrier phase based positioning and is referred to the integer ambiguity. For RTK technique, two receivers, simultaneously observing the same satellites, are required to measure carrier phase differences and solve the integer ambiguity [75]. There is also another technique used for phase based Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) positioning. At the early stage of RFID positioning, RSSI is used [76], e.g., LANDMARC [77]. Later on, phase information from the RFID tags has attracted attention [78], where the phase of the dominant LOS component from the RFID tags is tracked and used for positioning or tracking purposes. It has improved location estimation performance even in complicated propagation environment [79]. However, it cannot be applied in cellular systems since the LOS condition is not always fulfilled.

In this thesis, we use the scatterers, where the MPCs are stemming from, as virtual, but coherent, transmitters located at unknown positions for positioning and tracking purposes. By tracking the phase of MPCs, relative distances between the user and virtual transmitters are observed. The user position can then be estimated and tracked using a structure-of-motion approach.

4.2 Positioning Based on the Phases of MPCs

MPCs in wireless channels carry distance information in terms of delay and phase. As long as the multi-paths propagate in the space, the delay and phase are varying. Delay estimates, which are used in UWB systems to estimate distances, are usually limited by the bandwidth and SNR. However, the phases of MPCs, which also carries the distance information, are not dependent on the bandwidth. Therefore, it becomes attractive to utilize phase information in cellular systems for distance estimation and thus positioning.

In the following sections, positioning using phase information of MPCs from radio channels is discussed. First, a synthetic multi-input single-output (MISO)
channel with a large number of antenna elements is utilized to get an initial idea of the phase based positioning technique. Secondly, an experimental investigation is also conducted to show the performance of phase based positioning in a real environment.

4.2.1 Synthetic Study

As positioning using phase information of MPCs is quite a new topic, a synthetic data study is first carried out to give a brief discussion of the state-of-the-art of phase based positioning.

Synthetic Channel

First, a synthetic scenario with four geometrically separated scatterers contributing to the synthetic channel responses is assumed. Further, the link from the MS to the BS is assumed to have only a single reflection and be with NLOS condition. Thus the four scatterers give rise to four MPCs, each of which is initialized with a different magnitude and phase. The MS, equipped with a single omni-directional antenna, is moving along a circle with a radius of 1 meter. An antenna array with 128 ports at the BS side is utilized to reconstruct channel responses. Together with a measured antenna array radiation pattern, 128-by-1 channel responses under an SNR of 20 dB are generated as the MS moves. In total, 721 channel samples are collected over the circular trajectory. The geometrical relations of the scatterers, MS and BS are shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Synthetic scenario.
together with their coordinates. Note that, the figure is a 2D projection of the 3D environment.

Phase Estimation and Tracking

Parameter estimation or tracking from multi-dimensional MIMO channel sounding measurements is a well-established research topic. In traditional approaches, parameters, e.g., delay, AOA, AOD, phase, and magnitude, describing specular propagation paths, are estimated in a per-snapshot fashion. Since channel snapshots are assumed to be i.i.d., algorithms such as SAGE [44], RIMAX [80], are applied for the single snapshots, and later a tracking algorithm is applied to obtain the time variant behavior [39]. Recently, based on a state-space model, a few methods have been developed that can perform direct sequential estimation and tracking of propagation parameters at the same time, e.g., extended Kalman filter (EKF) [45] and particle filter [81]. These methods bring numerous advantages to the propagation path parameter tracking. For example, the parameters describing the individual paths are automatically paired and tracked across measurements, the estimation error is reduced due to the filtering, and the computational complexity is also reduced. Among the different state-space estimation and tracking algorithms, the EKF algorithm is the one with low complexity but good enough parameter estimation and tracking performance. Thus it is used in this thesis.

There are two main steps in the EKF approach. First, the EKF gives a prediction of the parameters based on the previous state and the dynamic model. Secondly, the filter corrects the estimation errors based on the recently observed samples. The generalized channel samples are the input of the EKF approach. It then estimates and tracks the parameters of the MPCs based on the designed dynamic model and the observations.

The phases of the 4 synthetic MPCs are estimated and tracked, see Fig. 4.2a. It can be noted that the tracked phases show a sinusoidal variation pattern, which is perfectly corresponding to the circular trajectory. From the propagation properties, we know that a $2\pi$ change in phase is corresponding to a movement of a wavelength. Therefore, with the tracked phases, we can simply get the relative distance changes of each MPC over the channel samples as follows:

$$
\Delta d = \frac{\Delta \phi}{2\pi} \lambda,
$$

(4.1)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength and $\Delta \phi$ is the phase differences between the current position and a reference position.
Structure-of-Motion Positioning

There are a few approaches that use the wireless channel characteristics to estimate the position of a transmitter or a receiver [82]. Usually, for a single source network, in order to estimate the required positions, the floor-plan of the environments is needed [83]. The authors in [84] suggested an anchor free positioning method for a system with a single transmitter and a single moving receiver. There, the scatterers, where the MPCs are stemming from and being planar surfaces or a smaller reflecting objects, give rise to virtual transmitters at positions $s_j$. Given measurements of distance estimates $d_{i,j}$, the positioning problem becomes determining both transmitter positions $s_j$ and receiver positions $r_i$ such that

$$d_{i,j} = |r_i - s_j|$$

is fulfilled. A factorization-based approach followed by a non-linear least squares optimization is suggested and a good positioning performance has been achieved using this method in [84].

As stated before, the relative distance can be estimated from phase information, so that the 4 MPCs give rise to 4 different distance equations as in (4.2). By solving these equations, the relative movement can be observed. Fig 4.2b shows the positioning results of the predefined circular movement by using the positioning method in [84]. It can be seen that the relative moving pattern can be perfectly located. The only concern here is that the movement is in 2D, but the plane of movement is different from the plane of virtual transmitters.
Therefore the positioning algorithm gives a projection of the circle, which in terms gives us an ellipse. The projection issues will be analyzed more in detail in future work.

4.2.2 Discussions on Absolute Positioning

Phase based positioning shows good tracking capability of relative movements, but not the absolute position. To observe the absolute position, a known reference position is needed. To be able to estimate a reference position, accurate delay estimations are needed for each MPC. Fig. 4.3 shows the corresponding delay tracking of the 4 MPCs. It can be seen that at the beginning, the delay traces jitter frequently and later start to converge to more stable traces. If the reference position is chosen as the first position, and is directly estimated from the beginning of the delay traces, it will give a bias. Phase, which also contains information about distance thus delay, can serve to give a better estimation of the reference position. The relation between the phase and delay is defined as:

$$\tau_k = \tau_{ref} + \frac{1}{2\pi f_c} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \Delta \phi(i), \quad (4.3)$$
Table 4.1: Reference delay estimates from EKF and from averaging after removing phase contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of MPC</th>
<th>True delay [ns]</th>
<th>EKF delay [ns]</th>
<th>Ave. delay [ns]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPC 1</td>
<td>200.2</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>201.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 2</td>
<td>219.1</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>220.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 3</td>
<td>286.5</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>288.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 4</td>
<td>333.8</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>336.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\tau_{\text{ref}}$ is the reference delay, and $f_c$ is the center frequency. By removing the phase contribution, we can estimate $\tau_{\text{ref}}$ over the entire data set. By averaging the $\tau_0$ over the entire 721 samples, better statistics can be obtained.

Table 4.1 shows the comparison between the true delay, EKF estimated delay and the averaged delay with subtracting the phase contributions. It can be noted that the averaging processes can help to obtain more accurate delay estimates. However, if the delay estimates of the EKF algorithm are not good enough, the averaged results cannot remove the estimation bias, e.g., for MPC4. With the delay estimates of the reference position and the geometry of the virtual transmitters, the absolute position of the movements can be observed. However, it has to be mentioned that bias in delay estimates of reference position can lead to significant offsets in the estimation of reference position, which is a part of the major challenge of the phase based positioning technique.

4.2.3 Experimental Study

An experimental investigation for positioning using phase information of MPCs of measured radio channels is carried out in this section to give a deep understanding of the phase based positioning technique in a real environment.

First, channel measurements were conducted in a large open hall, using the LUND RUSK channel sounder, with a 40 MHz bandwidth at a center frequency of 2.6 GHz (161 frequency points) [85]. An omni-directional antenna was used to represent a single-antenna user. The antenna was mounted on a tripod with wheels 1.7 m above the ground. During the measurements, the antenna was moved manually along a circle with radius 0.6 m. To minimize the influence of the persons moving the station, they were staying very close to the floor such that body reflections are kept to a minimum, and ground reflections were not blocked. The cylindrical Rx array was mounted on top of the received sounder.
and acted as a static BS. The center of the cylindrical array was about 2.07 m above the ground. Over the moving trajectory, 5000 channel samples were collected and each sample is with a size of 128-by-161. The measurement is conducted under line-of-sight (LOS) condition.

Similar to what has been done in the synthetic case, the EKF algorithm was used for phase estimation and tracking. Phases are expected to have sinusoidal shapes due to the circular movement. Fig. 4.4a shows clear sinusoids for the tracked phases of a number of MPCs estimated from the measured channel. It can be noted the four MPCs start with different phases and the maximum phase differences is around 62 rad. This maximum phase difference corresponds to a maximum distance change of approximately 1.2 m, which is the diameter of the circle.

The resulting estimated user movements are shown in Fig. 4.4b [85]. It can be noted that the offset between the planned movements and tracked positions in maximum is 5 centimeters, and more than 50% locations are within 2 centimeter offset. The standard deviation of the errors is approximately 4.0 cm. Phase based positioning shows promising results, where the estimation and tracking of the phase information of MPCs give valuable contributions to the positioning accuracy.
Chapter 5
Contributions, Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis focuses on geometry-based channel modeling with an emphasis on multi-link modeling. It includes an extensive analysis of clusters, and implementation of analytical algorithms and tools, e.g., joint clustering and tracking algorithm, and ray launching tool. The thesis has made contributions to parameterization, validation and implementation of the COST 2100 channel model as well as its multi-link extension. In addition, this thesis introduces a new phase based positioning technique, which can provide positioning accuracy down to centimeters.

Contributions of the six included papers, are summarized and presented in detail in this chapter. A brief overview is given together with my contributions to the research field. Also, conclusions of this thesis are presented. Finally, a discussion of future work in the related field wraps up this chapter.

5.1 Contributions

5.1.1 Paper I: A Ray Launching Tool for Channel Analysis

Cluster is a key concept in existing MIMO channel models, such as the COST 2100 model. Parameter based clusters have been well studied and extensively used. Nonetheless, how parameter based clusters relate to the physical environment is not clearly understood yet. In order to understand the relation between parameter based clusters and the physical environment, and to get a
more accurate channel characterization, a measurement based ray launching tool is implemented, where measurements can provide additional information such as AOA, AOD, delay and power of MPCs and help identifying the most likely propagation paths and reduce the complexity of calculations.

In this work, we have developed a measurement based ray launching tool for outdoor scenarios, using a 3D map including buildings and trees. Ray reflection, diffraction, and scattering are described in the tool. We analyzed outdoor 300 MHz measurement data by using the ray launching tool. Based on the delay and angular properties of the MPCs from measurements, the ray launching tool provides a meaningful interpretation of propagation paths and shows the interacting physical scatterers along the propagation paths. We notice that when the MS moves, some physical scatterers continue to contribute to the channel response while others disappear and sometimes also later re-appear. These physical interacting processes well interpret the properties of clusters with respect to cluster lifetime and common clusters.

I am the main author of the paper. I implemented the channel analysis tool as an extension of a previous master thesis work, which the other two authors were involved in. I carried out data analysis together with the implemented tool and summarized the results. The other authors contributed to the discussion, gave insights to the models and contributed to the paper writing.

5.1.2 Paper II: Channel Modeling Basis: Cluster Analysis

Conventionally, a cluster is defined as a group of MPCs that have similar delay, AOA and AOD. This is commonly referred to as a parameter based cluster. There are however two kinds of clusters: 1) parameter based clusters are characterized with the parameters of MPCs; 2) physical clusters, which are determined based on the interaction properties with physical scatterers of MPCs. It is an open issue how the physical clusters relate the parameter based clusters and therefore we analyze this in more detail in this paper.

First, the parameter based clusters are investigated with the developed ray launching tool for the considered sub-urban and urban scenarios. It has been seen that single-bounce parameter based clusters can well be reflected in the physical environment, but this is not necessarily the case for multiple-bounce clusters, which have more complicated behavior. In this paper, a simple geographical clustering method is proposed and we observed the corresponding physical clusters and their properties. A physical cluster can be seen for a relatively long time. The frequent cluster deaths observed for the parameter based clusters are not observed for physical clusters, which hence have longer cluster visibility regions. Also, the physical clusters can be single- and multiple-bounce
clusters at the same time, which is not the case for parameter based clusters. To our best knowledge, no such comparison has been made before. Based on the definition of the physical clusters, we extract model parameters for the COST 2100 channel model for sub-urban and urban micro-cell scenarios. As such parameters are lacking in the literature, we also fill this gap of knowledge, which is a second important contribution of this paper. In addition, we also validate these parameters with the current COST 2100 channel model MATLAB implementation. The validation results show that the physical clusters give better control of delay spread and the singular value distribution. They also give good agreement between simulations and measurements.

This work is done together with Aalto University, where I was a guest for a week. I am the main author of the paper. I did the background studies, as well as the data processing. I implemented the used analysis tool and algorithm. Simulations, together with the related analysis, were performed by me. The second and third authors contributed to the measurements and data processing. The second author was involved in some of the data analysis. I wrote the majority of the paper, and the other three authors contributed to the discussions and gave valuable comments on the paper.

5.1.3 Paper III: Parameterization and Validation of the COST 2100 Channel Model

The COST 2100 channel model is a geometry-based stochastic channel model for MIMO simulations. The parameterization of this generic model from measurements is not yet complete and only a few environments have been analyzed. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies validating the COST 2100 channel model. This paper presents a parameterization and validation of the channel model for peer-to-peer communication in the 300 MHz band.

The main contributions of this paper are: Cluster parameters and cluster time-variant properties are obtained from the 300 MHz measurements by using a joint clustering and tracking algorithm. Parameterization of the channel model for single-link outdoor MIMO communication at 300 MHz is conducted. Validation of the channel model is performed for the considered scenario by comparing simulated and measured delay spreads, spatial correlations, singular value distributions and antenna correlations. Our findings suggest that the model has potential for modeling 300 MHz channels in outdoor environments, although some modifications are needed for the distribution of cluster delay spreads and the size of cluster visibility regions.

I am the main author of the paper. I did the background studies, implemented the algorithm for analysis, carried out simulations, analyzed the measurement and simulation data, and summarized the conclusions, while the
other authors contributed to the channel measurements, data processing, and some valuable discussions, e.g., methodologies, and mathematical insights.

5.1.4 Paper IV: Cross-correlation of Large Scale Parameters in Multi-link Channels

In order to make realistic wireless channel models, extensive measurements are required so that parameters for channel models can be extracted. Among these parameters, there are so called large scale parameters describing the main characteristics of the environment, such as shadow fading, angular spread and delay spread. There has been extensive studies focusing on large scale parameters, but only a few on cross-correlation properties of large scale parameters between multiple links due to the fact that there is a lack of multi-link measurements. Therefore, further analysis of multi-links properties is desirable.

In this paper, multi-site measurements with three BSs are analyzed where the three BSs are far away from each other. We first estimate the wide sense stationary (WSS) time by using the local scattering function. Together with a map of the measured environment, we defined WSS regions for further correlation property studies. The correlation properties of large scale parameters, e.g., shadow fading and delay spread, are investigated both for each link and between different links in an urban macro scenario based on small WSS subsets. We concluded that the cross-correlation of the large scale parameters between multiple links do exist, even when the two links are far away from each other, with high or low correlation coefficients. The shadow fading has been observed as negative cross-correlation between different links when the MS is moving towards one BS but away from the other BS. On the other hand, when MS is moving towards both BSs, the shadow fading is positively correlated. Similar behavior was observed for cross-correlations of delay spread. To our best knowledge, the observations are notable contributions for current channel model developing, such as WINNER II channel model, where the cross-correlation between two links for large scale parameters is modeled as zero.

I am the main author of the paper. I performed the analysis of the measurements which were carried out by the third author. I did the data processing, analyzed the measured data and summarized the conclusions. I wrote the paper mainly with the second author, who had the original idea of the work and gave valuable insights into the fundamental principle of the work.
5.1.5 Paper V: Virtual Multi-link Propagation Investigation

The COST 2100 channel model supports multi-link simulation by dropping multiple MSs and BSs in the simulation area. When multiple MSs/BSs are utilized, cross-correlations between links, so called inter-link correlations, can have significant effects on the system level performance. Hence, modeling of inter-link correlations is required. To be compatible with previous geometry-based stochastic channel models, common clusters are introduced in the COST 2100 channel model to model inter-link correlations. Recently, the indoor multi-link measurements have been analyzed and common clusters and their properties have been extracted. However, for the outdoor scenario, there is still a lack of analyses and investigations.

In this paper, it has been found that in a multi-link outdoor propagation scenario there are shared scatterers among different links, which reflects the physical existence of common clusters. The identification of common clusters in the measured outdoor scenario is discussed according to the shared scatterers and distances between the scatterers and MSs. We observe that, as the MS distance separation increases, the number of common clusters decreases and the inter-link correlation decreases as well. Multi-link MIMO simulations are also performed using the COST 2100 channel model with extracted common cluster parameters. It has been demonstrated that the common clusters can represent multi-link properties well with respect to inter-link correlations and sum rate capacity. This work makes an important contribution to the COST 2100 multi-link channel model implementation, where the outdoor common cluster ratios for different link distance separations are suggested.

I am the main author of the paper. I did the data processing, analyzed the measured data, and summarized the conclusions. The other author gave critical comments on the work and contributed to the paper writing.

5.1.6 Paper VI: Positioning Using Phase Information from MPCs

Radio based positioning has attracted a lot of attention in the research field during the past decades. GPS works well for most outdoor scenarios, but it can lose its performance in shadowed areas, such as inside buildings, or beside tall buildings. Therefore, indoor positioning with extraordinary accuracy grows as a crucial issue in the field.

In this paper, we proposed a positioning technique using phase information of MPCs from measured channels, so called phase based positioning. To our best knowledge, no such method has been presented before. First, indoor MISO
measurements have been conducted. In order to observe the phase changes of the MPCs, an extended Kalman filter has been implemented to identify and track the parameters of MPCs from the measured channel matrices. With the tracked phases of the MPCs, the corresponding relative propagation distances of each MPC are determined. Position estimates are obtained with a structure-of-motion approach to determine the relative movement. Circular movement has been tracked with root-mean-square error of 4.0 cm, using a bandwidth of 40 MHz. The results represent a significant improvement compared to current indoor positioning methods. The phase based positioning approach gives valuable and promising results for further work on indoor positioning.

I am the main author of the paper. I did the theoretical study and carried out the measurements together with colleagues. I partly contributed to the implementation of the used algorithm. I performed data processing, estimated parameters from the measured data, analyzed the estimation results and summarized the conclusions. The other authors contributed to the algorithms, which are used in the paper. The last author had the original idea of the work and was involved in all parts of the work.

5.2 Conclusions

During this thesis work, lots of efforts were devoted to implementing and extending one of the geometry-based channel models, the COST 2100 channel model, including providing parameters for the model, validating the model, investigating multi-link properties. After years of maintaining and implementing the COST 2100 channel model framework, now it has a complete parameter set for the outdoor single-link MIMO scenario. Also multi-link modeling parameters, i.e. common cluster ratio, are proposed in this thesis. In the meantime, tools and algorithms for fundamental channel modeling analysis have been implemented or extended by the author, like the outdoor measurement ray launching tool, which can be used for further multi-link channel characterizations; the joint clustering and tracking algorithm, which can be applied for general cluster identifications; and EKF algorithm, which highly improved the tracking performance by visualizing and tracking MPCs jointly. These tools and algorithms can cope with any additional measurements with a few setups and data processing. With these tools and algorithms, the basis of the COST 2100 channel model, clusters, is further investigated in detail in this thesis. The author found that physical clusters, which are scatterers or groups of scatterers, can improve modeling performance and can better reflect the multi-link channel characteristics than the parameter based clusters, which are grouped based on the parameter space of MPCs. In addition, in this thesis
we have presented some initial research of phase based positioning. Both the synthetic study and experimental investigations have shown promising results of the introduced phase based positioning technique.

5.3 Future Work

First of all, this thesis has presented extensive work on the COST 2100 channel model. The model has some limitations when controlling the delay spread in outdoor scenarios. In the model, the radii of clusters are modeled as a log-normal distribution which sometimes can give extremely large delay spreads. It has been suggested that a truncated log-normal distribution of the radii of clusters and has also verified with a considered outdoor scenario. More investigations can be carried out for this aspect to give a better description of the radii of clusters. Also this thesis has shown that the model for visibility regions cannot be well connected to the physical environment, where the distribution of visibility regions is recommended to be included in the model. To our best knowledge, there is a lack of investigations for such distribution. Looking at the implementation of the COST 2100 channel model, there are some aspects that can be improved. First of all, in the current model, the geometrical relation between the cluster centroid and the center of visibility region is characterized by a parameter that has not been thoroughly investigated. How to select this value and what are the impact on the channel model performance is still an open issue. DMCs have been well modeled in the COST 2100 channel model. Further work on extracting the DMCs and their related parameterization for the model are needed. More recently, the polarization modeling has been implemented. Related parameters exist for some scenarios but further validation of this implementation and parameters should be done in the future.

Secondly, as one of the most important features of the COST 2100 channel model, multi-link simulation still needs further work. Practically, it is difficult to perform multi-link measurements, especially for outdoor scenarios. Therefore, analysis for multi-link channel models is advantageous, including providing multi-link channel model parameters and validating the parameters etc. Here, as stated in this thesis, physical clusters have to be considered and more sophisticated physical clustering methods are needed as well.

Thirdly, as one of the most important contribution of this thesis, the measurement based ray launching tool has been used frequently in this thesis and also can be used for future channel characterization. The current ray launching tool visualizes MPCs based on the AOA, AOD and delay, where the power is not taken into account. Angles and delay can determine the most likely MPCs with a good enough accuracy, if together with a competent power model, visualized
paths can be made even more realistic. It is difficult to have power models for some propagation scenarios, e.g., diffraction across the edge of buildings, and scattering through vegetation. Therefore, more efforts are needed in order to give better power model for ray launching tool. In addition, during developing the ray launching tool, it has been noted that for outdoor scenarios, besides buildings and vegetation, lamps and street signs can be significant scatterers, which have not been included in the map for now. Therefore, 3D maps or floor plan with more detailed descriptions are needed.

Lastly, phase based positioning has been discussed in this thesis and has shown promising results. However, further analysis is required. First of all, the utilized EKF algorithm can usually track a smooth change but not a sharp variation, i.e., turning to the other direction at the corner. Therefore, the EKF algorithm needs to be strengthened to have capabilities to handle all realistic variations. Due to the multi-path environment, the positioning algorithm has to decide the best candidate paths. A random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm has been tried, which highly relies on the true positions. For now, the MPCs with good tracked phases are selected as the best candidates for positioning purpose. However, studies should be carried out to give a better understanding of selecting the best candidate paths for positioning. One of the most valuable advantages of the proposed positioning method in this thesis is that a 40 MHz bandwidth can still give accuracy comparable to ultra wideband positioning. When a massive MIMO system is used, even with a single frequency, comparable level of positioning accuracy can be achieved. However, more investigations are needed in order to achieve this goal. Until now, we have shown a promising result for movement tracking. An initial position or any exact position is needed as a reference position for a precise localization. We have tried to estimate the first or the last absolute positions by using the tracked phases and delays, where it was found that the reference position is sensitive and highly dependent on the accuracy of the delay estimates. Hence, accurate delay estimation needs more efforts in the future. As this thesis presents preliminary work for this topic, only LOS measurements have been studied. NLOS scenarios, which are more common in real life, should also be studied.
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Paper I
Clustering is a key concept of existing MIMO channel models, such as the COST 2100 model. Parameter based clustering has been studied for a while, but how parameter based clusters relate to the physical environment is not well known yet. A measurement based ray launching tool is developed and used for studying clustering and its relation to physical scatterers. By using estimated angles and delays of multi-path components as input to the ray launching tool, the physical scatterers along the propagation paths are visualized. After the physical scatterers are grouped, we notice that when the receiver moves, some physical scatterers continue to contribute to the channel response while others disappear and sometimes also later re-appear as represented by the cluster life time and common clusters in the COST 2100 model. Our measurement based ray launching tool shows significant advantages for further channel analysis and modeling.
1 Introduction

Ray launching and ray tracing are attractive tools for wireless propagation investigations since they can provide predictions of propagation characteristics with high accuracy. Varieties of ray launching and tracing algorithms have been developed [1][2], generally based on models of the same propagation mechanisms such as reflection, diffraction and transmission. In order to make even better channel characterization, a combination of channel measurement results and ray launching can give valuable insights. Measurement can provide additional information such as angle of arrival (AOA), angle of departure (AOD), delay and power of multi-path components (MPCs), which helps identifying the most likely propagation paths and reduces the complexity of calculations.

An indoor scenario is analyzed with a simple measurement based ray launching tool by Poutanen et al. in [3]. New concepts for multi-user MIMO channel modeling and analysis such as common clusters [4], single/multiple interactions with the environment have been studied with such a ray launching tool. The indoor investigation in [4] shows the advantage and necessity of a ray launching tool for multi-user channel modeling.

The objective of this work has been to develop a new ray launching tool for outdoor scenarios based on channel measurement results and three dimensional (3D) maps. With this ray launching tool we are aiming to visualize the most likely propagation paths according to the measured information. The visualized geometrical propagation paths can then be used for further channel analysis, such as clustering, finding common clusters and identifying interaction processes and so on. It should be noted that our purpose is not to provide a tool competing with sophisticated ray tracing tools in performance and accuracy but rather, to help interpreting and analyzing measurement results.

The paper is organized as follows. The modeling assumptions are studied in Section II. Section III explains the main approach of the ray launching tool. The development platform and parameter choice are discussed in Section IV. Ray launching results are shown and analyzed in Section V. Section VI gives a short conclusion of this work.

2 Modeling Assumptions

To visualize propagation paths, good models of objects in the environment are required. For outdoor scenarios, the most important objects are buildings and vegetation, which directly influence direction and power of propagation paths. Vehicles, lamp posts and street signs can also be of interest, but they are generally not available in commercial 3D maps, and are therefore excluded
2.1 Building Model

Building models are usually defined by reflection, transmission and diffraction properties [1]. The transmission through buildings is usually not considered for outdoor scenarios. The walls of buildings are often modeled as flat surfaces, however, real buildings are in general not totally flat. For example, in [5] a building model including windows has been discussed. Only one specular reflection is not enough to describe the building reflection process in general. Therefore a cone of scattered rays is launched around the specular reflection ray to represent rough wall reflections in our tool, see Fig. 1a. These scattered rays are generated by rotating the specular reflection ray in angles.

There are many models describing the diffraction around the edges or co-
ners of buildings, such as Bullington’s model, Epstein-Petersen model and so on [6]. To reduce the complexity of the building model, in our ray launching tool, rays are launched from both sides, and diffraction is only considered when rays from two sides can be matched though diffraction. Both single edge diffraction and diffraction from two parallel edges are taken into account.

2.2 Vegetation Model

Existing vegetation models generally focus on describing attenuation through a vegetation area. For example, in the ITU-R model [7], an attenuation factor based on frequency and distance is derived. Some research has been also carried out to give more advance vegetation models for ray-based propagation prediction tools. In [8], an expression for incoherent scattered field when rays are coming out from the vegetation areas is derived. However, these models do not fulfill the requirements in our ray launching tool design, since they usually only consider attenuation and forward scattering processes caused by the vegetation area. No modeling of the backward scattered rays from the vegetation area is given, and the vegetation scattering processes are not fully described.

In our tool, a slightly modified vegetation model is used, see Fig. 1b. The vegetation area is described by its size and shape as well as its height. When an incoming ray has an intersection point with an edge of the vegetation area, backward scattered rays with different azimuth and elevation angles are generated at this intersection point. At the same time, the incoming ray continues straight ahead until it reaches the other edge of the vegetation area. There, at the second intersection point, additional forward scattered rays are launched. Again, those scattered rays have varying azimuth and elevation angles around the direct ray. We try to cover the sphere around the vegetation area since the scattering of the vegetation area is quite complicated. It should be noted that this is a very simplified vegetation model, but good enough to fulfill its purpose here.

2.3 Transmitter and receiver model

The transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) are represented by their orientation and location. In the 3D map, they are only single points, and dummy cylinders are introduced and centered at the coordinates of the TX and RX. The cylinder has a 1 meter radius and a height of 2.8 meter above the ground. The rays passing through the cylinders do not change any properties and directions. The purpose of the dummy cylinder is to “capture” incoming rays in the matching process described below. To account for measurement and positioning inaccuracies, rays from TX and RX are launched in a cone centered
around the measured AOA/AOD. Since it is a 3D ray launching tool, rays are also launched with slightly varying elevation angles, see Fig. 1c.

3 Measurement Based Ray Launching Approach

Two important concepts are used for the measurement based ray launching tool: intersection points and rays launched from these intersection points, see Fig. 2. The intersection points are where rays intersect with objects. Rays are launched at the intersection point according to the specific propagation mechanisms and they are characterized by their coordinates, propagation direction, power, traveling distance and the next intersection point. Rays, objects and intersection points are all processed in 3D.

Based on these two concepts, ray launching processes are implemented from both TX and RX sides to increase accuracy and efficiency, see Fig. 3. First, two points at TX and RX coordinates, respectively, are created. Dummy cylinders are placed around these two points respectively and cones of rays from these two points are launched according to the measured AOA/AOD as described in Sec. 2.3. Secondly, the tool processes all rays launched from the TX and RX points. For each ray, if there is an object at the propagation path, a next intersection point is determined. Otherwise, this ray continues propagating until it reaches the maximum traveling distance defined by the measured delay, including some extra margin (10%). The dummy cylinders around TX/RX are also taken into account and the corresponding intersection
Figure 3: Flowchart of the ray launching tool.

1. Launch rays from TX and RX
2. Determine next intersection points for all rays
3. Launch rays at the new intersection points
4. Find closest intersection points for launched rays
5. New intersection points are generated? (YES or NO)
6. Maximum iteration achieved? (YES or NO)
7. Rays from TX and RX are matching? (YES or NO)
8. Ray visualized successfully
points are called dummy intersection points. Different objects change the propagation properties according to the building and vegetation models described above. New intersection points are determined until all the rays are processed. The tool continues launching new rays from these new intersection points and determining next intersection points again. It keeps generating rays and intersection points until either the number of reflection or scattering processes for the rays exceeds a certain limit or the traveling distances of rays are larger than the maximum traveling distance.

There is one important consideration when rays travel a long distance without any intersection points. Over a long distance, even a little angle inaccuracy at TX or RX side can lead to a large distance offset, which might lead to missed intersection points. To account for this, ray splitting is implemented, where a dummy intersection point is added at the position of ray splitting. Once the traveled distance of a ray exceeds a predefined ray splitting distance, a new cone of rays is released from this dummy point, centered around the propagation direction.

The last step of the algorithm is to check if rays launched from the TX and RX can be matched or not. Since rays are launched from two sides, they can only be matched at intersection points corresponding to physical objects or the dummy cylinders around TX/RX. Two parameters are checked: the measured delay for a certain MPC and the intersection angles of rays. In future versions, power will likely also be checked. The total traveling time from TX to RX has to be close to the measured delay.

\[
\frac{|D_{TX} + D_{RX}|}{c} - \tau_{MPC} < 0.1 \tau_{MPC} \tag{1}
\]

where \(D_{TX}\) is the distance from the TX to the matching point, \(D_{RX}\) is the distance from the RX to the matching point, \(\tau_{MPC}\) is the delay for this particular MPC (from the measurement) and \(c\) is the speed of light. Similarly rays from TX and RX have to meet in a valid angle at the dummy cylinders. For example, the LOS ray departing from the TX should reach the RX with an angle matching the AOA of this MPC. After the matching processes there might be more than one candidate path for one particular measured MPC, the one who has shortest delay difference compared to the measured value is chosen as the final visualized propagation path.

Three matching scenarios are considered in this tool. 1) Matching at buildings. Reflection and diffraction are both investigated for the matching process at buildings. Rays can match through reflection when their intersection points with a building are on the same side and close to each other. Diffraction is more complicated, not only single edge diffraction but also multiple diffraction is considered. Rays can match when they are close to the same edge of a building or they intersect with two parallel edges. 2) For the matching at
a vegetation area, simple rules are applied. Rays can be matched when they intersect with the same vegetation area and the distance between the two intersection points is within the capture range. 3) Matching can occur when rays intersect with the cylinder around the TX or RX. As mentioned in previous paragraph, the angles are also checked here.

4 Development Platform and Parameters Setup

The ray launching tool is developed based on the C++ application built by E. Olsson [9] and A. Stranne. This application provides a graphical user interface (GUI), see Fig. 4, and we can easily import a 3D map. The map is shown by its 2D projection, elevation information is represented by color. The measurement results can also be handily imported into this application. With proper parameter setup, we are able to visualize the propagation path and intersection points on the map.

As we discussed in previous two sections, parameters such as number of scattered rays, width of the cone for ray launching and so on need to be ini-
Table 1: Parameters used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of iterations from each side</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture range [m]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-loss exponent</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of launched rays in Azimuth [deg]</td>
<td>4*2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of launched rays in Azimuth [deg]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of launched rays in Elevation [deg]</td>
<td>10*2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of launched rays in Elevation [deg]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rays for ray splitting</td>
<td>3*2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution for ray splitting [deg]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of scattered rays for vegetation [deg]</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of scattered rays for vegetation [deg]</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reflected rays at buildings [deg]</td>
<td>4*2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution of reflected rays at buildings [deg]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distance before ray splitting [m]</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum mismatch of angle [deg]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum delay offset (of $\tau_{MPC}$) [%]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

initialized. Those are given in the initialization window and the ray launching parameters can be changed according to user requirements. The parameters are listed in Table 1, the chosen values are set according to our analysis of measurements in [10], which are also used for the further analysis in next section. From the parameters, we can see the cone around the launched ray in azimuth direction is formed by 8 rays with 2.0 degree difference, so in total the width of launched cone is 14.0 degrees. Our measurement is in an outdoor scenario, which has lots of large buildings and vegetation areas. The capture range is set to 10 meter. The reflection coefficient is chosen as 3 [1]. The maximum distance controls the distance when rays start to split, 200 meter is chosen in this measured scenario. We also allow 10 degree mismatch when rays meet at the dummy cylinders. The maximum offset in delay is set to 10\% for a valid match.
5 Ray Launching Results

By using the parameters set in Table 1 and the measurement results in [10], ray launching results are analyzed and studied in this section.

In Fig. 5, the most likely paths are visualized for a particular RX position. These visualized MPCs have the strongest power among all MPCs at this RX position. It can be seen that there is a small angle mismatch at the TX side for the line-of-sight (LOS) MPC. The difference between the AOD and the propagation direction of ray is around 5 degrees. According to the estimated accuracy of the AOA/AOD and the TX and RX orientation, it is a reasonable difference, and rays can be matched. In addition, non-LOS (NLOS) MPCs are also visualized with several reflection and scattering processes that well reflect real propagation phenomena. It can also be noted that the rays going through the big vegetation area in the lower left side of the figure show a match at one side of the vegetation area, which is marked by yellow color in the figure. In fact, the ray from the TX can meet the RX ray in any place of the vegetation area. The visualized path is matched in the right vegetation area but maybe not at an accurate position. From a channel modeling point view, however, it
Figure 6: Scattering points for different RX positions in LOS and NLOS scenarios. Colors are used for different delays of MPCs, the size of markers represents the power of MPCs.
is good enough to obtain the physical scatterers and the propagation properties.

The intersection points for different RX positions are shown in Fig. 6, both for a LOS and a NLOS scenario. The physical intersection points are grouped together based on their physical positions and the power and delay of their MPCs. We can see in general, the NLOS scenarios show more intersections with physical scatters compared to the LOS scenarios. Clearly in this peer to peer scenario [10], the objects around the TX and RX are the most important scatterers.

In order to take a look at the time variant properties of clusters, we also show the intersection points for two RX positions separated around 10 meters (approximately 10 wavelengths), see Fig 7. When the RX is moved, some scatterers keep contributing to the channel response, which means that the cluster is active at different RX positions and has long cluster life time. In addition, one cluster near the TX side disappeared when moving to the new position and instead, a new cluster appears near the RX side. These results indicate possibilities for further usage of this measurement based ray launching tool, such as finding common clusters, extracting cluster life time etc.

In general, the tool is able to suggest the likely propagation paths for most measured MPCs, but some exceptions can be found. A maximum number of
iterations is set since in a real propagation scenario after several reflections, the power of ray highly decreases and it is not necessary to go to large number of iterations. In the peer-to-peer scenario here, the TX or RX might be surrounded by many objects. Rich reflection or scattering processes happen at these objects, and then the iteration limit can cause rays not to match. Larger number of iterations can also be considered in the future. At the same time, one MPC can have several matched candidates from the tool, and the best choice is still under discussion. In this work, the delay is chosen to be the most important criterion.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a new measurement based ray launching tool using 3D maps. Based on the delay and angular properties of the MPCs, the ray launching tool provides a good interpretation of propagation paths and shows the physical scatterers. This tool has a good GUI for analysis of measurement results analysis and provide a good understanding of physical propagation processes, e.g., multi-user MIMO channel modeling.
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Paper II
Parameter Based Clusters, Physical Clusters and Cluster Based Channel Modeling in Sub-urban and Urban Scenarios

Cluster based channel modeling is an efficient way to describe correlation properties in multi-link multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. There are two kinds of clusters: 1) parameter based clusters are characterized with the parameters of multi-path components (MPCs); 2) physical clusters, which are determined based on the interactions with physical scatterers. The relation between parameter based clusters and physical scatterers is an open issue. In this work, geographical properties of parameter based clusters are analyzed both for urban and sub-urban scenarios with a measurement based ray launching tool. The analysis shows that single-bounce parameter based clusters can be related to groups of scatterers in the environment. However, multiple-bounce parameter based clusters cannot easily be related to such scatterers. To be able to characterize the multi-link MIMO channel properties, physical clusters, with a single scatterer or a group of scatterers, are introduced. The extracted physical clusters for the considered scenarios are studied. The cluster properties, i.e. the visibility region, delay spread and angular spread, are analyzed as well. The physical clusters are used to extract modeling parameters for the COST 2100 channel model. Finally, we also validate these parameters with respect to delay spread and singular value distribution using the MATLAB COST 2100 channel model implementation.
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“Parameter based clusters, physical clusters and cluster based channel modeling in sub-urban and urban scenarios.”
1 Introduction

Cluster based modeling is a main concept in current channel models, such as the COST 2100 [1] and WINNER II channel models [2]. Conventionally, a cluster is defined as a group of multi-path components (MPCs) that have similar delay, angle of arrival (AOA) and angle of departure (AOD). Clustering algorithms have been developed to perform grouping of MPCs into clusters, examples include visual clustering, semi-automatic clustering and automatic clustering[3]. The clusters obtained from these approaches are called parameter based clusters since they are determined based on the characteristic parameters of each MPC. A parameter based cluster is usually characterized by its cluster lifetime, cluster angular spread, cluster delay spread, cluster shadowing factor etc., see e.g., [4, 5]. Parameter based clusters are usually not connected to scatterers and physical reality. By using a measurement based ray launching tool [6, 7], physical propagation processes of the parameter based clusters and their associated MPCs can be identified, which also offers the possibility to perform geographical clustering, i.e., to extract clusters having a close connection to physical reality. These extracted clusters are so called physical clusters, which is an important concept for multi-link MIMO channel models. For example, the multi-link extension in the COST 2100 channel model is implemented by modeling the correlation between two links with common clusters. The common clusters are based on the concept of shared physical scatterers between two links.

It is still an open issue how the physical clusters behave compared to the parameter based clusters and therefore we analyze this in more detail in this paper. To our best knowledge no such comparison has been done before. From the point view of physical clusters, we extract model parameters for the COST 2100 channel model for sub-urban and urban micro-cell scenarios. As such parameters are lacking in the literature, we also fill this gap of knowledge, which is a second important contribution of this paper. In addition, we also validate these parameters with the current COST 2100 channel model MATLAB implementation [8].

The paper is organized as follows: first, the considered two measurement campaigns are described in detail in section II. A brief introduction to the ray launching tool is given in section III. Section IV analyzes the properties of the parameter based clusters, for the two measurement campaigns. Clustering, based on physical properties of MPCs, is performed and the corresponding physical cluster properties are analyzed in Section V. Section VI discusses the COST 2100 channel model simulations with the physical cluster parameters. Finally, conclusions in section VII wrap up the paper.
2 Measurements and Data Processing

To make the study more general, two different measurement campaigns, conducted by two different institutions, were used for the analysis. One campaign is performed in a sub-urban scenario; the other is in an urban scenario.

2.1 Measurement Campaign I - Sub-urban

Sub-urban measurements were performed outdoors on the campus of Linköping University, Sweden, using the RUSK LUND MIMO channel sounder. The transmit antenna array (Tx) was placed 1.8 m above ground, at a static position and about 35 m from a large building. The receive antenna array (Rx) was mounted on a car with its lower ground plane approximately 2.1 m above the ground and was moving with a nearly constant speed. The measurements were carried out at a center frequency of 285 MHz, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Further details about the measurement campaign and the measurement principle can be found in [5], [9], [10]. The space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) [11] algorithm was used to estimate the parameters of the MPCs. The observed MPCs were characterized by their complex amplitude, delay, AOA and AOD, which all are used for the further cluster analysis.

2.2 Measurement Campaign II - Urban

Urban measurements were carried out in downtown Helsinki, Finland, using the TKK MIMO wideband channel sounder. A detailed description of the measurement equipment can be found in [12] and [13]. The transmitter was placed 10 m above ground, located on a crane 2 m in front of a building with 5-8 floors. The receiver was moved on the streets and the receive antenna was located around 1.6 m above ground. The center frequency is 5.3 GHz and the bandwidth is 120 MHz. More information about the measurement campaigns and principles are given in [14]. Further, the parameters of the MPCs were estimated by the improved SAGE algorithm as detailed in [15]. The relative delays, AOA, AOD and complex amplitudes of the MPCs were extracted from the measured impulse responses. By considering the geography of the measured area, the absolute delays are estimated from the observed relative delays. With these observed MPCs, further clustering analysis can be applied.

3 Ray Launching Tool

The used measurement based ray launching tool has been developed for visualizing the most likely MPCs with their AOA, AOD and delay in 3-dimensional
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The measurement based ray launching tool supports ray reflection, diffraction, and scattering processes. It launches rays from the Tx and Rx sides independently, according to the AOD and AOA of an MPC. The launched rays can meet and interact with different objects such as buildings, trees, and the corresponding reflection, diffraction or scattering process takes places. To keep the complexity and processing time at a reasonable level, the maximum number of bounces (interactions) is set to 5. To account for measurement and positioning inaccuracies, rays from Tx and Rx are launched in a cone centered around the estimated AOA/AOD for each MPC. Delay is then used to determine the most likely one from the entire possible candidate MPCs. Therefore, the interacting scatterers for an MPC along its propagating route can be visualized and the number of interactions for a MPC can be determined as well. A cluster is also characterized by its cluster AOA, cluster AOD and cluster delay, and can thus be visualized in a similar manner as visualizing MPCs.

For the considered urban and sub-urban scenarios, we first extract 3D maps of the measured environments. For the sub-urban scenario, both buildings and trees are considered while for the urban scenario, only buildings are taken into account as trees are rare there. With the maps and the extracted AOA, AOD and delay of MPCs, the most likely MPCs are visualized by the ray launching tool. For parameter based clusters, the interacting properties of the associated MPCs can be observed as well as the cluster centroids, which give detailed insights of the geographical characteristics of the parameter based clusters. On the other hand, MPCs can be associated to so-called physical clusters based on their interaction with scatterers.

4 Parameter Based Clusters

Parameter based clusters are widely used for describing the characteristics of MIMO channels. In this section, a brief summary of the parameter based clustering algorithm and the cluster properties is given. By visualizing the clusters and their associated MPCs, the geographical properties of the parameter based clusters can be investigated. In addition, the properties of the interacting scatterers will be studied as well.

4.1 Clustering and Cluster Properties

There are a number of parameter based clustering algorithms used in the literature, for example, KPowerMeans, Hierarchical [17] and Gaussian-mixture clustering. The KPowerMeans clustering algorithm has been extensively used
to extract clusters from the MPC parameter space. This algorithm performs clustering based on the values of the delay, AOD, AOA and power of each MPC from one measured snapshot. Each cluster is characterized by its centroid position, and described by its cluster delay, cluster power, cluster AOD, and cluster AOA, as well as by its intra-cluster spreads, including cluster delay spread, cluster AOD spread, and cluster AOA spread [4][5]. In this paper, the KPowerMeans algorithm is used to identify the parameter based clusters both for the sub-urban and urban scenarios.

A cluster is also characterized by the number of interactions; there are single-bounce and multiple-bounce clusters. For single-bounce clusters, only a single interaction with a scatterer during the wave propagation between Tx and Rx is modeled. The cluster delay determines the propagation distance between the Tx and Rx while the cluster AOA and AOD determine the possible position of the scatterer. A multiple-bounce cluster is modeled as a cluster that can be seen differently from the Tx and Rx side, respectively. Between the cluster seen from the TX and seen from the RX, a link propagation delay is modeled to describe high order interactions. The single- and multiple-bounce clusters are determined for the sub-urban and urban scenario with the same methodology detailed in [5].

4.2 Visualization of the Clusters and their Associated MPCs

The parameter based clusters are extracted based on the parameters of MPCs, but how they relate to the physical reality is not well understood. Therefore, the geographical properties of the parameter based clusters are studied with respect to the clusters and the associated MPCs in this section.

With the measurement based ray launching tool, the cluster centroids as well as the associated MPCs are visualized on the maps together with the interacting scatterers, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In the figures, the buildings are represented with their regular shapes and the darker the higher. The trees are usually with irregular shapes and are only shown in sub-urban scenario. The ellipses represent the clusters, and the size of the ellipses is determined by the corresponding cluster delay spread and angular spread. Note that the parameters have been scaled so that the sizes of the ellipses do not correspond to the true distances in the map but they show relative relations. Different colors of the ellipses represent the cluster seen from the Tx or Rx side. The small circles and crosses represent the interacting points of the cluster centroids seen from the TX and RX sides, respectively. The color of the markers represents different delays of each MPC and the size of the markers represents the power of each MPC.
Single-bounce Clusters

First, single-bounce parameter based clusters are investigated for both the scenarios, see Fig. 1. In the sub-urban scenario, the trees nearby the Rx (highlighted with yellow color, I) become the dominant interacting objects. It can be noted that the MPCs with strong power (the ones with larger marker size) usually interact with the same scatterer, and also this scatterer is usually the one where the cluster centroid is placed at. In this sense, we can say that these single-bounce parameter based clusters can be well reflected by the geographical properties of the scatterers, thus the physical reality. But when it comes to the urban scenario, the situation becomes more complicated. First, there are...
a few MPCs interacting with the same building where the cluster centroid is placed at. However, there are some MPCs from the same cluster interacting with other buildings, such as the ones at the opposite street (highlighted with cyan color, II). In this scenario, the MPCs interacting with buildings along the two sides of the street can have similar AOAs or AODs and reasonably equivalent delays, which consequentially cause these MPCs to be grouped into one cluster. However, generally speaking, single-bounce parameter based clusters have a high possibility to be reflected in the physical reality, except for some specific cases.

Figure 2: A visualized parameter based multiple-bounce cluster and the associated MPCs at a RX position in the sub-urban and urban scenarios.
Multiple-bounce Clusters

Multiple-bounce clusters have been studied as well, see Fig. 2. The two cluster centroids seen from the Tx and Rx side and the associated MPCs are visualized on the map. When a dominant scatterer is near the Tx/Rx, MPCs associated to such a cluster have a high possibility to interact with this dominant scatterer, see the clusters at the Rx side in Fig. 2 (a) (highlighted with yellow color, I). The cluster centroid is also placed at the same dominant scatterer, and can thus be reflected in the physical reality. We also notice that the associated MPCs of the cluster interact with multiple geographically separated scatterers, while the cluster centroid only indicates interaction with a single dominant scatterer, see the clusters at the Tx side in Fig. 2 (highlighted with cyan color, II). These MPCs are grouped together according to their parameter space without physical consideration, and in this case we cannot expect a close connection with physical reality. It is seen that it is hard to relate multiple-bounce clusters to the physical reality when we have rich scattering around the Tx/Rx, e.g., peer-to-peer communication, urban micro-cell.

4.3 Properties of Interacting Scatterers

We have seen that the associated MPCs of a parameter based cluster can interact with several scatterers, distributed in a large or small, far or nearby area, which can cause ambiguities when relating the parameter based clusters to the physical reality. So we take a further step to investigate the properties of these scatterers, to gain more insights of the relations between parameter based clusters and the physical reality.

Distance Spread of Interacting Scatterers

First, the second order statistics of the distances from the Tx/Rx to the interacting scatterers of the associated MPCs of a cluster is investigated. We call this the distance spread of the cluster. Large distance spread indicates that the MPCs associated to the cluster interact with a group of scatterers which in turn are highly separated. A low distance spread means that, the scatterers are less separated and MPCs often stem from a single scatterer. The distance spread is here defined as

\[ DS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_c} P_i (d_i - \bar{d})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_c} P_i}}, \]

where \( N_c \) is the number of MPCs associated to the cluster, \( d_i \) is the distance from the Tx/Rx to the interacting point for each MPC, and \( P_i \) is the corre-
In Fig. 3, the distance spreads are evaluated. On average, distance spreads of 15 m and 20 m are observed at the Tx and Rx side in the sub-urban scenario and 10 m and 15 m in the urban scenario, respectively. It can be noted that the clusters usually have less than 50 m distance spread in the sub-urban scenario while in the urban scenario, it is typically less than 20 m. In general, the scatterers are distributed in a limited area. However, there are some clusters
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with large distance spreads, such as the ones with more than 100 meter spreads in the sub-urban scenario. In short, the scatterers contributing to a parameter based cluster can either be reasonably concentrated or highly separated. In current parameter based clustering methods, the geographical properties of scatterers are not considered. Clustering in the delay domain does control the total traveling time of an MPC, but not the distances between scatterers. Especially in an outdoor scenario, the distances between scatterers and the distances from the scatterers to Tx/Rx can be of different orders [16], which can cause the loss of physical interpretation.

Angular Spread of Interacting Scatterers

The AOA and AOD of a cluster are basically determined by the positions of the first and last interacting scatterers of the MPCs with respect to the TX and RX locations. Moreover, the AOA and AOD spreads for a cluster also indicate the geographical relations among interacting scatterers of the associated MPCs. In Fig. 3 (b), it can be noted that the AOA and AOD spreads mostly have small values, approximately 80% of the spreads are smaller than 23 degrees, which means that the parameter based clustering algorithm limits the scatterers to a narrow angle. However, the AOA spreads in the urban scenario have significantly larger values. The reason is that MPCs, with AOAs determined by scattering from a large wide wall, are grouped in a single cluster due to their similarities in the delay and AOD domain. In general, for the angular domain, the parameter based clusters have strong connections with the physical reality.

Number of Interacting Scatterers

An MPC will interact with one or several scatterers along its propagation route. The number of interacting scatterers of a cluster is determined by the interacting scatterers of its associated MPCs. Fig. 3 (c) shows the number of interacting scatterers for the extracted clusters in sub-urban and urban scenarios. Only around 15% of the clusters interact with a single scatterer, most of the clusters interact with more than one scatterer. The reason is that in the measured sub-urban and urban scenarios, the scatterers near the Tx/Rx can provide similar propagation properties, and are grouped into one cluster. Such a single scatterer well explains the single-bounce clusters and has strong relation to the physical reality, but with the increase of the number of scatterers, it becomes more challenging to connect the parameter based clusters to the physical reality. Especially, there are clusters that are interacting with a very large number of scatterers, such as 5 or 6. It can be the scatterers that are closely located or highly separated geographically but are concentrated in angular domain when
illuminated by the specific position of the TX and RX.

4.4 Summary

From the analysis above, we can conclude that parameter based clusters usually group the MPCs inside a narrow angle, as expected. The delay of the MPCs used in the clustering algorithm can only control the total traveling distance from the Tx to Rx, but cannot determine if the MPCs with similar delays arise from the same/close scatterer or not. The clusters can interact with one or several scatterers, and usually single-bounce clusters have a strong connection to physical reality but not necessarily the multiple-bounce clusters. We have to be aware that the parameter based clusters sometimes lose connection to the physical reality which can cause some bias for the parameter extraction for the COST 2100 channel model. Therefore, further analysis of physical clusters is required.

5 Physical Clusters

Generally speaking, a cluster is defined as follows [17]: a cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. From this general definition, a physical cluster can be defined as a group of scattering objects, which are close in the physical reality. In this section, we aim to group the scatterers into clusters according to their geographical properties. In the meantime, the properties of the extracted physical clusters are investigated as well.

5.1 Physical Clustering

In outdoor environments, it is often possible to identify dominant scatterers from a map, for example, the two large buildings around the Tx and the groups of trees around the Rx in the sub-urban scenario, or the buildings around the Rx and Tx in the urban scenario. These dominant scatterers contribute to the channel impulse response over a large area of Rx movements and determine the main properties of the channel. The proposed geographical scatterer grouping is based on these dominant scatterers. These physical scatterers usually have a power contribution to the channel for a long time, i.e., over many different channel snapshots, however, the power has variations. A scatterer can be a single physical cluster. On the other hand, a scatterer can be blocked for a while, but later be visible and contribute to the channel again. This means that the scatterer can give rise to two physical clusters with different cluster
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Figure 4: The proposed grouping of scatterers based on geographical properties for the sub-urban and urban scenarios.

properties. Also the scatterers who are geographically close to each other and result in MPCs with thus similar parameters can be treated as a single scatterer. In other words, the scatterer based physical clusters can be related to a single scatterer or a group of scatterers and a scatterer can contribute to different physical clusters based on how it is seen. When grouping scatterers, the most important condition is the distance between scatterers. The distance between scatterers should be sufficiently close, so that the Tx/Rx cannot distinguish them. Here we define “close” as when the distance between scatterers is much smaller than the distance to the Tx/Rx, more specifically one third of the distance between Tx and Rx.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the extracted physical clusters for the sub-urban
Figure 5: An example of physical single and multiple-bounce MPCs.

and urban scenarios. It can be noted that some dominant scatterers are treated as physical clusters alone, and some of the scatterers are grouped together as a single physical cluster. By visualizing the MPCs on top of the 3D maps, they can be associated to physical clusters. In addition, a physical cluster is also determined as single- or multiple-bounce cluster. It has to be noted that a physical cluster can be a single- or multiple-bounce cluster at the same time but with different cluster properties, see Fig. 5. It shows that MPCs can reach the different Rx positions by interacting with the same scatterer while they arise from different scatterers at the Tx side, and thus the MPC reaching Rx2 is associated to a single-bounce cluster while the other is associated to a multiple-bounce cluster.

5.2 Properties of Physical Clusters

To apply physical clusters to current cluster based models, the cluster properties have to be investigated. In this work, we discuss the cluster spreads, cluster visibility region, cluster power model and cluster cross-polarization discrimination in detail for the physical clusters. Other properties, i.e. number of MPCs inside a cluster, cluster selection factor, cluster shadowing etc., are parameterized in Table 3. Detailed extraction methodologies with respect to these parameters can be found in [5].
Table 1: Cluster properties of single-bounce physical clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C4</th>
<th>C5</th>
<th>C6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Urban</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay spread [µs]</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD spread [deg]</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOA spread [deg]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR [m]</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay spread [µs]</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD spread [deg]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOA spread [deg]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR [m]</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster spreads

The physical clusters are also characterized by the associated MPCs. The corresponding cluster spreads are AOA spreads, AOD spreads and delay spreads, defined as [1]:

$$DS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i (\tau_i - \overline{\tau})^2}{\sum_{i} P_i}},$$  

$$AS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i (\text{angle}(\exp(j \cdot (\varphi_i - \bar{\varphi}))))^2}{\sum_{i} P_i}},$$

where $DS_c$ is cluster delay spread, $AS_c$ is cluster angular spread, $N_c$ is number of MPCs in each cluster and $j$ is the imaginary unit. Furthermore, $P_i$ is the power for the $i$th MPC, $\bar{\varphi}$ and $\bar{\tau}$ are power weighted means calculated as

$$\bar{\tau} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i} \sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i \tau_i$$  

$$\bar{\varphi} = \text{angle}(\sum_{i}^{N_c} P_i \exp(j \cdot \varphi_i)),$$

where $\tau_i$ is the delay and $\varphi_i$ is the AOD/AOA of the $i$th MPC. Note that, the AOA/AOD discussed here is in azimuth plane.
Table 2: Cluster properties of multiple-bounce physical clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Urban</th>
<th>(C1,C2)</th>
<th>(C1,C4)</th>
<th>(C1,C5)</th>
<th>(C1,C6)</th>
<th>(C2,C1)</th>
<th>(C2,C5)</th>
<th>(C2,C6)</th>
<th>(C4,C5)</th>
<th>(C5,C6)</th>
<th>(C6,C5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay spread [µs]</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD spread [deg]</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOA spread [deg]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR [m]</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>(C1,C2)</th>
<th>(C1,C3)</th>
<th>(C1,C4)</th>
<th>(C2,C1)</th>
<th>(C2,C3)</th>
<th>(C2,C4)</th>
<th>(C4,C1)</th>
<th>(C4,C2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay spread [µs]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD spread [deg]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOA spread [deg]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR [m]</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the single-bounce physical clusters, the delay spread and angular spreads have in general small values in the sub-urban and urban scenarios. It is also true for the multiple-bounce clusters. From the cluster spread properties, it can be concluded that the physical clusters have a good control of delay, and angular properties. Therefore, the size of the cluster is also in a limited range.

Visibility Region and Transition Region

The visibility region is another important property of a cluster; it determines the activity of the cluster. The visibility region of the physical cluster is also studied here in detail, see Table 1 and Table 2. Here the visibility region is defined as, along the RX moving route, the length of the route where the physical cluster can be seen. It can be noted that physical clusters usually have relatively long visibility regions which well reflect the fact that the nearby scatterers are the main contributors to the channel. Together with the visibility region, transition regions for the physical scatterers are extracted in the same manner as in [5], and starts from the half of the maximum cluster power until the cluster has disappeared. Due to the frequent fluctuations in the cluster power, the estimated transition regions are subject to some uncertainty.

Cluster Power Model

The cluster power model is mainly characterized by the cluster power decay factor and the cluster cut-off delay. The cluster power decay factor is a result of linear regression analysis of the cluster power versus the cluster delay. For the two considered scenarios, 14.5 and 248.3 dB/µs are observed. The significantly large decay factor in the urban scenario is due to the lack of large distance clusters, while the extracted clusters are within a small area. The cut-off delay is recommended as the delay where cluster power has decreased 30 dB from the maximum cluster power in the COST 2100 channel model. The power of clusters with delays larger than the cut-off delay is modeled as constant. From the measurements, cut-off delays of 2.5 and 0.29 µs are observed for the sub-urban and urban scenarios, respectively.

Cluster Cross-polarization Discrimination

The cluster cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) characterizes the power proportion from one polarization to another polarization. First, the XPD ratios of the MPCs associated to one cluster are determined as:

$$XPD_v = \frac{P_{VV}}{P_{VH}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
Table 3: Channel model parameters extracted from the physical clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Sub-urban</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius of visibility region: $\mu R$ [m]</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of transition region: $\mu T$ [m]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of far clusters: $\mu N_c$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MPCs per cluster: $\mu N$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster selection factor: $\mu_{K_{sel}}$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster power decay factor: $\mu_{K\tau}$ [dB/µs]</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>248.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster cut-off delay: $\tau_{cut-off}$ [µs]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of LOS visibility region: $\mu R_{LOS}$ [m]</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of LOS transition region: $\mu R_{LOS}$ [m]</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS power factor: $\mu_{K_{LOS}}$ [dB]</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{K_{LOS}}$ [dB]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster angular spreads: $\mu_{\angle AODc}$ [deg]</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\angle AODc}$ [deg]</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{\angle AODa}$ [deg]</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\angle AODa}$ [deg]</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster delay spread: $\mu_{\Delta \tau}$ [µs]</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{\Delta \tau}$ [µs]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster shadowing: $\sigma_{Sh}$ [dB]</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

$$XPD_H = \frac{P_{HH}}{P_{HV}},$$ (8)

where $P_{HH}$ is the power from the vertical polarization to the horizontal polarization and vice versa. The MPC XPD ratios are log-normally distributed over different clusters, with a mean $\mu_{XPD}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{XPD}$ for a cluster. Thus the cluster cross-polarizations are also log-normally distributed, with parameters $m_{\mu_{XPD}}, S_{\mu_{XPD}}$ and $m_{\sigma_{XPD}}, S_{\sigma_{XPD}}$. The extracted cluster cross-polarization parameters in the urban scenario are listed in Table 4. However, the cross-polarization parameters for the sub-urban scenario are not extracted due to the use of single-polarized antenna elements in the sub-urban measurements.
Table 4: Cluster Cross-polarization parameters extracted from the physical clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-polarization:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\mu XPDV}$ [dB]</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\mu XPDV}$ [dB]</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\sigma XPDV}$ [dB]</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\sigma XPDV}$ [dB]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-polarization:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\mu XPDH}$ [dB]</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\mu XPDH}$ [dB]</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\sigma XPDH}$ [dB]</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\sigma XPDH}$ [dB]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Channel Model Evaluation

The COST 2100 channel model is a geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM) for MIMO channel simulations [18]. It supports both single- and multiple-link MIMO channel accesses. The channel model is characterized by individual clusters, and corresponding visibility regions of the clusters. Therefore, in the MATLAB implementation of the COST 2100 channel model, the inputs to the model are based on the cluster parameters, i.e. cluster power decay factor, cluster visibility region and transition region. With a complete set of parameters, the channel model can give simulated propagation channels without effects of antennas. To include antenna effects, complex polarimetric radiation patterns of TX and RX antenna elements are needed.

First, we simulate channel realizations based on the COST 2100 channel model MATLAB implementation with the extracted parameters of physical clusters that are summarized in Table 3. A set of 100 simulation runs for both sub-urban and urban scenarios has been carried out. For the sub-urban scenario, the center frequency is set to 285 MHz and the channels are generated for a bandwidth of 20 MHz, while the frequency for the urban scenario is 5.3 GHz and the bandwidth is 120 MHz. These settings are identical to the measurements introduced in Section II. For both the scenarios, the BSs are placed at the center of the simulation area, and the MSs are moving along the pre-determined routes similar to the measurement routes. In total, 33200 and 50000 snapshots of propagation channels have been simulated for the sub-urban and urban scenarios, respectively, to provide enough statistics for the investigations.
6.1 Delay Spread

We first compare simulated and measured channels concerning their respective delay spreads. For the sub-urban scenario, the comparison is performed for channel responses with an omni-directional antenna pattern in azimuth both at the TX and RX sides. Note that, when the measurements were carried out, a reference omni-directional antenna was set up at the RX side. Therefore, data connected from this single TX-RX pair can be used to evaluate the delay spread performance. The delay spreads are computed from the channel power delay profiles (PDPs) by using a noise threshold of 30 dB below the peak power in each PDP. All PDPs are truncated at 6 µs, and it can be assumed that no significant power will be received after this delay. The results are shown in Fig. 6, where the solid lines are cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the delay spreads extracted from the measured raw data and the others are CDFs for the delay spread from all simulation runs. It can be noted that the median delay spread is only 0.02 µs off between the simulations and measurements, which is a promising improvement compared to the parameter based cluster simulation performance [5]. However, significantly smaller and larger delay spreads still exist due to the limitations of the current channel model as pointed out in [5]. For the urban scenario, the delay spreads are
calculated based on the simulated and measured MPC parameters, see Fig. 6. It can be noted that the small delay spread values have been captured by the simulations, and up to 80%, the simulations and the measurements show a good agreement. However, the large delay spread is over estimated from the simulations that we think it is mainly due to the model limitations [5].

6.2 Singular Value Distribution

From a system perspective, the singular value distribution has been investigated as well. First, for the sub-urban scenario, 7-by-7 MIMO channel matrices have been simulated based on the COST 2100 channel model simulations and the Tx and Rx antenna radiation patterns. The patterns correspond to those of the measurement antennas. The singular values are derived from the normalized channel frequency response at an SNR of 20 dB. A good agreement between the measurements and simulations is obtained in the sub-urban scenario, especially for the first three dominant singular values, see Fig. 7. In the urban scenario, the same radiation patterns are also used for the comparison of the simulation and measurements. However, only a subset of measurement antenna feeds is considered in order to avoid too large MIMO channel matrix dimension. More
specifically, a subset of RX spherical antenna elements that mainly receives the vertically polarized fields and the vertically polarized elements of the Tx planar antenna are used which leads to a MIMO channel of size 10-by-16. The distribution of the first five dominant singular values are investigated, see Fig. 8. It can be noted that the distributions of the second singular values show some differences between the simulations and measurements, which is mainly due to the extracted biased power decay factor. As mentioned before the extracted power decay factor is estimated from few realizations of large delay clusters, and therefore a modified power decay factor with value 24 dB/µs is applied. With the modified power decay factor, the simulated and measured channels give better agreements in singular value distribution, specifically speaking, less than 2 dB mismatch. In short, the channel characteristics with respect to singular value distribution show reasonable agreement between simulations and measurements when the physical clusters are used, therefore also the channel capacity can be well represented.
7 Conclusion

The cluster concept is widely used in current channel models, and the clusters help to reduce the modeling complexity. However, the cluster extraction is still an open topic. The parameter based clustering algorithms are based on the parameters of the MPCs. There is no common view of the relation between the parameter based clusters and physical reality. In this paper, we analyzed geographical properties of parameter based clusters with a ray launching tool. It has been seen that single-bounce parameter based clusters can well be reflected in the physical reality, but this is not necessarily the case for multiple-bounce clusters, which have more complicated behavior. Therefore, a simple geographical clustering method is proposed and we observed the corresponding physical clusters and their properties. A physical cluster can be seen for a long time. The frequent cluster deaths observed for the parameter based clusters are disappeared for physical clusters, which gives longer cluster visibility regions. Also, the physical clusters can be single- and multiple-bounce at the same time, which is not the case of parameter based clusters. The extracted parameters from the physical clusters have been applied to the COST 2100 channel model MATLAB implementation. In addition, the validation of these parameters is also performed with respect to the delay spread, and singular value distribution. We conclude that the physical clusters give better control of delay spread and the singular value distributions also give good agreement between the simulations and measurements.

In general, the physical clusters show promising results regarding the parameter extraction for the single-link COST 2100 channel model. The multi-link COST 2100 channel model is described by the concept of common clusters, which are interpreted based on the physical scatterers. Therefore, a more sophisticated physical clustering algorithm and physical cluster analysis are needed for the multi-link 2100 channel model development.
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Paper III
The COST 2100 Channel Model: Parameterization and Validation Based on Outdoor MIMO Measurements at 300 MHz

The COST 2100 channel model is a geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM) for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) simulations. This paper presents parameterization and validation of the channel model for peer-to-peer communication in the 300 MHz band. Measurements were carried out in outdoor environments for both line-of-sight (LOS) and non line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. The COST 2100 channel model is characterized and parameterized based on clusters. The KpowerMeans algorithm and a Kalman filter are used for identifying and tracking clusters from measurements. General issues regarding the parameterization of the channel model are analyzed in detail. A full set of single-link parameters for the channel model is extracted from the measurements. These parameters are used as the input to the channel model validation processes, targeting delay spread, spatial correlation, and singular value distribution as well as antenna correlation. The validation results show good agreement for the spatial correlation and singular value distribution between the channel model simulations and the 300 MHz outdoor measurements. Our findings suggest that the model has potential for modeling 300 MHz channels in outdoor environments, although some modifications are needed for the distribution of cluster delay spreads and the size of cluster visibility regions.
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1 Introduction

The channel model from COST 273 [1], and its successor COST 2100 [2] are now available and can account for most of the important propagation processes and effects that influence multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system performance. The COST 2100 channel model is characterized by individual clusters, i.e. group of multipath components (MPCs) showing similar properties in delay, angle of arrival (AOA), angle of departure (AOD) and power, and corresponding visibility regions of the clusters [2]. The model supports both single-link and multiple-link MIMO channel access; the latter is achieved by using the concept of common clusters [3]. An overview of the COST 2100 channel model is presented in [4], whereas a detailed description of the channel model can be found in [2]. The parameterization of this generic model from measurements is not yet complete and only a few environments have been studied. For example, parameterization of the channel model has been performed for indoor environments though some parameters are missing, such as cross-correlation coefficients for cluster spreads, and cluster shadowing [5]. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies validating the COST 2100 channel model. One reason for this is that there is no general methodology to evaluate the validity of channel models, and the validation processes also depend on available measurement data and the nature and usage of the particular channel model. In [6], validation of the COST 2100 channel model, with respect to large-scale properties such as delay spread and angular spread, has been carried out for an indoor environment with good results. So far, studies on the COST 2100 channel model mostly focus on indoor environments, but are missing for outdoor scenarios. For a good generic model, different environments should be included and completely parameterized. In addition, validation should be performed to determine the accuracy and limitations of the channel model in those environments as well.

In order to perform parameterization and validation of the COST 2100 channel model in outdoor scenarios, 300 MHz outdoor measurements were performed and the collected data is used for further analysis in this paper. Frequencies in the lower UHF range, as used for the measurements, are often used for tactical communication. In addition, public cellular communication systems are present at 450 MHz and 900 MHz, and TETRA, a cellular and peer-to-peer system for first responders, operates at frequencies around 400 MHz. From a scientific point of view, it is also of interest to characterize propagation conditions at those frequencies as many common larger objects in the environments (like vehicles, smaller buildings, and lamp-posts) have the size of a few wavelengths instead of tens to hundreds of wavelengths as for the standard cellular frequencies. Hence, it is of significant interest to investigate and characterize the channel properties and provide a basis for the usage of the COST 2100
channel model at lower frequencies.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- Cluster parameters and cluster time-variant properties are obtained from the 300 MHz measurements by using a joint clustering and tracking algorithm.

- Parameterization of the channel model for single-link outdoor MIMO communication at 300 MHz is conducted.

- Validation of the channel model is performed for the considered scenario by comparing simulated and measured delay spreads, spatial correlations, singular value distributions and antenna correlations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the 300 MHz outdoor measurement campaign. Sec. III introduces the joint clustering and tracking algorithm for cluster extraction from the measurements. The parameterization for the COST 2100 single-link MIMO channel model in an outdoor scenario is performed in Sec. IV. Sec. V validates the single-link parameters for the channel model. Finally, the conclusions in Sec. VI complete the paper.

2 Measurement Campaign

The measurements were performed outdoors on the campus of Linköping University, Sweden using the RUSK Lund MIMO channel sounder [7], [8]; the measurement principle is described in [9], [10]. Identical antenna arrays were used for both the transmitter and the receiver. The antenna arrays are vertically polarized, 7-element uniform circular dipole arrays (UCDA), with one additional dipole element located at the center, in an elevated position [7], [11]. All 8 elements are sleeve dipoles and the center element, which has an omnidirectional antenna response in azimuth, is located 0.78 m above the 7-element UCDA. The bandwidth of the antennas is 30 MHz, and the antenna gain for the UCDA is 8 dBi and 5 dBi for the omni-directional antenna. The 3 dB beam width of the lower antenna elements is 95 degrees in azimuth and 59 degrees in elevation. The transmit antenna array (Tx) was placed 1.8 m above ground, at a static position with coordinate (0, 0) and about 35 m from a large building. The receive antenna array (Rx) was mounted on a car with its lower ground plane approximately 2.1 m above the ground. The car was driven at a speed of around 8 m/s along the marked routes in Fig. 1, and the routes are labeled as 1 to 4. The minimum and maximum separation between the Tx and Rx are 197 m and 451 m, respectively. The measurements were carried out at a center
frequency of 285 MHz, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz, which is smaller than the antenna bandwidth, and an output power of 43 dBm. The sounding signal is a periodically repeated sequence with a length of 12.8 µs and the guard interval between the repetitions is 12.8 µs. In the measurements, we used a wheel trigger on the car to control the snapshot distance, which is approximately 0.97 m and corresponding to 0.92 λ, where λ is the wavelength at the center frequency of 285 MHz.\footnote{Snapshots with distance 0.115 λ were actually measured, but every 8th snapshot is used for further parameterization analysis.} This snapshot distance is also used in Sec. 4. At each trigger event, one data block of 4 channel snapshots is recorded and averaged into a single snapshot to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The channel is assumed to be approximately stationary over 4 consecutive snapshots, an assumption that is verified. Due to practical constraints, all measurements were performed using vertical polarization only. One should be aware of the limitations of the parameter estimates from such a setup\cite{12}, and we have made every effort to validate the directional estimates using 3-dimensional maps and photos of the area.

Figure 1: Overview of the measurements area at the campus of Linköping University, Sweden. The transmitter with coordinate (0, 0) was placed near the building, and the receiver was moved along the marked routes 1-4. B1 and B2 represent two new buildings which were not present at the time the picture was taken.
By using the SAGE algorithm [13], MPCs with delay, AOA, AOD and complex amplitude were estimated from the measured transfer function matrices. From the analysis in [7], it can be seen that there are line-of-sight (LOS) conditions for most parts of routes 1 and 2, but occasionally with small obstacles blocking the LOS. Routes 3 and 4, on the other hand, are completely non line-of-sight (NLOS). In the following investigations, routes 1 and 2 are processed together and named group 1. This group is mostly LOS and partially obstructed LOS. Similarly, routes 3 and 4 are named group 2 and this group is completely NLOS.

3 Clustering and Tracking Method

Since the COST 2100 channel model is based on the concept of clusters, a joint clustering and tracking algorithm [14] is used to identify clusters and determine their time-variant properties from the measurements. The KpowerMeans clustering algorithm [15] is implemented to cluster each temporal snapshot of the channel, while a Kalman filter [16] is designed to track clusters from snapshot to snapshot. Previous research [17] has shown that the cluster time-variant behavior can be obtained with this joint algorithm.

MPCs extracted by the SAGE algorithm are used as the input to this joint clustering and tracking algorithm. In the first step, the KpowerMeans clustering algorithm performs clustering based on the values of the delay, AOD, AOA and power of each MPC from one measured snapshot. Each cluster is characterized by its centroid position, which is determined by cluster delay, cluster power, cluster AOD, and cluster AOA, as well as by its intra-cluster spreads, including cluster delay spread, cluster AOD spread, and cluster AOA spread. The identified clusters for a particular snapshot are known as current clusters. In the next step, a Kalman filter is applied to track the clusters over different snapshots. Based on the current clusters and clusters from the previous snapshot, the Kalman filter provides a prediction of the cluster centroids for the next snapshot and its state is also updated. If possible, the current clusters are associated with those from the previous snapshot and are then regarded as tracked clusters. Otherwise, untracked clusters in the previous snapshot are regarded as dead, and untracked clusters in the current snapshot are considered as new-born clusters. In this way, we could obtain the time-variant properties of clusters.

The number of MPCs extracted with the SAGE algorithm is 200 for each snapshot; MPCs with a power 30 dB lower than the peak power are discarded from further analysis. To ensure tracking stability, a sliding window with a
length of 2 snapshots is chosen [14]. A 1% cluster power threshold is set to 
ensure that the identified clusters do not carry less than 1% of the total received 
power. In addition, if the power of a tracked cluster never exceeds 2.5% of the 
total received power somewhere during its lifetime, this tracked cluster is not 
taken into account in the subsequent analysis. By considering the map of the 
environments and in order to avoid cluster splitting, the maximum number of 
clusters is chosen as 12, which is well above the extracted average number of 
clusters, see the results in Sec. 4.2.

4 Channel Model Parameters

In this section, the methodologies for the parameterization are studied in de-
teil. Our goal is to extract the required parameters for the COST 2100 channel 
model based on the 300 MHz outdoor measurements. All the extracted param-
eters are listed in Table 1.

4.1 Cluster Visibility Region and Transition Region

Cluster visibility regions are typically assigned to clusters in such a way that 
when an Rx is inside a visibility region (VR), the cluster assigned to this 
visibility region is active (contributes to the impulse response). The size of a 
cluster visibility region is thus linked to the lifetime of a cluster: assuming a 
stationary environment, the lifetime of a cluster is determined by the number 
of snapshots over which the cluster is sequentially active. The product of the 
cluster lifetime and the snapshot distance is called cluster life distance.

There is a general difficulty in extracting the size of cluster visibility regions 
from a single measured route. For the measured route, the Rx does not always 
go through the center of the cluster visibility regions. We propose a method for 
finding the relation between the cluster visibility region radius and the mea-
sured cluster life distance as follows. Assume that the cluster visibility region 
is a circle, and the radius of the circular visibility region $R$ is deterministic. 
Further assume that the measured route traverses the circular visibility regions 
at a random (uniformly distributed) distance $D$ from the respective centers of 
the cluster visibility regions. Given this geometry, the length of an intersection 
between a measured route and a cluster visibility region is

$$L = \begin{cases} 
2\sqrt{R^2 - D^2} & 0 \leq D \leq R, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$ (1)
Now, the average cluster life distance is
\[ \Gamma \triangleq E[L] = \int_0^R 2\sqrt{R^2 - x^2} f_D(x) \, dx, \quad (2) \]
where \( E[\cdot] \) denotes statistical expectation and \( f_D(x) \) is the probability density function for \( D \). By solving the integral in (2) for a uniformly distributed \( D \), \( 0 \leq D < R \), we obtain
\[ \Gamma = \frac{\pi}{2} R, \quad (3) \]
where the factor \( \frac{\pi}{2} \) is defined as compensation factor between the cluster visibility region radius \( R \) and the average cluster life distance \( \Gamma \).

We group the measurements into two categories. The measured scenario of group 1, with routes 1 and 2, is categorized as a semi-rural environment where some scatterers have contributed to the impulse response for a long time, which leads to longer cluster life distances, and thus larger cluster visibility region radii. The measured scenario of group 2, with routes 3 and 4, on the other hand, is categorized as a sub-urban area. Scatterers can be blocked more often in this group, and thus smaller cluster visibility region radii are observed. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the cluster visibility region radii for the two groups. Most of the visibility region radii are in the range of 10 to 100 m (approximately 10 to 100 \( \lambda \)). The average cluster visibility region radii for groups 1 and 2 are 32.8 and 24.5 m, respectively.

The cluster visibility region is modeled as a circle, where the cluster is active, with radius \( R \). Centered in this circle is an effective area, a circle with radius \( r \), where the cluster power exceeds a level of 6 dB below its maximum [18]. There is a smooth transition, from the border of the effective area to the border of the active area, taking place in the so-called cluster transition region. The size of the transition region is determined as \( T = R - r \), and the extracted sizes of the transition regions are 16.8 m and 12.2 m for groups 1 and 2, respectively.\(^2\)

4.2 Number of Clusters and Average MPCs per Cluster

There are two kinds of clusters in the channel model: local clusters and far clusters. Usually a local cluster occurs around the Rx. In our measurements, there is one active cluster which is visible along most of the snapshots for the two groups. At the same time, we notice that the distance between this cluster centroid and the Tx is larger than the distance from the cluster centroid to the Rx. In addition, often there is a larger cluster angular spread at the Rx.

\(^2\)\( r \) is extracted in a similar way to \( R \).
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side, compared to the Tx side. These observations indicate that we observe an Rx local cluster in the two measured groups. Far clusters are defined as any clusters that are not local clusters. On average, approximately 6 far clusters \( N_c \) are active for both groups 1 and 2.

Each cluster contains a few MPCs, and the average number of MPCs per cluster \( N_{\text{MPC}} \) is extracted as the ratio between the total number of MPCs and the number of clusters in each snapshot. There are approximately 27 and 48 MPCs per cluster for groups 1 and 2, respectively. For group 2, there are generally more scatterers in the environment, which leads to a larger number of MPCs per cluster, compared to group 1. Here, it should be noted that specular components and dense multipath components [19] are not separated, and all MPCs are considered as specular components.

### 4.3 Single-bounce and Multiple-bounce Clusters

Besides local clusters and far clusters, single-bounce and multiple-bounce clusters are also distinguished in the channel model. Here, we suggest classifying the clusters using their geometric properties. First, we take a look at the AOA and AOD of a cluster and determine whether a ray from the Tx in the cluster AOD direction and a ray from the Rx in the cluster AOA direction can
meet each other. If there is no valid intersecting point between the two rays, a multiple-bounce cluster is observed. With a valid intersecting point, we also analyze the total traveling time of these two rays. The traveling time from the Tx to the cluster centroid is $\tau_{Tx}$ and from the Rx to the cluster centroid is $\tau_{Rx}$. Theoretically, the difference between the total traveling time of the two rays and the cluster delay $\tau_{delay}$ should be zero for a single-bounce cluster, but with the measured results, a threshold larger than zero has to be used. The threshold here is set as two times the cluster delay spread $\tau_{ds}$, since we allow one delay spread offset from both the Tx and Rx sides. In other words, if a valid intersecting point between rays from the Tx and the Rx sides is obtained, and $|\tau_{Tx} + \tau_{Rx} - \tau_{delay}| < 2\tau_{ds}$ is satisfied, a single-bounce cluster is observed, otherwise it is classified as a multiple-bounce cluster. The relation between the number of single-bounce clusters $N_{SB}$ and the number of multiple-bounce clusters $N_{MB}$ is characterized by the cluster selection factor $K_{sel}$.

$$K_{sel} = \frac{N_{SB}}{N_{MB} + N_{SB}}.$$ (4)

The extracted cluster selection factors are 0.1 and 0.2 for groups 1 and 2, respectively. We conjecture that these low $K_{sel}$ factors are due to the fact that the measured scenario is peer-to-peer, where the Tx and Rx are only around 2 m above ground, and both surrounded by scatterers along most of the measured routes.

The concept of cluster link delay is introduced in conjunction with the multiple-bounce clusters. The cluster link delay $\tau_{link}$ is calculated as $|\tau_{Tx} + \tau_{Rx} - \tau_{delay}|$. Hence, for a single-bounce cluster, there is no cluster link delay. The cluster link delay is modeled as an exponential distribution, with its mean and minimum value [2]. Since we use $2\tau_{ds}$ as our threshold when distinguishing single/multiple-bounce clusters, the cluster link delay for multiple-bounce clusters never goes below $2\tau_{ds}$. The extracted average cluster link delays are 0.9 and 1.1 $\mu$s with minimum values of 0.048 and 0.052 $\mu$s for groups 1 and 2, respectively.

4.4 LOS Parameters

The LOS component is extracted, based on the AOA, and AOD of the MPC with the strongest received power. In theory, the LOS component should have a matched pair of AOA and AOD and also the strongest power. However, due to uncertainties in vehicle positions and estimation errors of MPC parameters, there might be an offset in the measured AOA and AOD. Here, a maximum 10 degrees mismatch for the AOA and AOD is allowed. In other words, when
the mismatch between AOA and AOD of the MPC with the strongest power is smaller than 10 degrees, this MPC is determined as a LOS component.

The size of the LOS visibility region is extracted based on the appearance of the LOS component. When the power of the LOS component goes 6 dB below the maximum LOS power during its lifetime, it enters the transition region where it stays until it disappears. The transition region of the LOS component is defined as the duration between the transition starting and ending points. For group 1, the LOS component exists for almost the whole Rx traveling route; 343 m is observed as the averaged LOS visibility region radius ($R_{\text{LOS}}$) and 93 m as the averaged LOS transition region radius ($T_{\text{LOS}}$). There is no LOS component in group 2 so the sizes of LOS visibility and transition regions are set to zero.

The relation between the power of the LOS component and the other MPCs is denoted as LOS power factor [1],

$$K_{\text{LOS}} = \frac{P_{\text{LOS}}}{P_{\text{tot}} - P_{\text{LOS}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $P_{\text{LOS}}$ is the power of the LOS component and $P_{\text{tot}}$ is the total power for MPCs. The observed mean $K_{\text{LOS}}$ factor is -4.7 dB for group 1 with a variance of 2.0 dB. In group 2, $K_{\text{LOS}}$ is zero since it is a NLOS scenario.

### 4.5 Cluster Power Model

The cluster power $P_{i_c}$ of the $i_c$th cluster, is modeled as [1]

$$P_{i_c} = P_0 \max\{\exp(-k_\tau (\tau_{i_c} - \tau_0)), \exp(-k_\tau (\tau_{\text{cutoff}} - \tau_0))\}. \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

Besides the peak cluster power $P_0$ factor, there are four more parameters in this power model. Parameter $k_\tau$ is the power attenuation coefficient given in unit of dB/µs, and is also called cluster power decay factor. $\tau_{i_c}$ is the cluster delay while $\tau_0$ is the delay of the LOS component. They are both in the unit of µs. The last one is the cut-off delay $\tau_{\text{cutoff}}$, with the unit of µs.

The cluster power decay factor is a result of linear regression analysis of the cluster power versus the cluster delay. The slopes in Fig. 3 describe the two power decay factors, which are 12.1 and 7.2 dB/µs for groups 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, it can be noted that the cluster power has residuals from the regression lines. The residuals are referred as cluster shadowing components, which will be discussed further in Sec. 4.7. The delay of the LOS component is determined by the distance between the Tx and Rx. The cut-off delay is determined as the delay where cluster power has decreased 30 dB from
Figure 3: Cluster power decay factor. Scatter plots show the cluster power vs. the cluster delay. The reference level for the cluster power is the Tx power of 43 dBm. The power decay factors are 12.1 and 7.2 dB/µs for groups 1 and 2, respectively.

the maximum cluster power. The power of clusters with delays larger than the cut-off delay is modeled as constant, i.e., at a level 30 dB below the maximum cluster power. From the measurements, cut-off delays of 2.4 and 4.2 µs are observed for groups 1 and 2, respectively.

4.6 Cluster Spreads

Cluster spreads in delay, AOD and AOA determine the shapes of clusters, and are defined as [1]

\[ DS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_i^N P_i (\tau_i - \bar{\tau})^2}{\sum_i^N P_i}}, \]  

(7)

\[ AS_c = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_i^N P_i (\phi_i - \bar{\phi})^2}{\sum_i^N P_i}}, \]  

(8)
where $DS_c$ is the cluster delay spread, $AS_c$ is the cluster angular spread and $N$ is the number of MPCs belonging to each cluster. $P_i$ is the power for the $i$th MPC, $\tau_i$ is the delay and $\phi_i$ is the AOD/AOA of the $i$th MPC. Furthermore, $\bar{\phi}$ and $\bar{\tau}$ are power weighted means calculated as

$$\bar{\tau} = \frac{\sum_{i}^{N} P_i \tau_i}{\sum_{i}^{N} P_i},$$

(9)

$$\bar{\phi} = \text{angle}\left(\sum_{i}^{N} P_i \exp(j \cdot \phi_i)\right),$$

(10)

where $j$ is the imaginary unit. The cluster spreads for a particular cluster are computed from the set of MPCs that has been associated with that cluster. The mean value and standard deviation of the extracted cluster spreads are listed in Table 1, where $AS_c^{AOD}$ defines the cluster angular spread at the Tx side and $AS_c^{AOA}$ is the cluster angular spread at the Rx side. It can be noted that the average cluster delay and angular spreads are smaller in group 1 compared to group 2. The reason is that in group 2, the rich scattering processes around the Tx and Rx increase the spreads of the clusters. The MPCs from scatterers near the Rx in group 2 can, for example, have really large angular spread but are still grouped into one cluster.

### 4.7 Cluster Shadowing

Clusters experience large-scale fading in a similar way to that of MPCs. The cluster shadowing is obtained during the process of estimating the cluster power decay factor, see Sec. 4.5. When the cluster power decay factor is estimated, the linear regression lines provide an expected cluster power for a certain cluster delay. The cluster shadowing is defined as the residual between a cluster power and its expected cluster power [20]. Note, however, that this shadowing is not necessarily related to the physical effects of partial obstructions of clusters by other objects. The observed standard deviations of the cluster shadowing ($\sigma_{Sh_c}$) are 2.05 and 2.27 dB for groups 1 and 2, respectively.

### 4.8 Cross-correlation Coefficients

In order to jointly model cluster spreads and shadowing, the cross-correlation coefficients of different pairs of the cluster spreads and shadowing are considered. We estimate the cross-correlation coefficient between $a$ and $b$ as

$$\rho(a, b) = \frac{\sum_{k}^{M} (a(k) - \bar{a})(b(k) - \bar{b})}{\sqrt{\sum_{k}^{M} (a(k) - \bar{a})^2 \sum_{k}^{M} (b(k) - \bar{b})^2}},$$

(11)
Table 1: Extracted parameters from the 300 MHz measurements for the COST 2100 channel model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius of visibility region:</td>
<td>$\mu_R$[m]</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of transition region:</td>
<td>$\mu_T$[m]</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of far clusters:</td>
<td>$\mu_{N_c}$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MPCs per cluster:</td>
<td>$\mu_{N_{MPC}}$</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster selection factor:</td>
<td>$\mu_{K_{sel}}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster power decay factor:</td>
<td>$\mu_{k_{e}}$[dB/µs]</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster cut-off delay:</td>
<td>$\tau_{\text{cutoff}}$[µs]</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of LOS visibility region:</td>
<td>$\mu_{R_{LOS}}$[m]</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of LOS transition region:</td>
<td>$\mu_{T_{LOS}}$[m]</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS power factor:</td>
<td>$\mu_{K_{LOS}}$[dB]</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{K_{LOS}}$[dB]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster angular spreads:</td>
<td>$\mu_{AS^{\text{AOD}_{c}}}$[deg]</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{AS^{\text{AOD}_{c}}}$[dB]</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu_{AS^{\text{AOA}_{c}}}$[deg]</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{AS^{\text{AOA}_{c}}}$[dB]</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster delay spread:</td>
<td>$\mu_{DS_{c}}$[µs]</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_{DS_{c}}$[dB]</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster link delay:</td>
<td>$\mu_{\tau_{\text{link}}}$[µs]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\min_{\tau_{\text{link}}}$[µs]</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster shadowing:</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{sh}_{c}}$[dB]</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-correlation coefficients:</td>
<td>$\rho(DS_{c}, AS^{\text{AOD}_{c}})$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho(DS_{c}, AS^{\text{AOA}_{c}})$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho(DS_{c}, Sh_{c})$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho(AS^{\text{AOD}<em>{c}}, Sh</em>{c})$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho(AS^{\text{AOA}<em>{c}}, Sh</em>{c})$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho(AS^{\text{AOD}<em>{c}}, AS^{\text{AOA}</em>{c}})$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\mu$ denotes expected value, $\sigma$ denotes standard deviation and min denotes minimum value.
where \( \bar{a} \) and \( \bar{b} \) are the sample mean of the sets \( \{a(k)\} \) and \( \{b(k)\} \) with length \( M \), respectively, and all the samples are in logarithmic scale [21]. The results for the extracted cross-correlation coefficients are shown in Table 1. A high correlation always exists between the delay spread and the angular spreads at both the Tx and Rx sides. Meanwhile, the cluster spreads exhibit low correlation with the cluster shadowing.

5 Channel Model Validation

The COST 2100 channel model with parameters from Table 1 is validated by comparing the channel properties of its output with the corresponding measured channel for the outdoor single MIMO link at 300 MHz in this section. Ideally, one should perform validation based on many independent measurements in similar but different environments, but due to the efforts involved in such a task, this is not practically possible. The comparison with the measurements is performed for the following four channel properties: 1) delay spread, 2) spatial correlation, 3) singular value distribution, and 4) antenna correlation.

5.1 Initial Considerations

The channel model has been implemented in MATLAB by Liu et al. [22], and this implementation provides a suitable framework for our validation. The input of this framework is based on both external and stochastic parameters. First, the external parameters include parameters such as frequency, and bandwidth. To be directly comparable with the measured data, the center frequency is set to 285 MHz and the channels are generated for a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The simulated area is defined as a cell with a radius of 500 m. Based on the cluster power decay factors derived in Sec. 4.5, we assume that clusters outside this radius will give a negligible contribution to channel responses. The Tx is placed in the cell center and the Rx is moving according to the measured routes. In order to evaluate the details of delay spreads and spatial correlations, channel snapshots are generated for every 0.115 \( \lambda \) movement of the Rx in the simulations. For each simulation run, this sampling distance gives us 5304 simulated snapshots corresponding to the group 1 measurements, and 1570 simulated snapshots corresponding to the group 2 measurements. Besides the external parameters, Table 1 summarizes all the stochastic parameters that are used as the input of the MATLAB framework. Evaluation, using a group of 100 simulation runs, is carried out for further validation, and for each such simulation run, we have simulated channel snapshots from a route similar to the measured one. This means that the number of channel snapshots used for
validation exceeds 50,000 and 15,000 for groups 1 and 2, respectively, which gives us representative statistics. To verify the latter, another independent 100 simulation runs have been performed. By comparing the distributions of delay spreads, spatial correlation, and singular values, similar results were obtained, indicating that a group with 100 simulation runs is enough.

5.2 Delay Spread

Delay spread is the normalized second-order central moment of the power delay profile, and defined as [23]

\[
S_\tau = \sqrt{\frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{\tau} \tau^2 d\tau}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{\tau} d\tau}} - \mu^2_\tau,
\]

(12)

where

\[
\mu_\tau = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{\tau} \tau d\tau}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{\tau} d\tau},
\]

(13)

\( \tau \) is the delay and \( P_{\tau} \) is the corresponding power arriving in the delay interval \([\tau, \tau + d\tau]\). The delay spread shows the frequency selectivity of the channel, and it
is a fundamental validation metric, affecting other validation metrics such as the singular value distribution. We first compare simulated and measured channels concerning their respective delay spreads. The comparison is performed for channel responses with an omni-directional antenna pattern in azimuth. The delay spreads are computed from the channel power delay profiles (PDPs) by using a noise threshold of 30 dB below the peak power in each PDP. In addition, all PDPs are truncated at 6 µs, and it can be assumed that no significant power will be received after this 6 µs delay.

In Fig. 4, the dashed lines are cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the delay spreads from all simulation runs, and the solid lines are CDFs for the delay spreads extracted from the measured raw data. Group 1, which has mostly LOS conditions, shows smaller delay spreads than group 2, which has NLOS conditions. It can be noted that the CDFs for the simulated channels start at smaller delay spreads than the corresponding CDFs for the measured channels. Furthermore, the distributions for the simulated channels have tails with significantly larger delay spreads than those which can be observed from the two measured groups. It can also be noted that in the LOS scenario, the simulated channels result in larger delay spreads, while in the NLOS sce-
nario, the simulated channels show smaller delay spreads for most of the time compared to the measurements. The delay spread differences of the medians between the simulations and measurements are 0.17 and -0.12 μs for groups 1 and 2, respectively. One should note that the measurement area, though we think it is representative for the intended scenarios and that there are differences in the propagation conditions within the area, might not show all possible channel variations when measuring at various places.

To understand the mechanisms behind the observed deviations between the simulated and measured delay spread distributions, we have investigated individual PDPs from simulations and measurements in detail. First, we show an example of a case in which the PDPs of simulated and measured channels agree well, see the two solid curves in Fig. 5. The PDPs indicate channels with rather dense multipath propagation. Next, the two dashed lines in Fig. 5 show examples of PDPs from simulated channels with delay spreads that deviate significantly from what have been observed in the measurements; one of the profiles leads to a very small delay spread, which is smaller than 0.2 μs and the other one causes a very large delay spread, which is larger than 1 μs. The profile leading to the small spread has contributions from only the LOS component and the local cluster, with no far clusters being present. Here, we find a limitation of the COST 2100 channel model when it is applied to outdoor scenarios. In reality, as the measurements indicate, it is not likely to have only one cluster active in an outdoor scenario in a built-up area with a few objects somewhere around Tx and/or Rx, but it can occur in the simulations. In the profile with the large delay spread, a large gap exists between the local cluster and the far clusters. This gap, which causes the delay spread to increase significantly, is observed only in the simulations. In reality, however, the PDP for such a scenario tends to be close to a continuous decay without large gaps. In the channel model, the radius of a cluster is generated according to a log-normal distribution, and thus some small radii exist. As a consequence, the MPCs belonging to the clusters with small radii are squeezed into a small delay region, which causes the gap in the PDP. In conclusion, a truncated log-normal distribution, which takes away the small cluster radii, can provide a better fit for the distribution of delay spreads in an outdoor scenario.

5.3 Spatial Correlation

Spatial correlation describes how the channel varies for a certain distance separation, and the normalized spatial correlation is evaluated for the channel envelope as [23]

\[ \rho(\Delta d) = \frac{1}{N_d N_f} \sum_d \sum_f \frac{C(|H(d, f)|, |H(d + \Delta d, f)|)}{\sqrt{C(|H(d, f)|)C(|H(d + \Delta d, f)|)}}, \]  

(14)
where $f$ is the frequency, $d$ is the distance of a certain snapshot, $\Delta d$ is the distance difference between two snapshots, $C$ means the covariance and $|H|$ represents the envelope of the channel, which is achieved from the omni-directional antenna element responses. We choose the envelope correlation since an oscillatory behavior of the averaged complex correlation is observed when the measured route is symmetric relative to the Tx, see routes 1 and 2 in Fig. 1. The symmetric property of the measured route is not representative, but a special case for this particular Tx-Rx arrangement. We investigate the envelope correlation properties for distance differences from 0 to 10 wavelengths. Data subsets with a size of $12\lambda$ are used to maintain wide-sense stationarity (WSS) when evaluating the spatial correlation.

In Fig. 6, it can be noted that the match between the simulations and measurements is good for group 2, but not for group 1. The main deviations are in the region of low correlation, hence not so important. When the spatial correlation coefficient is around 0.5, the corresponding spatial distance differences between the simulations and measurements are only 0.2 and 0.1 $\lambda$ for groups 1 and 2, respectively. The simulations have high correlation within a quarter of a wavelength, while the measurements show high correlation within half a wavelength. The spatial correlation is mostly determined by the distribution
Table 2: Comparison of mean and standard deviation of the singular values between the simulations and measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular values (Ordered)</th>
<th>Group 1 (Sim./Mea.)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Sim./Mea.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean [dB]</td>
<td>Std. [dB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.7/16.2</td>
<td>1.8/1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.7/4.8</td>
<td>4.3/2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1/0.4</td>
<td>4.5/2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.3/-3.6</td>
<td>3.8/2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the AOA spreads of the MPCs. In general, a large angular spread leads to a low spatial correlation. In measured group 1, the MPCs reach the Rx with a small angular spread since the scatterers are located close to the direction of the LOS component; the averaged measured AOA spread is around 39 degrees. As the Rx is moving, the channel is changing slowly. In measured group 2, more scatterers surround the Rx, and an AOA spread of 68 degrees is observed. Compared to group 1, this AOA spread is larger and leads to a lower spatial correlation. In the simulations, on the other hand, the clusters are placed uniformly in the cell; the AOA spread of the simulated MPCs is not controlled, so the two simulated spatial correlations are reduced compared to the values from the measurements. On the other hand, the size of the cluster visibility region also affects the spatial correlation; a longer visibility region radius gives a higher spatial correlation. As described in Sec. 4.1, some clusters have a really large visibility region radii, e.g. the local cluster, though many clusters have a short visibility region radii. An average cluster visibility region radius cannot reflect the real environment well, which in turn leads to the mismatch in the spatial correlation. The variations of the visibility region radius cannot be accurately described solely by an average value and a distribution function is therefore suggested for outdoor environments.

5.4 Singular Value Distribution

The capacity at a fixed mean SNR is strongly dependent on the singular value distribution. The singular value is extracted from the normalized channel frequency response by singular value decomposition. For the simulated channels, 7-by-7 channel transfer functions are generated for the two groups, based on the channel model and measured antenna calibration data. All singular values
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The channel model shows good agreement with the measurements in terms of the distributions of the singular values obtained from the channel matrices, and thus, in terms of channel capacity, see Fig. 7. The simulated dominant singular value has a mean of 15.7 dB and standard deviation (std.) of 1.8, while the measured one has a mean of 16.1 dB and a std. of 1.4 for group 1. The second largest singular value also matches well with the measured data in group 1. More numeric results are listed in Table 2. The fourth singular value is nearly 20 dB lower than the largest singular value in each group, and its contribution to the channel capacity is insignificant. It can thus be noted that the channel model provides a good model of the measured channel regarding channel capacity for outdoor measurements.

5.5 Antenna Correlation

Antenna correlation indicates the possible diversity and the richness of the multipath channel in the environment. The correlation coefficient between two
Table 3: Antenna correlations for one simulation run of the group 1 channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx side (Measured/Simulated)</th>
<th>1/1</th>
<th>0.3/0.3</th>
<th>0.2/0.2</th>
<th>0.0/0.3</th>
<th>0.0/0.3</th>
<th>0.1/0.1</th>
<th>0.5/0.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3/0.3</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.4/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.3</td>
<td>0.0/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
<td>0.4/0.1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.0</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0/0.3</td>
<td>0.1/0.3</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.3/0.0</td>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0/0.3</td>
<td>0.0/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.0</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.5/0.4</td>
<td>0.4/0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.0</td>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
<td>0.5/0.4</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.5/0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5/0.4</td>
<td>0.2/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.4/0.3</td>
<td>0.5/0.3</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx side (Measured/Simulated)</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.2/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.6/0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.2/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.2/0.3</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.4/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.7/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.2/0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.7/0.1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.4/0.2</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.4/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.2</td>
<td>0.4/0.2</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.3/0.1</td>
<td>0.2/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antennas is calculated according to

\[ \rho_{12} = \frac{E\{H_1 H_2^*\}}{\sqrt{E\{H_1 H_1^*\} E\{H_2 H_2^*\}}}, \]  

(15)

where \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \) represent the channel response from two antennas, \( E\{\cdot\} \) is the expectation operator over all the possible samples of \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \), and \( \ast \) represents the Hermitian transpose. The correlation coefficients for different antenna element offsets are extracted from the measured and simulated channel frequency responses by clockwise and counter-clockwise shifting of antenna elements. A sliding window of length 20 λ is used to ensure that we remain in a WSS region when evaluating the antenna correlation. Here, we only show the 7-element UCDA antenna correlation coefficients by using one simulation run over the area. Otherwise, over many simulation runs, the antenna correlation will finally become low due to the uniform cluster distribution in the channel model.

Table 3 summarizes the averaged absolute values of the complex correlation coefficients over different WSS regions for one simulation run of group 1 channels at both the Tx and Rx sides. The root-mean-square-errors (RMSE) between the measured and simulated antenna correlation are 0.1 and 0.2 for the Tx and Rx side, respectively. It can be noted that at the Tx side, better
agreement between the simulations and measurements is achieved compared to the case at the Rx side. In the measurements, group 1 has a LOS component and the AOA spread of the MPCs is only 39 degrees, which leads to the high antenna correlation at the Rx side. In the simulations, however, the clusters are placed uniformly in the cell which causes the large angular spread at the Rx side, and leads to the lower Rx antenna correlation. Similarly, the RMSE of antenna correlation at the Tx side is 0.3 while 0.1 at the Rx side for one simulation run of the group 2 channels, which means larger differences are observed at the Tx side. The measured angular spread at the Tx side is small, and most of the MPCs stem from the trees and buildings in the upper north direction, see Fig. 1, thus a high antenna correlation is observed from the measurements. However, in the simulations, the uniformly distributed clusters decrease the antenna correlation, which leads to the large RMSE at the Tx side. In general, when the measured AOD or AOA are close to being uniformly distributed, a good match is achieved with respect to the antenna correlation, but when the angular spread is limited by the environment (the close building in our case) the antenna correlation can be underestimated in the simulations.

6 Conclusion

The COST 2100 channel model framework is a good platform for realistic MIMO simulations. Parameterization and validation of the channel model for the scenarios of interest are necessary to get realistic and representative results. In this paper, we parameterize and validate the channel model for outdoor environments based on channel measurements at 300 MHz. Table 1 summarizes the stochastic parameters of the outdoor MIMO measurements at 300 MHz. These parameters provide a basis for the usage of the channel model in outdoor environments. By applying the extracted parameters to the COST 2100 MATLAB channel model, we perform validation by four means: delay spread, spatial correlation, singular value distribution and antenna correlation. The spatial correlation shows high similarity within a quarter of a wavelength between the simulations and measurements. Similarly, the singular value distributions for the three dominant eigenvalues also show good agreement. Regarding the delay spreads, some mismatch occurs for the two investigated groups, one has 0.17 \( \mu \)s difference and the other has -0.12 \( \mu \)s difference for the delay spread differences of the medians. Antenna correlation shows good agreement between the simulations and measurements, when there are uniformly distributed scatterers around the antennas. Otherwise, there might be some mismatch. In addition, the validation processes also provide a deep insight of the channel model behavior for outdoor environments.
Table 4: Suggested modifications of the COST 2100 channel model for a 300 MHz outdoor scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>In the model</th>
<th>Suggested modifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster delay spread</td>
<td>log-normal</td>
<td>truncated log-normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster visibility region</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>mean and variance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the COST 2100 channel model works well for representing the 300 MHz outdoor scenario, however, not all the properties show good agreement. We suggest that with the modifications of the distribution of cluster delay spreads, and cluster visibility regions in the channel model, see Table 4, better results can be obtained. The channel model also enables multi-link MIMO modeling, and studies related to multi-link will be carried out in the future.
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Paper IV
Correlation Properties of Large Scale Parameters for 2.66 GHz Multi-site Macro Cell Measurements

Multi-site measurements for urban macro cells at 2.66 GHz are performed with three base stations and one mobile station. The autocorrelation distance properties of large scale parameters for each link are analyzed, intra-site correlation of large scale parameters is also evaluated. By comparing these properties with the corresponding parameters from the COST 2100 and WINNER II models, we can see the measured autocorrelation distance of the shadow fading has similar properties as in the two models as well the autocorrelation distance of delay spread. The shadow fading and delay spread are negatively correlated in each link and match the two models well. In order to analyze the correlation properties of large scale parameters, we split up the routes into subsets, where it can be assumed that wide-sense stationarity (WSS) applies. Based on the WSS subsets, we can see that large scale parameters can be correlated, also when two BSs are far away from each other. In those cases the correlation of different links tends to be positively correlated when both base stations are in the same direction compared to the movement of the MS, otherwise the two links will be negatively correlated. We also can see that the cross-correlation between large scale parameters for different links usually have opposite signs.
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“Correlation properties of large scale parameters for 2.66 GHz multi-site macro cell measurements.”
1 Introduction

In order to make realistic wireless channel models, lots of measurements are required so that parameters for channel models such as the COST 2100 [1], WINNER II [2] can be extracted. Among these parameters, there are so called large scale parameters describing the main characteristics of the environment, such as shadow fading, angular spread and delay spread. In the literature, many investigations of the shadow fading correlation in a single MIMO link can be found. In [3], the autocorrelation of shadow fading is modeled as an exponential function of the distance. The joint correlation properties of angular spread, delay spread and shadow fading is investigated in [4]. The two recent models also include all these correlation properties between the large scale parameters, but usually these parameters are studied for the single MIMO link. Due to the use of base station cooperation, the behavior of multi-site MIMO wireless channels become more and more interesting as well. Often it is assumed that there is no correlation between two links if the two links are far away from each other [5]. In [6] the cross-correlation of shadow fading for separate base stations is discussed and substantial correlation for closely located base station is found, but still not enough measurements are performed to form a generic model. In [7], it was found that the shadow fading can be correlated also for widely separated base stations in the indoor case. Recently, in [8] the cross-correlation properties for large scale parameters between different links in an outdoor scenario is studied from measured data, but there is no consideration about the wide-sense stationary region for the large scale parameters. If the large scale parameters in two non-WSS regions, then it is unfair to evaluate the correlation properties. Willink analyzed WSS regions based on the first and second moments of the data series for the MIMO radio channels [9]. There it can be seen that a homogeneous building has high possibility to get larger WSS regions. However, the parking lot between homogeneous buildings will interrupt the WSS regions.

In this paper, multi-site measurements with three base stations are analyzed where the three base stations are far away from each other. We propose a WSS region definition based on a map and the environments as well as the WSS time estimation and local scattering function. The correlation properties of large scale parameters are investigated both for each link and between different links in a urban macro scenario based on small WSS subsets. The autocorrelation distance and cross-correlation of each link are evaluated and compared with the corresponding values in the COST 2100 and WINNER II models. The correlation between different links provide a basis to model the cross-correlation in different links when base stations are separated.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, a short introduction to the
measurement campaign and data processing are given. Large scale parameter estimation is discussed in section III. Section IV presents an analysis of the autocorrelation distance for the large scale parameters for each link. Section VI gives a deep analysis for the large scale parameters correlation properties when the routes are divided into small WSS subsets. Finally the conclusions are given in section VII.

2 Multi-site Measurement Campaign and Data Processing

2.1 Measurement Campaign

The measurements were performed in a urban macro cell environment in Kista, Stockholm, Sweden, see Fig. 1. Three base station (BS) sites with one antenna each are used, which are referred as BS1, BS2 and BS3 in the following. At
the mobile station (MS) side two dipole antennas and two loop antennas are placed on the roof of a measurement van 30 cm from each other. The measured center frequency is 2.66 GHz with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The transmit power of each BS is 0 dBm. The MS traveled along the routes in Fig. 1 and the GPS positions of the MS were also recorded together with the channel samples. Along the routes, the links between the BSs and MS experience line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed line-of-sight (OLOS) and non line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. The routes are divided in to 18 small subsets which are called $S_i$. The distance between BS1 and BS2 is approximately 354 m, 489 m between BS1 and BS3, and 617 m between BS2 and BS3. A 4-by-3 MIMO channel matrix over 432 frequency bins are obtained for each measured snapshot. The links from the MS to each BSs are called link 1, link 2 and link 3 corresponding to the index for each BS, respectively.

2.2 Data Processing

In order to extract the large scale parameters in a proper way, we consider four rules when dividing the subsets for further analysis. First, the NLOS and LOS scenarios have to be separated. Second if the environments are not homogeneous we also need to separate the routes into small subsets. For BS2 as an example, S9 and S11 have to be separated, since S9 is in a large open area without any building in the south west direction whereas S11 will be shadowed a lot by a building. Third, if the traveling routes are orthogonal we also need to split them, this applies e.g. to S1 and S2. Finally, the difference in angle seen from the BS to the routes in a subset can not be too large. The antenna gain have to be constant over the “sector” considered and the same main propagation processes should be maintained.

At the same time, a WSS time is estimated according to the methodology in [10]. The snapshot repetition time is 0.0053$\mu$s, and the MS was moving with velocity of 30km/h in average. The estimated WSS region are 75, 99 and 42 meters for three links respectively with the assumption that the correlation threshold is 0.9. It can be generally said that the WSS region usually with length around 100 meters which has a good agreement with subsets deviation. When the traveling routes are orthogonal, a significant change of local scattering function (LSF) will happen, see Fig.2, which well implies the deviation of orthogonal routes. This change is applied for scenario change as well, Fig.3 show the LSF change from NLOS to LOS.
Figure 2: Comparison of local scattering function for orthogonal routes.
Figure 3: Comparison of local scattering function for NLOS and LOS scenarios.
3 Large Scale Parameter Estimation

The most widely used large scale parameters for wireless channel modeling and analysis are shadow fading, angular spread, cross polarization discrimination and delay spread. In this work two parameters are investigated in detail, shadow fading and delay spread. The antenna arrangements do not allow a straightforward analysis of angular properties.

3.1 Shadow Fading

Shadow fading (SF) is the power fluctuation over a large area where the small scale variations are averaged out. Usually the small scale fading is removed by averaging the received power inside a $10\lambda$ window [11]. Then the averaged received power level can be modeled as

$$P(d) = P_0 - n \cdot \log_{10}\left(\frac{d}{d_0}\right) + SF(d),$$

(1)

where $d$ is the distance, $n$ is the path-loss exponent and $P_0$ is a reference value at the distance $d_0$. To determine the shadow fading, a linear regression is performed and the deviation from the linear trend (in the log-domain) is determined.

In Table 1, the shadow fading for the subsets are listed. It can be seen that the path-loss exponents sometimes are negative, see S1 and S9 in link 2. One reason might be in the short route lengths here. The power varied a lot due to obstacles and the path-loss model parameter estimation becomes unreliable. Similarly, if the MS route is below the BS, when the MS and BS are quite close, the shadow might be shadowed by the building where the BS is placed.

3.2 RMS Delay Spread

The RMS delay spread (DS) is estimated based on the power delay profile (PDP) [11]. The PDP is extracted based on a quasi-stationarity time span, and a window with length $10\lambda$ is used in this work. The RMS delay spread is estimated in each time span according to:

$$S_T = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{bin}} P_h(\tau_i)\tau_i^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{bin}} P_h(\tau_i)}} - T_m^2,$$

(2)

where

$$T_m = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{bin}} P_h(\tau_i)\tau_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{bin}} P_h(\tau_i)}$$

(3)
Table 1: Subsets for each link with route length, path-loss exponent $n$, and standard deviation of the shadow fading.

(a) Link 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>SF std</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1,S3,S4,S6,S17</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5,S7,S8,S12,S13</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11,S14,S15</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16,S18</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Link 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>SF std</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5,S7,S8,S12,S13</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3,S4,S17,S11,S14,S15</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-5.34</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16,S18</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Link 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Length [m]</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>SF std</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1,S6,S3,S4,S17</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5,S12,S13,S16,S18</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>8.76</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7,S8</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9,S11</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14,S15</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Autocorrelation distances comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Link 1</th>
<th>Link 2</th>
<th>Link 3</th>
<th>COST 2100</th>
<th>WINNER II C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF [m] LOS/NLOS</td>
<td>35/36</td>
<td>50/185</td>
<td>90/86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS [m] LOS/NLOS</td>
<td>28/62</td>
<td>45/40</td>
<td>80/90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and $P_h$ is the PDP for each time span, $N_{bin}$ is the number of delay bins and $\tau$ is the delay.

4 Autocorrelation Distances of Large Scale parameters

The large scale parameters do not change within a few wavelengths distance and when the MS is moving, the large scale parameters change slowly. The autocorrelation distance reflects how fast the large scale parameters are changing over the route. The autocorrelation distances of large scale parameters are quite important for channel models such as the COST 2100 and WINNER II models. In the WINNER II model, the autocorrelation distance is supported by measurements and is around 45/50 (LOS/NLOS) meters for the outdoor-to-outdoor scenario. In the COST 2100 model 100 meters is used. In this work, we estimate the autocorrelation distance for each link of the multi-site measurements according to the method in [8]. The autocorrelation distance is calculated by sorting the data into separate groups, with 40 meters between two adjacent groups. Then correlation coefficients are evaluated based on groups with different distances. The autocorrelation distance is defined as the distance when the correlation coefficient decreases to $e^{-1}$.

In Table 2, the autocorrelation distance are separated into LOS and NLOS. For link 1 and 2, the LOS routes is quite short, the autocorrelation might be underestimated. In link 3 the LOS connection is quite typical, and the value is nearly a good agreement with the COST 2100 model. In the NLOS scenario, all the autocorrelation distance somehow reflect the value in both of the two models, except for one extreme case in link 2.

5 Correlations of Large Scale Parameters

The large scale parameters describe the wireless channel from different aspects, and they are usually correlated with each other [4]. When there are several
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Table 3: Intra-site correlation for all subsets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets</th>
<th>SF-DS L1</th>
<th>SF-DS L2</th>
<th>SF-DS L3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BSs in the measured environment, the multi-path components from BSs to MS might have the same traveling route or at least some common traveling route. It is of interest to investigate these dependencies as they should be included into the wireless channel models. The large scale parameters in each link are usually correlated, which is called the intra-site correlation. The cross-correlation of large scale parameters in different links is called inter-site correlation [8]. Next, we will investigate both intra-site correlation and inter-site correlation for multi-site measurements in the measured urban macro cell.
Intra-site correlation

The intra-site correlation between shadow fading and delay spread at each link is extracted from the whole MS traveling route according to:

$$\rho(a, b) = \frac{\sum_{i}^{N} (a(i) - \bar{a})(b(i) - \bar{b})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i}^{N} (a(i) - \bar{a})^2 \sum_{j}^{N} (b(j) - \bar{b})^2}}$$

where $\bar{a}$ and $\bar{b}$ are the means of sample sets $\{a(i)\}$ and $\{b(i)\}$ with length $N$.

The correlation coefficient is calculated in the log-domain as in [12] and the shadow fading is calculated based on the subsets in Table 1. The intra-site correlation is included both in the COST 2100 and WINNER II C2 model for the macro cell, with values -0.6 and -0.4 respectively. In Table 3, the correlation coefficient between shadow fading and delay spread for all small subsets are shown. Nearly all have negative values which means that when the shadow fading becomes larger, i.e. -0.87, there is usually a large delay spread. The mean values for all NLOS scenarios is -0.65 and -0.47 for LOS scenario, which more or less match to the COST 2100 and WINNER II models well.

Inter-site correlation

Until now there are not too many studies on the inter-site correlation, the main reason is the lack of multi-site measurements. It is usually assumed that there is no correlation between different links. However inter-site correlation exists and affects on system performance [13]. Here we also investigate the inter-site correlation for the urban macro cell.

The inter-site correlation is evaluated based on the same approach as we generated the groups of subsets, only inter-site correlation of subsets in homogeneous groups are analyzed, see Table 4. Generally the inter-site correlation and cross-correlation have opposite signs, e.g. see S2 and S5, which well reflect the negative intra-site correlation. It also can be seen that if the MS is placed in between two BSs, the link inter-correlation are higher, e.g. S2 and S5 for link 2 and 3.

One interesting thing is that the distance from the MS to BSs and distance of two BSs can’t be used to determine the inter-site correlation. For example, S7 and S8 are far away from BS1 and BS2 and a quite small inter-site correlation is observed. S1 and S6 are also far away from BS1 and BS3, but instead a large shadow fading correlation is obtained for these two links. S2 and S5, they are highly correlated with respect to shadow fading and delay spread for link 1 and 3 which are far from the MS and far from each other.
Table 4: Inter-site correlation based on subsets.

(a) Inter-site correlation of Link 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets</th>
<th>SF-SF</th>
<th>DS-DS</th>
<th>SF-DS</th>
<th>DS-SF</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7,S8</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12,S13</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3,S4</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11,S14,S15</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16,S18</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Inter-site correlation of Link 1 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets</th>
<th>SF-SF</th>
<th>DS-DS</th>
<th>SF-DS</th>
<th>DS-SF</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1,S6</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3,S4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12,S13</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14,S15</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>LOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Inter-site correlation of Link 2 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets</th>
<th>SF-SF</th>
<th>DS-DS</th>
<th>SF-DS</th>
<th>DS-SF</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S3,S4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2,S5</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12,S13</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14,S15</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>NLOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, we analyze mainly the NLOS scenario since we do not have enough measurements for the LOS scenario. Only one inter-correlation is given for S16 and S18 in link 1 and 2 which are highly correlated in delay spread and the other for S10 in link 1 and 3 with high negative correlation in shadow fading.

S17 has high inter-site correlation for all links, since S17 is always between two links in our measurements. When we take a look at link 1 and 2, the MS is moving towards both BSs in S17, and then a positive correlation is obtained both shadow fading and delay spread. But for link 1 and 3, and with respect to link 2 and 3, the MS is always moving towards one BS and moving away to the other one, then a negative correlation is obtained. S2 and S5 also have the similar properties in link 1 and 3, high positive inter-site correlation is observed. In general, when the MS is between two BSs and also the main lobe of BSs face to the routes, then a high inter-site correlation often exist even if the BSs are far away from each other. If the MS is moving towards, or away from both BSs, positive inter-site correlations are obtained otherwise negative correlations are obtained.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the properties of large scale parameters are analyzed and compared to the existing COST 2100 and WINNER II models. The autocorrelation distances for shadow fading and delay spreads more or less agree with the two models. The intra-site correlations from measurements have all negative values, and the average intra-site correlation have a good match with the two models. Another interesting observation is the inter-site correlation between multi-base stations. A study of the inter-site cross-correlation properties, especially for the shadow fading and delay spread, is presented. From the results, we can confirm that the inter-site correlation exists, even when the two links are far away from each other, with high or low correlation coefficients. Sometimes high correlation appeared for the different large scale parameters in different links. The shadow fading has shown negative cross-correlation between different links when the MS is moving towards one BS but away from the other BS. On the other hand, when MS is moving towards both BSs, the shadow fading is positively correlated. Similar behavior was shown for DS-DS inter-site correlations. The inter-site SF-DS cross-correlations have opposite sign since the corresponding intra-site correlations are also negative. It is quite important to include all these properties in wireless channel models. However, more multi-site measurements are needed to make a generic model for these properties and provide more realistic models.
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Paper V
Virtual Multi-link Propagation
Investigation of an Outdoor Scenario At 300 MHz

The COST 2100 channel model has introduced the concept of common clusters to model multi-link MIMO characteristics. In this paper, a ray launching tool is used to analyze multi-link propagation properties in an outdoor scenario at 300 MHz. It is shown that in a multi-link propagation scenario there are shared scatterers among the different links, which reflects the physical existence of common clusters. The identification of common clusters in the measured outdoor scenario is discussed with respect to the shared scatterers and distances between the scatterers and multiple mobile stations (MSs). We observe that, as the MS separation distance is increasing, the number of common clusters is decreasing and the inter-link correlation is decreasing as well. Multi-link MIMO simulations are also performed using the COST 2100 channel model with extracted common cluster parameters. It is shown that the common clusters can represent multi-link properties well with respect to inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity.

©2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
M. Zhu, and F. Tufvesson
“Virtual multi-link propagation investigation of an outdoor scenario At 300 MHz,”
1 Introduction

Current geometry-based MIMO channel models, such as COST 2100 [1] and WINNER II [2], are all based on the concept of clusters. The COST 2100 channel model supports multi-link simulation by dropping multiple mobile stations (MSs) and base stations (BSs) in the simulation area. When multiple MSs/BSs are used, inter-link correlation can have significant effect on the system level performance [3]. Hence, modeling of inter-link correlation is required. To be well connected with the previous geometry-based stochastic channel models, common clusters are introduced in the COST 2100 channel model to model inter-link correlation. The significance of common clusters has been investigated for indoor environments in [3] to quantify their power contributions to each link. The common clusters have shown a certain level of significance, especially for the indoor corridor measurements, where, e.g., wave-guiding can cause high significance of the common clusters. However, the method of identifying common clusters is not straightforward in outdoor environments. In [3], criteria have been introduced for common cluster identification in indoor environments. When these criteria are applied in an outdoor scenario, their relevance and validity have to be considered.

In this paper, based on 300 MHz outdoor measurements and a ray launching tool for outdoor environments, we investigate interacting scatterers for virtual multi-links, and provide a simple method for identifying common clusters in outdoor scenarios. The number of common clusters is extracted for both line-of-sight (LOS) and non line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios and the significance of the common clusters is also studied for the considered scenarios. Furthermore, the observed common cluster ratios are used with the COST 2100 channel model framework to perform multi-link MIMO channel simulations. We validate the common cluster modeling by means of inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the 300 MHz outdoor measurements and the ray launching tool. Sec. III introduces the method for identifying common clusters in outdoor scenarios. Sec. IV evaluates the number of common clusters, and significance of common clusters based on the 300 MHz outdoor measurements. Sec. V validates the common cluster modeling with the COST 2100 channel model simulations. Finally, the conclusions in Sec. V complete the paper.
Figure 1: Overview of the measurement area at the campus of Linköping University, Sweden. The BS with coordinate (0, 0) was placed near the building, and the MS was moved along the marked routes with LOS and NLOS conditions. B1 and B2 represent two new buildings which were not present at the time the picture was taken.

2 Visual multi-link Measurements and the Ray Launching Tool

The measurements were performed outdoors on the campus of Linköping University, Sweden, using the RUSK Lund MIMO channel sounder [4]. Identical antenna arrays were used for both the transmitter and the receiver. The antenna arrays are vertically polarized, 7-element uniform circular dipole arrays (UCDA), with one additional dipole element located at the center, in an elevated position [4]. The transmit antenna array was placed 1.8 m above ground, at a static position with coordinate (0, 0) and about 35 m from a large building. The receive antenna array was mounted on a car with its lower ground plane approximately 2.1 m above the ground. The car was driven at a speed of around 8 m/s along the marked routes in Fig. 1. The measurements were carried out at a center frequency of 285 MHz, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz, and an output power of 43 dBm. Since the measured environment is nearly static, different positions of the measured routes can be used as virtual multi-
ple MS positions. LOS and NLOS virtual multi-link scenarios are assumed, see Fig. 1. From the measured transfer function matrices, the properties (delay, angle of arrival (AOA), angle of departure (AOD), and complex amplitude) of multiple-path components (MPCs) were obtained by means of the SAGE algorithm [5].

The used ray launching tool has been developed for visualizing the propagation path of a particular MPC with its AOA, AOD and delay [6]. Similarly, a cluster is characterized by its cluster AOA, cluster AOD and cluster delay, which can thus be visualized in a similar manner as visualizing MPCs. Therefore, the interacting scatterers for the clusters along the propagating paths can be visualized. With these interacting scatterers, the commonality of clusters can be decided based on their geometry properties, which will be further discussed in the next section.

3 Identification of Common Clusters

There are basically two difficulties when identifying common clusters. One is to identify clusters themselves, and the other is to determine the commonality of clusters. A detailed study about cluster extraction by the KpowerMeans algorithm has been carried out in [7]. It has been shown that the resulting clusters can represent the channel in a good manner and reflect the statistics of an environment to a reasonable level. The identified clusters from [7] are used as the basis for further common cluster identification.

With the ray launching tool, the interacting scatterers of the extracted clusters are visualized. If clusters from two links interact with the same scatterer at the BS side, these two clusters have the possibility to form a common cluster. This is, however, not a sufficient condition in outdoor scenarios since the same scatterer can lead to different propagation conditions depending on how the BS and MS see it. On the other hand, different scatterers can lead to similar propagation conditions. For example, a large building can be treated as separate scatterers when the clusters see different parts of the building, that are far away from each other (e.g., two opposite sides of a building). Similarly, when two scatterers are close to each other and also have similar distance to the BS, they can be treated as a single scatterer. In [3], the commonality of clusters has been determined in indoor scenarios by analyzing the distance and angle between them. This method works well in the indoor scenario since the scatterers are within in a small range and the angle limitation between two clusters is an efficient criterion. However, it is difficult to extend this method of identifying common clusters to outdoor scenarios directly since the angle condition in [3] becomes a bit vague. For short ranges, the angle can reflect distance differences.
efficiently, but for larger ranges, a small angle can be caused by scatterers with a large separation distance.

In order to achieve a clear identification of common clusters in outdoor scenarios, the positions of physical objects belonging to a possible common cluster are investigated. First single interacting clusters are studied, see Fig. 2. A typical common cluster is shown in Fig. 2 (a), where the clusters from two links overlap each other. It can also be noted that if the distance between two single interacting clusters is small compared to the distance from the BS to the cluster centroids, these two clusters can be treated as a common cluster since the BS cannot distinguish them, see Fig. 2 (b). At the MS side, no matter where the MS is placed, the commonality of the clusters is not affected. That is because the transmitted signal from the BS contributes to the received signal through the common clusters and gives similar properties in these two links, and there is some degree of correlation between the two links. There is also another type of clusters called multiple interacting clusters, it can be noted that the multiple interacting clusters can reach the MS side in different ways, see Fig. 3 (a) and (b). However, for identifying common clusters, we only consider if the two clusters have similar properties but not how they are seen from the MSs. Again, the commonality of two clusters also depends on the relation between the cluster centroid distance and the distances from the BS to the cluster centroids. With respect to the angle between the two clusters at the BS side, a small angle can be linked to physically highly separated clusters.

Figure 2: Concept of single interacting common clusters. Single interacting common clusters can have different associated MSs. The ellipses represent clusters.
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Figure 3: Concept of multiple interacting common clusters. Multiple interacting cluster can be common no matter how the clusters are seen from the MS side. The ellipses represent clusters.

that are without commonality. The angle condition becomes less important in an outdoor scenario, and hence we focus on the physical distance between the clusters. Thus, we introduce a simple way for identifying common clusters as follows. Assume that the distance from the BS to cluster C1 and C2 are $d_{BS,C1}$ and $d_{BS,C2}$, respectively, and that the distance between two clusters is denoted $d_{C1,C2}$. If the condition

$$\frac{d_{C1,C2}}{\max(d_{BS,C1},d_{BS,C2})} < \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

is satisfied, C1 and C2 are said to be a common cluster.

4 Common Cluster Evaluation

By using (1), the number of common clusters with different thresholds of $\alpha = 0.1$ and $\alpha = 0.2$ is evaluated both for the LOS and NLOS scenarios, see Fig. 4.
Generally, the extracted number of common clusters gives reasonable values for the considered scenarios. It can be noted that, as the MS separation distance is increasing, the number of common clusters is decreasing and only 1 common cluster is observed at a distance of around 100 meters for both the LOS and NLOS scenarios. At a distance of 20 m, approximately 3 and 2 common clusters are observed on the average for the two thresholds for the LOS scenario, while approximately 2 and 1 common clusters are observed in the NLOS scenario. The threshold influences the number of common clusters to some extent. For the distances between 0 to 5 m, a similar number of common clusters are obtained for the different thresholds. But as the MS separation distance is increasing, a difference of approximately one cluster is observed for different thresholds both for the LOS and NLOS scenarios. It is hard to determine the best threshold precisely, and based on our observations, a threshold of 0.2 is recommended for further analysis.

We also investigate the significance of common clusters, which shows the power contribution to each link from common clusters. The significance is defined as [3]

$$S_{\text{common}}^i = \frac{P_{\text{common}}^i}{P_{\text{tot}}^i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where \( P_{\text{common}}^i \) is the power for a common cluster in link \( i \), and \( P_{\text{tot}}^i \) is the sum of powers of link \( i \). Here the cluster power is given by the total power of the MPCs belonging to the cluster. The total power is given by the sum of powers of all MPCs contributing to the link. For the LOS scenario with threshold 0.2, approximately 10% significance is obtained in average, see Fig. 5. The reason for this low value is that in the considered outdoor scenario, some clusters that are not common can have strong power contribution and diminish the significance of the common clusters, for example, the large building close to the BS. When the MS separation distances are small, such as 10 or 20 wavelengths, the common cluster can in a few cases have around 40% significance. In those cases, there are some important scatterers that can be seen by the two links at the same time, such as the trees close to the MS at the beginning of the LOS route. For the NLOS scenario, the common clusters generally show low significance due to the large open sub-urban scenario, approximately 8% significance is observed in average.

Figure 5: Example of significance of common cluster for different MS separation distances, threshold = 0.2.
5 Common Cluster Validation

The purpose of introducing common clusters is to model the multi-link MIMO properties. The effects of common clusters on system level characteristics are here analyzed with the COST 2100 MIMO channel model by means of inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity.

5.1 Simulation Considerations

To see the behavior of the COST 2100 channel model with the extracted common cluster ratio, we simulate multi-link MIMO channels with the COST 2100 MATLAB framework implemented by Liu et al. [8]. The input to this framework is based on both external parameters (e.g., frequency, bandwidth, scenarios) and stochastic parameters. To be directly comparable with the measured data, the center frequency is set to 285 MHz and the channels are generated for a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The simulated area is defined as a cell with a radius of 500 m, and we assume that clusters outside this cell will give a negligible contribution to channel responses [7]. The BS is placed in the cell center and the MS is moving according to the measured routes. Paper [7] summarizes the required stochastic parameters for the single-link simulations. In addition, common cluster ratios are extracted for different MS separation distances to fulfill the multi-link MIMO simulation requirements, see Table 1. Evaluation of 100 multi-link MIMO simulation runs is carried out for each common cluster ratio and its corresponding MS separation distance, and we have seen that these 100 simulation runs can provide enough statistics [7].

5.2 Inter-link Correlation

The inter-link correlation reflects the similarity between two links, and is defined as

$$\rho(\Delta d) = \frac{1}{N_d N_f} \sum_d \sum_f \frac{C(H(d, f), H(d + \Delta d, f))}{\sqrt{C(H(d, f))C(H(d + \Delta d, f))}},$$

(3)

where $f$ is the frequency, $d$ is the reference distance for one link, $\Delta d$ is the separation distance between two links, $C$ is the covariance and $H$ represents the channel transfer function for the centered dipole antenna elements.

First, the measured inter-link correlation between two links and the common cluster ratios for the considered LOS scenario are investigated for different MS separation distances, see Table 1. It can be noted that the measured inter-link correlations and the common cluster ratios show a similar tendency as the MS separation distance is increasing, that is to say that the common clusters
well capture the multi-link characteristics and thus seem to be an efficient modeling method for multi-link properties. Furthermore, the simulated inter-link correlations from the COST 2100 channel model for different MS separation distances are also investigated, see Table 1. Also, as the common cluster ratios are decreasing, the simulated inter-link correlations are decreasing in a similar manner, however, the simulated inter-link correlation decreases faster than the measured one after a distance of 20 m. One should note that the simulations provide a statistical evaluation for the considered scenario but do not reproduce the measured route. In short, the common clusters seem to represent the inter-link correlation and interference in a good manner.

5.3 Sum Rate Capacity

The multi-link channel capacity reflects the system level characteristics, and we investigate its behavior as well with the extracted multi-link parameters. The capacity with interference is expressed as [9]

\[
C_{H_0, H_1} = \log_2 \left[ \det \left( I_{N_r} + \frac{\rho}{N_T} H_0 H_0^H R_I^{-1} \right) \right],
\]

(4)

and the instantaneous correlation matrix \( R_I \) is defined as

\[
R_I = \eta_\text{I} H_1 H_1^H + I_{N_r},
\]

(5)

where \( H_0 \) represents the channel of interest and \( H_1 \) represents the interfering channel. They are both the transfer functions for the UCDA elements. Further, \( \rho \) is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and \( \eta \) is the interference-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 6: Relative sum rate capacity for different MS separation distances for the LOS scenario.

(INR), while $N_T$ and $N_R$ are the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. $I_{N_R}$ is the identity matrix of size $N_R$. When the correlation matrix $R_I = I_{N_R}$, the corresponding capacity is in fact the single-link channel capacity, which is denoted $C_{H_0}$. The overall sum rate capacity (SRC) is thus defined as the average value of the instantaneous capacity over the frequency band. The relative sum rate capacity, has been used in [3], is given by the ratio between the sum rate dual-link capacity and the sum rate single-link capacity:

$$
SRC = \frac{E\{C_{H_0, H_1}\} + E\{C_{H_1, H_0}\}}{E\{C_{H_0}\} + E\{C_{H_1}\}}.
$$

(6)

We evaluate the relative SRC for the considered LOS scenario for different MS separation distances and common cluster ratios with 10 dB SNR and 10 dB INR, see Fig. 6. It can be noted that as the MS separation distance is decreasing \footnote{In the published version of this paper, the word “increasing” was used, and it is corrected as “decreasing” in this thesis.}, the sum rate capacity is decreasing. Both the simulations and measurements show this tendency, which indicates that the common clusters can capture the multi-link characteristics and well reflect the system level performance. However, it can be noted that the relative SRCs of the simulations...
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does not perfectly match with that of the measurements, the simulations cover a larger span than the measurements. One should note that the considered LOS scenario is from a single area measurement, and the simulations show the statistical characteristics for the measured scenario rather than reproducing it. In addition, the statistical performance is more interesting since it can give more insights of the multi-link properties for various, but similar, environments.

6 Conclusions

Common clusters have been introduced to describe the multi-link propagating phenomena, but the definition and the method for identifying common clusters have been open topics. In this paper, we introduce a simple and efficient method to identify common clusters in outdoor scenarios with a ray launching tool. It has been shown that common clusters can represent the inter-link correlation well. As the distance between two links is increasing, the number of common clusters is decreasing, and the inter-link correlation is decreasing as well. Moreover, the common clusters show a reasonable level of significance with respect to the power contribution to each link for small MS separation distances. However, less significance of common clusters is observed compared to the indoor measurements due to the large open sub-urban scenario. The extracted common cluster ratios are used together with the COST 2100 channel model and an initial analysis of the multi-link simulated channel is performed. For the considered LOS scenario, the simulated inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity are investigated. The inter-link correlation shows a decreasing trend as the common cluster ratio is decreasing. Similarly, the SRC is also decreasing as the common cluster ratio is increasing. It seems that the COST 2100 channel model can represent the inter-link correlation and sum rate capacity in a good manner, but more measurements and analysis are needed, which will be performed in future work.
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Paper VI
High resolution radio based positioning and tracking is a key enabler for new or improved cellular services. In this work, we are aiming to track user movements with accuracy down to centimeters using standard cellular bandwidths of 20-40 MHz. The goal is achieved by using phase information of the multi-path components (MPCs) from the radio channels. First, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is implemented to estimate and track the phase information of the MPCs. Each of the tracked MPCs can be viewed as a virtual transmitter with unknown position. By using a time difference of arrival (TDOA) positioning algorithm based on a structure-of-motion approach and translating the tracked phase information into propagation distances, the user movements can be estimated with a standard deviation of the error of 4.0 cm. It has been demonstrated that phase based positioning is a promising solution for movement tracking with extraordinary accuracy within cellular systems.
1 Introduction

Radio based positioning and tracking is a research area that has attracted a lot of attention during the past decades. The technology is often seen as a key enabler for new cellular services. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) such as the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) is one of the most important technologies to provide location information around the globe through a constellation of at least 24 satellites [1]. However, the accuracy of GPS is usually limited and the GPS system even cannot work properly in shadowed areas, such as inside buildings, and beside tall buildings. Therefore, there has been extensive research in developing new positioning techniques to cover these areas and providing ubiquitous positioning solutions with accuracy down to meters or centimeters.

Ultra wideband (UWB) positioning is an attractive candidate due to the characteristics of the UWB signals, which allow centimeter accuracy in ranging [2]. Operating with GHz of bandwidth allows distances to be resolved within centimeter accuracy, mainly due to the fine delay resolution. However, bandwidth is itself an expensive resource. How to obtain the same accuracy as in UWB system but with a smaller bandwidth has emerged as a crucial problem for positioning.

To address the previous problem, let us take a step back and consider wireless propagation channel characteristics. Wireless channels are often described by a sum of multi-path components (MPCs), which carry information of propagation distances in terms of delay and phase. As long as the MPCs propagate in the space, the delay and phase are varying at the same time. Delay estimates, which are used in UWB system to estimate propagation distances, are usually limited by the bandwidth while the phase estimates are not dependent on the bandwidth. Generally speaking, a $2\pi$ rotation of the phase is corresponding to a propagation distance of one wavelength. Usually, cellular systems are operating at high frequency, e.g., GHz, so that the corresponding wavelengths are in units of centimeters. If frequent measurements are conducted during one wavelength movement, the position accuracy can get down to centimeters or even millimeters consequentially. Therefore, it becomes attractive to utilize phase information for high accuracy positioning within cellular systems.

Phase based positioning and tracking has previously been proposed for Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems, where the phase of the dominant LOS component is tracked and used for positioning or tracking purposes, see e.g. [3]. Phase information is also used in a related way to improve the performance of GNSS, through Real Time Kinematics (RTK) and differential phase measurements [4]. In this paper, we use the MPCs as virtual, but coherent, transmitters located at unknown positions for positioning and tracking pur-
poses. The relative propagation distance of each MPC is estimated from the tracked phase information, where an EKF algorithm is implemented and utilized. Relative movements are located with a structure-of-motion approach that previously has been successfully applied to UWB measurements for tracking [5]. To the authors’ best knowledge, until now this phased based approach for tracking and positioning purpose has not been implemented before.

The paper is structured as follows. Phase estimation and tracking are discussed in section II, including the implementation of the EKF algorithm. Section III gives details of an indoor measurement campaign at 2.6 GHz and tracked phases of the MPCs from the measured channels are discussed. Section IV discusses the used positioning algorithm and presents the tracked movements. Finally, conclusions in section V wrap up this paper.

2 Phase Estimation and Tracking

Phase estimation and tracking is one of the most challenging parts for phase based positioning. EKF, which is based on a state-space description, is an ideal solution for this purpose. In the following subsections, the dynamic model and EKF implementation are discussed for estimation and tracking of the phases of MPCs.

2.1 Dynamic Model

To extract parameters, e.g., delay, angle-of-arrival (AOA), angle-of-departure (AOD) and phase, from the measurements, a double-directional channel model is employed, and thus the channel can be represented as [6]:

\[
H(f) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} G_{Rx}(\phi_{Rx,l}, \theta_{Rx,l}) \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_{HH,l} & \gamma_{HV,l} \\ \gamma_{VV,l} & \gamma_{VH,l} \end{bmatrix} G_{Tx}(\phi_{Tx,l}, \theta_{Tx,l})^T e^{-j2\pi f \tau_l},
\]

(1)

where \(G_{Rx}\) and \(G_{Tx}\) are the mappings of antenna responses at AOA (\(\phi_{Rx,l}, \theta_{Rx,l}\)) and AOD (\(\phi_{Tx,l}, \theta_{Tx,l}\)) of the \(l\)th path. \(\tau_l\) is the delay of \(l\)th path and \(L\) is the number of MPCs. \(\gamma_{HV,l}\) is the amplitude of the \(l\)th path in horizontal-to-vertical polarization and vice versa. The amplitude \(\gamma_l\) consists of magnitude and phase, and can be written as:

\[
\gamma_l = \alpha e^{-j\phi}.
\]

(2)

The parameters of the propagation paths in the double directional channel model are comprised as

\[
\mu = [ \tau^T \ \phi_{Tx}^T \ \theta_{Tx}^T \ \phi_{Rx}^T \ \theta_{Rx}^T ]^T
\]

(3)
and
\[ \gamma = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_{HH}^T & \gamma_{HV}^T & \gamma_{VV}^T & \gamma_{VH}^T \end{bmatrix}^T. \] (4)

Note that, here only the specular propagation paths are considered, but not the diffuse multi-path components (DMCs), which act as interference for positioning purposes and are treated as noise in this work. So the channel observation at time \( k \) can be approximately as a superposition of specular paths and random noise:
\[ y_k = s(\mu_k, \gamma_k) + w_k, \] (5)
where \( s \) is a nonlinear equation originating from the double directional channel model and \( w \) is the Gaussian white noise.

To form a dynamic model of the propagation parameters, it is assumed that the propagation parameters are correlated over subsequent measurement snapshots and, specifically, depending linearly on the distance traveled. There have been a number of linear dynamic models for tracking purposes. In this work, a constant velocity model is employed, and it has also previously been shown that this model can give proper tracking performance of propagation parameters [7]. The state vector of the parameters \( x \) at time \( k \) is given as
\[ x_k = \begin{bmatrix} \mu^T & \Delta\mu^T & \alpha^T & \phi^T & \Delta\phi^T \end{bmatrix}^T, \] (6)
where \( \Delta\mu \) and \( \Delta\phi \) are the corresponding velocities for their belonging parameters. Note that the magnitude parameters \( \alpha \) is the logarithmic of the absolute amplitude same as stated in [7]. The discrete-time state transition equation is then defined as:
\[ x_k = Fx_{k-1} + v_k, \] (7)
where \( F \) is the state transition matrix, and \( v_k \) is the state noise following Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix \( Q \).

This model is optimized to track MPCs resulting from smooth movements. However, there can be non-smooth or even discontinuous behavior in some specific scenarios, e.g., at the corners of a square movement pattern. In such situations, this model can show performance degradation for tracking and even diverge. In that case, state noise with large variance is needed, such that the model allows more random deviations.

2.2 Extended Kalman Filter Design

An extended Kalman filter is implemented for the purpose of estimation and tracking of the phases of MPCs. The EKF structure is reviewed here for convenience, but the interested reader is referred to [7] for further details. The EKF algorithm consists of two steps, namely prediction and correction:
Prediction:
\[
\hat{x}(k|k-1) = F\hat{x}(k-1|k-1)
\]  

(8)

\[
P(k|k-1) = FP(k-1|k-1)F^T + Q
\]  

(9)

Correction:
\[
P(k|k) = \left(P^{-1}(k|k) + J(\hat{x}(k|k-1))\right)^{-1}
\]  

(10)

\[
\Delta\hat{x}_k = P(k|k)q(y_k|x_k|k-1)
\]  

(11)

\[
\hat{x}(k|k) = \hat{x}(k|k-1) + \Delta\hat{x}_k.
\]  

(12)

The prediction step gives the predictions based on the previous state and the transition matrix. The filter error covariance \(P(k|k)\) is also estimated in a similar manner considering the influence of the noise. The correction step aims to decrease the errors by using the new observed samples to correct the prediction. In the correction step, the first and the second order partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function of the measurement model are used, and these are defined as

\[
q(y|x) = 2 \cdot \Re\{D(x)^H(y - s(x))\},
\]  

(13)

and

\[
J(x) = 2 \cdot \Re\{D(x)^H D(x)\},
\]  

(14)

respectively, where \(D(x)\) is the first-order partial derivatives with respect to the parameters \(x\) of the observation model \(s(x)\).

3 Experimental Investigation

Experimental tests are performed for the purpose of positioning with tracked phase of MPCs from measured radio channels. In this section, the measurement campaign is described in detail, followed by phase tracking for a circular and a square movements, where both a smooth and a discontinues behavior are experienced.
3.1 Channel Measurements

The measurements were conducted in a large open hall, using our RUSK LUND channel sounder. 161 frequency points of a 40 MHz bandwidth channel were measured with center frequency of 2.6 GHz. A Skycross SMT-2TO6MB-A omni-directional antenna is mounted on a tripod on wheels 1.7 m above the ground to represent a single-antenna user (MS). A cylindrical array acts as a base station (BS), and the center of the cylindrical array is about 2.07 m above the ground. The single antenna was moved manually along the predefined movement patterns, which are a circle with radius 0.6 m and a square of side length 1 m, until 5000 channel snapshots are harvested. We made sure that the person moving the station influenced the measurements as little as possible by remaining close to the floor to minimize body reflections, while at the same time not to block the ground reflection. During the measurements, line-of-sight (LOS) conditions are always fulfilled. The LOS distances are 12.6 m and 19.5 m for the circular and square movements, respectively.

3.2 Results and Discussions

Phases are expected to show sinusoidal shapes for the circular movement. Fig. 1 shows examples of the tracked phase of four MPCs in the vertical-to-vertical polarization, where the sinusoidal patterns are clearly captured. It can be crucial to note the maximum phase difference of each MPC is around 62 radians. Consequently, it reflects the maximum distance change that is approximately 1.2 m, which also corresponds to the diameter of the circle. Note that, some of the MPCs have phase differences slightly less than 62 radians. That is primarily due to that these MPCs stem from scatterers, which are not in the same plane as the single antenna MS. Thus, the scatterers see a slightly projected and scaled copy of the circle, which leads to the projection of the phases of the corresponding MPC.

Regarding square movement case, we note that at the corner of the square, the movement follows a stop-and-go behavior since it was moved manually. This movement is not considered as smooth. Thus, the tracking tolerance of the filter was increased by defining a higher variance for the process noise to help tracking this sharp change while staying with the same dynamic model. For the square movement, an anti-symmetric pattern in phase is expected. Fig. 1 shows four tracked MPCs from the square movement measurements, where it can be noted the anti-symmetric pattern is observed for each of the MPCs. However, at the corner of the square, the phase does not show a sharp change in slope. Instead, a smooth transition around the corners takes place. This is a consequence of smoothing by the EKF. Also the maximum phase difference
Figure 1: Tracked phases of a number of MPCs in circular and square movement measurements.

Table 1: Azimuth and elevation angle of the four MPCs both in circular and square movements at the base station side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPCs</th>
<th>Circular movement</th>
<th>Square movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPC 1</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 2</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 3</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC 4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of an MPC is around 40 radians, which corresponds to a movement around 0.75 m. Compared to the predefined 1 m² square, the movement is somewhat scaled.

To have a thorough understanding of the projected phases, the elevation angles at the MS side are needed for each of the MPCs, which cannot easily be obtained straightforward due to the single antenna set up. However, it can be noted that the BS and MS are roughly in the same plane. If a single interaction is assumed, the elevation angles at the MS side can be estimated roughly. Table 1 lists the elevation angle at the BS side for the circular and square movements. It can be noted that the differences between the plane of the BS and the planes of the scatterers are approximately 10 degree at maximum for the circular movement. So the four MPCs can be either the LOS components or single reflections from the wall. Thus, the differences between
the plane of scatterers and the MS are also small as well as the projections of the tracked phase for the circular movement. The MPCs of the square movement are mostly from the ceiling, and at maximum an angle difference of 44 degrees is observed between the scatterers and the plane of the BS. With the single interaction assumption, the MS will see the scatterers from the ceiling with an elevated angle, which causes large differences between the plane of scatterers and the plane of MS. Therefore, the propagation distance of each MPC will be scaled and projected.

4 Positioning

We are aiming for positioning based on relative movements in this work. Therefore, a TDOA positioning algorithm based on the structure-of-motion problem at hand is utilized. A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [5].

The input to the TDOA positioning algorithm is the measured distance matrix \( \bar{D} \), whose columns are MPCs and rows are estimated relative distances for each channel snapshot. Therefore, the tracked phases are translated into distance to form the matrix \( \bar{D} \). Specifically the distance for the \( l \)th MPC at snapshot \( k \) is defined as

\[
d_{l,k} = c \tau_{\text{ref}} + \left( \frac{\phi_k - \phi_{\text{ref}}}{2\pi} \right) \lambda
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light, \( \tau_{\text{ref}} \) is the selected reference delay, e.g., the estimate delay of the first snapshot, \( \phi_{\text{ref}} \) is the selected reference phase, \( \phi_k \) is the phase at snapshot \( k \), and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. By singular value decomposition of \( \bar{D} \), the user movement can be estimated.

Fig. 2 shows the estimated movements together with the predefined moving patterns. As stated before, the virtual transmitters and the MS are not in the same plane. Therefore, the movements are slightly projected as well. For the circular movement, it can be noted that the offset between the planned circular movement and the tracked movement is 5 centimeters in maximum, and more than 50% of the locations are within 2 centimeter offset. The overall standard deviation of the circular movement is estimated as

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |r_{\text{true},i} - r_{\text{located},i}|^2}
\]

where \( r_{\text{true},i} \) is the true position, \( r_{\text{located},i} \) is the estimated position and \( n \) is with a number of 3120. The standard deviation of the errors is approximately 4.0 cm. Note that the user movement is controlled manually, so the movements
are most likely not a perfect circle, which can be part of the 4.0 cm offset as well. For the square movement, such comparison is not conducted due to the scaled tracked movement. Nonetheless, still it can be seen that the tracked square movement has a reasonably well projected track. If we assume the propagation environment is known, e.g. through floor plan information, we can actually compensate for the projection error as long as we are dealing with single reflections or interactions. However, for the proof of concept in this paper, this is out of scope of the investigation.

5 Conclusions

We have implemented EKF to perform phase tracking of MPCs for positioning purposes. With the tracked phase information, the relative distance changes of each MPC are observed. By using the structure-of-motion based TDOA positioning algorithm, relative movements have been tracked with accuracy down to centimeters. Our investigation has shown that with the 40 MHz bandwidth, the phase information of each MPCs can be properly estimated and tracked from the radio channels, which can be consequently translated into estimation of time-of-arrival. Therefore, positioning with accuracy down to centimeters is also possible with a limited bandwidth by using phase information. Overall, phase based positioning is a promising technique for tracking and localization purposes. This is the initial work in this area, investigations of different movement patterns, e.g., 3D movements, and the initial positioning will perform as future work.
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